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B UF F 0 N'S

NATURAL

HISTORY.

OF CARNIVOROUS ANIMALS.

THE LORIS.

Loris
is a small animal
(fig. 176.)
THE
found in Ceylon, very remarkable for the
elegance of its figure, and for the singularity
of its

cOnformation :

it

has,

perhaps, of all

animals, the longest body in proportion to its
bulk,

having

nine

vertebrm

in

the

loins,

whereas other quadrupeds have only five, six,
or seven.

The length of the body is

the na

tural effect of this structure, and it appears the
it
longer for having no tail; in other respects,
resembles the maki kind, as well in the hands
and

feet

VOL. IX.

as

in the quality
B

of the hair,

the

number
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itunther of teeth,

and

the

sharpness

if

Independently of t hcsc singularities,

muzzle.

which scparatcs

this animal from the makis,

hi, has other particular attributes.
is

of

his

round;

entirely

are

eyes

His head
excessively

iare, and very close to each other ;
Pre large,

round, and,

his ea

in their insides, have

three auricles in the shape of small shells ;
vhat is still

more singular,

but

and perhaps un

matched in the whole tribe of animals, is that
the

female

discharges her urine

clitoris , which is perforated

through the

like the

sexual

and who iii these two party
organ of the male,
other.
perfectly resemble each

Linaus has given a short description of this

animal, which appears to be exactly
It is also. very correctly deli
conform-able
to Nature.
and evidently appears to be

neated by Seba;

the same as that which Thevenot speaks of in
saw, (says he) iii the

the tbllowing terms
Mog'ul

country,

monkeys

brought from Ceylon ;

which

had

been

they were gcatly va

lued on account of their size, being not bigger
than a man's fist.
the common

They

were difierent from.

monkey, having a. flat fbrecad.,

an(] large, and of a. brio-lit
eyes round
colour, like those of some cats:
very pointed

yellow

their muzzle is

: the inside of the cams is yellow,.
and
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nd

they

have no

tail.

When I examined

them they sat erect on their hind
the

others across,

and

feet, folded

looked round at the

l)Cctators without the least signs of tear."

THE

JAVELIN

BAT.

AMONG the numbers of the

bat

species,

which were neither named nor known, we in
dicated some by names derived from foreign
languages, -,in(] others by denominations d ra sin
from their most strikiig characters.

We have

..called one the horse-shoe Bat, from the exact
resemblance the fore-part of its face bears to
a horse-shoe, and

the animal in question we

have called the Javelin Bat, (fig. 177.) from a
sort of membrane on its
resembles
spear.

nose which perfectly

the head of an

ancient javelin, or
is suffi

Though this character alone

cient to distinguish it from all other bats, yet
we may add., that it has scarcely any tail, that
its hair
bat,

and size are nearly like the common

but that instead of having six

teeth in the lower jaw, it has only four.

incisive
This
spccics
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species of bat is very common in America, but
is never found in Europe,
There is another bat in
Senegal, which has
.a] so a membrane
upon its nose, not in the form
of a horse-shoe, or
javelin, as in the two bats
we have just mentioned, but in the shape of in
oval leaf.
These three bats, being of different
climates, are not simple varieties but distinct
and separate
species.

M. Danbenton has given

the description of the

Senegal bat, under the

name of the
leaf bat,

in

the Memoirs of the

Royal Academy of Sciences, 1759, p. 574.
Bats which have great affinities to birds, by
the power of flying, and the strength of their
pectoral

muscles,

more

these

in

they have

seem to resemble them still

membranes,

on their faces.

or

These redundant

parts, 'which, at first sight,
superfluous

deformities,

crests, which

seem

are

real

only to be
characters

which fill up the visible shades between these
birds;
flying quadrupeds and

for most of the

latter have crests, or membranes, about their
beaks and heads, which seem in every respect
as superfluous as those ofthe bats.

sur
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SUPPLEMENT.

WE have rccciv'd from M. Pallas the figures
and descriptions of two bats hitherto unknown
to naturalists; the first lie calls the cephalote, or
1trgc-headed

bat,

(fig.

178.)

from its

head

being so very large in proportion to its body.
This bat M. Pallas says
lacca islands; and from
fetus in a

is found
his

in the

Ma

finding but

Ièmale, which was sent to him

one
to

Amsterdam, and which lie dissected, lie
con-cludes
they have but one young at a time: this
species differs also from all others in the teeth,
which in

some measure

resemble those ofthe

mouse or hedge-hog; it has a short tail, situated
between the
muzzle;
bird;

thighs, a large nose and a broad

its breast is very similar to that of a

it is very near four inches long, and its

wings extend above a foot.
The second he calls the
'cespertillo soricinus,
or shrew bat
and

(fig.

179.) ; this one has no tail,

carries a peculiar membrane on its nose;

it is the smallest that is met with without a tail,
being' not more than two inches in lei) ath. This
specks
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Si)CCICS is very COIflUlOn in the warm climates of
America, the Carribbec Islands, and Surinarn.
At the same time M. PalIas sent us the
count
wen

of these
in

an

the javelin

animals lie remarked

error
bat,

ac

that we

in our former
description of

by confounding it with

the

Anerican bat, mentioned by Seba, lie, from a
careful examination, being convinced of their
being' different species ;

and we feel ourselves

indebted to this gentleman for the paitis lie has
taken to rectify our mistake.

THE

SERVAL

THIS animal, which was kept alive several
the
years in

royal

menagerie,

by

name

of

the tiger-cat, seems to be the same with that
described by the gentlemen of the Academy,
under the denomination of chat-pard,' and
we should have still remained ignorant
true name if the Marquis do

Montmirail

iot discovered it in an Italian book
'which lie has
ing extract:

of its
had

of travels

translated, and sent the follow
The marapulé, which the Por
t U gueze
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India, called serval (says P. Vin

cent-Marie) is a ferocious animal, larger than
the wild cat, and something less than the civet,
from which last he differs by his
rounder

and

thicker,

about the middle.

head

being

and his face sinking in

iie resembles the panther

in the colour of his hair, which is yellow

on

the head, back, and sides, and white under the
belly ;
equally

also

by the spots, which are distinct,.

distributed, and a little less than those

of the panther.
his

whiskers

His

eyes are very brniant ;

are composed of long

bristles; his tail is short ;. his
armed with long and

feet

and stiff'

large, and

booked claws,

lie

is

found in the mountains of India; he is seldom
seen on the ground, but remains almost conti
ii.ually on high trees, where he catches birds,
which are his principal food. lie leaps as nim
bly as

a monkey, and goes

from

one tree to,

another with such address and agilityand pass
es over a great space in so short a

time, that

lie may be said only to appear arid disappear :
the

lie is ferocious in his nature, but

flees at

sight of man, unless irritated, or

his nest at

tacked, when lie flies at the offender, and bites
and tears nearly like the panther.
Neither captivity,nor good nor bad treatment,
will tame or soften the ferocity of this animal.
That:
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That

\%llicll

we

saw

in the

menagerie

was

always ready to rush on those who came near
him:

we could neither take a design nor a de

than
scription of him, otherwise
bars of his cage.

betwixt the

He was fed with flesh, like

the panther and leopard.

This serval, or

ma

and India, seems to be the
rapute of Malabar
same animal as the tiger-cat of Senegal and the
to the
Cape of Good Hope, which, according
our cat in its
testimony of travellers, resembles
is the panther or leo
shape, and the tiger (that
the black and white spots of his fur.
pard) by
" This animal
(say they) is four times larger
than a cat;

is ofa very voracious nature, and

feeds on monkeys1 rats, and other animals."
From the comparison which we made of the
serval and the chat pard, described by the
gen-tlemen
of the Academy, we discovered no other
difference than the long spots on the back, and
the rings on the tail of the latter, which the ser
val has not.

The spots on the back of the ser

val are closer than those ot1ie other parts of his
little
body ; but these

disagreements

are so

cannot doubt of the identity of
slight that we
the species of these two animals.

THE
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THE OCELOT.

OCELOT is an abbreviation of tialocetoti,
the name of this animal in Mexico, its native
country.

It is ferocious and carnivorous, and

may be ranked with

the jaguar

and

cougar,,
for it is very nearly the same size, and resembles
them in ligureand
dispositions.

A male and

female were shewri at the fair of St. Ovide, in
September 1.764.

They came from the neigh

bourhood of Carthagena, and had been taken
from their mother in the month
1763.

They became

so

of October,

strong and

cruel a

the age of three months as to kill and cat the
bitch which had nursed them.
them,

When we saw

at a year old, they were about two feet

long, and they had (hen, probably, not attaiu
ed more than one half, or two-thirds, pf, their
growth.

These animals were shewn by

name of the

but we

tiger-cat,

the

have rejec.ed

this denomination as
precarious and confused,
especially
margay,
VOL. IX.

as
or

the

jaguar,
cat,

Cayenne
C

serval,
were

ad

sent

to

. the
us

under
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u rider the same denomination,
although thos
three animals are
very (lillerent from each other,

as well as from the onto we are at
present treat
i:g of.
The first author who

mentions this

in a distinct mariner is Fabri.
clii's

animal

He caused Rec

designs of it to be eiigraven, and com

posed his description

from

them,

lie gives

also a kind of history of him from tlie writings
and information of Gregoire

de

Bolivar.

I

made these observations with a view to' throw
liiit on

the

circumstance which

had led all

the iituraliss into an error, and by which I
acknowledge I

This cir

was also deceived.

cumstance is to know whether the two animals
tlesigned by Recchii, the
ilat!auiiquioceloli and

first by the name of

the

second

by

that of

t/aeoo:loti, (laloccioll, and afterwards dcscribd
as dificrent species, are not the same
by Fabri
considered as distinct
animal.
They were
annuals,
thcir

notwithstanding

figures,

because

the

resemblance of

their names, and even

I then SllppOSc4.L
different.
descriptions, were
the first might be the same as the jaguar, an(.1
the Mexican name of
gave him
tlatlauh quiocclotl which I am now convinced
does not belong to him; and since I have
een both

the

male

and female,

I

am
per-suaded
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uaded, that the two described by Fabri, are
only the same animal, of which the first is the
nale, and the second the female.
could

only have been. discovered

This error
by such a

chance as we had of examining both the male
and

the

female

Of all

together.

animals

whose skins are spotted, the robe of the male
ocelol (J77. I Sr)) s certainly the most beautiful,
and most elegantly varied.
Even the skin of
the leopard does not come near it for the live
liness of its colours, and the regularity of its
marks; and far less those oft hejaguar, panther,
and ounce.

1 "he colours of the female ocelot

are r ueh weaker, and the design less regular ;
arid his a pnarcnf di1ll.rcnce it
II ccc

as that deceived

i, Fabri and others, and was the occasion

f their considering them as different species.
\Vhen

the

ocelot

has

arrived

at

its

full

growth, he is, according to Bolivar, two feet
and

a

half high,

The tail,
touch

and

about four feet long.

though of a good length,

the

ground

does

not

when hanging down, and

consequently is not more

than two

et long.

This animal is very voracious, but a! the same
time exceedingly timid.

He seldom attacks the

human species, and is terrified
a (log.

at the sight of

When pursued, he flies to the forests,

aiid climbs i,ip a free for saüfy, where he al()
1eej
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sleeps and watches for small animals, on which
he
springs 'When he sees thern'within his reach.
He prefers blood to' flesh,
and for this reason
he destroys a
great number of aiii'inals; for
in
stead of satisfying his
hunger by devouring
their flesh, he
only quenches his thirst by
sucking (heir blood.
in a state of
captivity he preserves his savage
nature: nothing can soften his ferocious dis
position, nor' calm his

restless

motion, which

makes it necessary to confine him
constantly iii
"
a cage.
After these young animals
(say
M. de

l'Escot) had devoured

confined them in a cage, and
with

their nurse,
had

them

11

fed

fresh meat', of which they eat from seven

to eight pounds a (lay.

The male had

a

sin-gular
superiority over the female, for however
hungry the latter might be, she never touched
any of the food until he was satisfied.. or such
pieces as

he gave her, having previously

jected them,

re

I several times gave them a live

cat, whose blood t1iy sucked until the animal
died, but they never eat any of their flesh.

I

on board the vessel for their
put two live kids
subsistence, for they neit.hcr eat, nor touched
boiled nor salted meat."
From the testimony of Gregoire do Bolivar,
these animals commonly prod Lice but two young
ones
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çmcs at a birth, -which M. de l'Escot seems to
confirm, by saying, he had kiljed

hc mother

before the two ocelots we 1ave l.eu speaking
f, were taken away.

THE MARGAY.

THE
ocelot..

Margay

is

much

smaller

Tic, resembles the wild

than

the

cat in the size

and shape of his body, only his head is more
tail longer, and his ears
square, his snout arid
more rounded ; his hair also is shorter than.
that of the wild cat, and he has black streaks
and spots on

He was sent

a yellow ground.

us from Cayenne by the name of the tiger-cat,
and, iii fact, lie partakes of the nature of the
'
at,
I and ocelot, animals to which the
cja(riiar
t~
name of tiger has been affixed in the New
Continent.

According

to

Fernandes, when

has arrived at its

full growth,

it is not quite so big as the civet;

and, accord

this

animal

ing to

Marcgravc,

whose

more just, he is about the
which he also

comparison seems
size

of a wild cat,

resembles in his natural habits,

iviig U0fl fowjs and small animals.

He is
very
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very difficult 40 tame, and never
ioes his

natural ferocity,

COfll1JlCil'kf

lie varies grcaily

in his colours, though they are commonly such
as we have described.
C0111111011

in

This

is very

Guinea, Brasil, and all the other

provinces of South America.
that

animal

It is probable

the piclioze of Louisiana is the same ani

mal, but the spccics is less common in tempe
rate than in hot climates.
iCwc recapitulate those cruel animals, whose
robes are

so beautiful, and whose natures are

so malign, we shall
leopard, ounce,

find

and

the tiger,

serval,

panther,

inhabit the Old

Continent; and the jaguar, ocelot, and mai-gay,
rativcs of the New.
o

be

miniatures

These three last appear

of the

former, and which

having neither their size nor

strength, are as

timid and cowardly in proportion as the others
are bold and intrepid.
There is another animal
die furriers call Guepard.

of this class which
NV e have seen many

of their skins, and they have a resemblance to
ilie

lynx in

the length of the

hair;

but the

ears not being terminated by a brush of hair,
the guepard cannot be a lynx.
Neither is he
a panther nor a leopard ; for his' hair is not so
short as that of those aninit1s. and lie difflrs
im all off hem by a kind of mane, about four
or
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or five inches

long on his neck, and betwerii

his shoulders.

The hair on his belly is also three

or four inches long, and his tail much shorter
in proportion than that ofthe leopard, panther,
or ounce.

nearly of the size of the last

He is

and a half

animal, noL being above three feet
long,

lie i

of a

very

pale

yellow

colour,

with black spots like the leopard,

sprinkled

but cluser to each other, and much smaller.
.[ thought. this animal might be the same as
Oat which Kolbe mentions by the name of (lie
Lie is

ILerzcolf.

hriiig on the

common

in

the countries

of Good Hope.

Cape

He

remai us all the day in the cleffs of tile rocl%-"._'~
or in holes which he digs in (he ground.
the night be seeks for

prey, but a
lie warns

he howls
men and

when in search

of game,

animals

-approach ; so that it

of his

easy to avoid, or to kill him.
pard,

is apparently

lepard; the

derived

1;

is very

The name gue
from

the

word

mode in which the German and

Dutch spell l('ojlarti.

We have also observed

there are many VtFie( iN

in this species, bolth

in respect to (lie

colour,

ground

of long

mMfue oil the nee-L.

that of

COflullIOR
1(epard has the
hairs on the belly, aiid a

the spots; but every.
character

and
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StJPPLEM ENT.

M

dela BORDE, in treating of the
tiger

cat of Cayenne,

says, lie has

very much like that of the

a skin

oiiiice;

spotted

that he i

smaller than the fox, but whom be nuch reseni
bles in liabit
resides in

and disposition; that lie generally

the woods, and lives chiefly'on the'

game which h

great facility, he

with

seizes

lies in wait for his prey;
and

he

climbs

their

frees

young in

he
upon the branches of trees

their nests, and

walks,

as

destroys;

yet

he rather leaps than

does 'not

proceed

very fast;

that at Caycnne'they keep these animals chain
ed in their houses;. and-the utmost degree they
seem to be tamed, is'to suffer themselves to be
stroked on the 'back;

they are there fed with

fish orfiesh, and will not fake any other kind
of food ;

and that they bring forth as well in

the winter as suth'ner, arid generally two at a
Ii iii e.
M.

Colinson 'rnefltiofls

tiger-Cat
he

as a native of Carolina, and of whom

has given

" The

another 'species of

size

me the following

of the

male was

Uescriptioii

nineteen inches
fro 111
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the latter of which

was four inches long, and was

encircled with

eight white rings; his principal colour was a
light brown mixed with grey,with black stripes
along his sides; his belly was inclined to white
sprinkled with

black spots,

which were

legs,

as

very slight;

were also his
his ears

were

very open and covered with hair; under his
eyes were two large black spots, and beneath
them a tuft of stiff black hairs.
was of a less make;

The female

she was more inclined to

red, and had no black

spots,

except a single

one on the belly."

THE

WE

are

JACKAL

not

AND

certain

THE

A1)IL.

whether these two

names denote animals of different species; we
only know that the jackal (fig. 181.) is larger,
more ferocious, and moredifuictilt to be tamed,
than the adil; but in other respects they bear
a perfect resemblance.

The

may possibly be the jackal

adil, therefore,

become smaller,

weaker, and more gentle, than the wild race
VOL. ix.

D

fror
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from being tamed and rendered domctic; for
the ad 11 is
nearly the same, with respect to the
jackal, as the lap-clog, or the little water spa
niel, is to the
However, as
shepherd's dog.
this fact is only
exemplified in a few particular
instances ; as the jackal is not, in
general, do
incstic like the dog, and, as such
greet differ
ences are seldom found
are inclined to believe

in

a free species,

we

that the jackal and the

aAil are really two distinct species.

The wolf,

the fox, the jackal, and the dog, though they,
approach

very nigh each other, form four dis-

tinct species.

The

varieties in the dog

are very numerous; the greatest part of
spe-cies
which seems to proceed
state,

to

which

from their domestic

they have been so long
n Sub

Man has multiplied the race in this
pccicsby mixing the great with the smll, the
handsome with

the ugly, the long haired with

the short, &c.

But there are many varieties in

the dog species,

independently of those races

the care of man, which seem to
produced by
derive their origin from the climate. The Eng
lish bull-dog, the Danish dog, the spaniel, the
Turkish dog, the Siberian dog, and others, de
rive, their names from the countries of which
and there seems to be greater
they are natives;
differences between them than between the
jackal
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The jackals, therefore,

may have undergone several changes from the
influence

of

different

climates;

and

which

supposition corresponds with the facts we have
From the writings of travellers it

collected.

appears, that there are different sized jackals
in all parts,

that in Armenia,

Silesia, Persia,

and in all that part of Asia, called the Levant,
where this species is very numerous, trouble
some,

and

very hurtful; they

are

generally

about the size of our foxes; but their legs are
shorter, and the colour of their hair is of a glos
sy and bright yellow;

and this is the reason

why they have been called the,iellow, or gold
en wolf.

This

species seem to have under

gone many varieties in Barbary, the East In
dies, the Cape of Good
provinces

and in other

Hope,

of Africa and Asia.

countries they are large, and

In

these hot

their hair is ra

ther of a reddish brown than of a beautiful
yellow; and some of them are of different co
lours.

The species of the jackal is spread all

over Asia,

from Armenia to Malabar;

found also in

Arabia,

Barbary,

and is

Mauritania,

Guinea., and at the Cape of Good Hope.

It

seems to supply the place of the wolf, which
is wanting, or at least, is very scarce in all
these hot countries.
However
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IIoever, as boJi th

jckaIaucl the Ail are

found in I ic sane cc,untrie

a; the spccit

can

not have been alcrcd by a long continuance in
a domestic state, and as there is avays a con
siderable difference in the size, and even in the
diposiious of these animals, we shall look on
them as distinct species, until it be proved that
Our prc

they Intermix and produce together.

Sill", plion on the difference of thcc two species
is the better founded, as it seems to agree with
the opinion
bavin

of Ihe

Aristotle, after

ancients.

sokcn of the wolf, the fox, and tue hy

na, gives

some obscure

intimations

of two

other animals of the same gcnu, one by the
name of the panther, and the other by that of
the dios.

The transI.:tors of Aristotle have in.

anus, and £ izos
terpre ed panther by lupus can
and
by liipus ccrarius; that is, the dog-wolf
th

stg-wol 1'.

Tb is interpretation sufficiently

indicate, that they considered the panther and
thos lo bclonr to the same species.

But I Ob..

served, under the article ltjnx, that the lupus
cervarius

of the Latins is not

Greeks.

This 1ujus cervarius is the

the chaus of Pliny, which

the thos of the
same as

is our lynx,

and

has jiot a single character that
agrees
homer, when
ivith the t.hos,
lie
painting
valour of Ajax, who singly rashes among a
vh!ch

band
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band of Trojans, in the midst of whom Ulys
ses, wounded, was engaged; compares him to
a lion that suddenly springs on a tru

p of the

thos, surrounding a stag at bay, disperses and
drives them away as mean and
animals.

contemptible

This word, thos, the commentator

of homer interprets by lliat of panther, which
lie says is a kind ofweak and timid wolf: thus,
the thos and panther have been considered as
the same animal by some of the ancient Greeks
But Aristotle

seems to make a distinction be

tween them, without,

however,

giving them

" The
thos (says lie)

any distinct characters.

have their internal parts like those of the wolf;
they copulate like dogs, and bring

forth two,

three, or fouryoung ones at a time, which are
The body and tail

born with their eyes shut.

of the ilios are longer than those of the dog ;
his legs are shorter, but that does not prevent
him
much

from

being as swift,

further.

The lion and the thos are ene

inies, because they both
beck

and he can spring

live upon flesh, and

their food from the same source; hence

disputes arise between them.

Thethosnever

attacks, and is but little afraid of the human
species,

lie fights with

the dog and the lion,

whence the lion and the thos are never seen in
the same places.

The smallest thos is esteemed
the
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the best.

There are two species of them, and

some authors even make three.*"
Aristotle says

the

concerning

This is all

thos,

and

he

speaks still less about the panther ; for he
men-tions
it but in one
single passage in the 35th
chapter
Animals,

of the sixth

book

and there says,

duces four

of his
History of

" the
panther pro

young ones at a time,

which

are

horn with their eyes shut like
young wolves."
By comparing these passages with that of Ho
mer, and other Greek authors, it seems almost
certain, that the thos of Aristotle is the great
jackal, and that the panther is the little jackal,
or the ad ii.

We find, that he admits the ex

istence of two species of thos, and

that lie

speaks of the panther but once, and that when
treating of the thos.

It is therefore very pro

bable, that this panther is the small thos; and
this probability seems to become almost a cer
who places
tainty by the testimony of Oppian,
the panther among the number of small ani
inals, such as the cat and dormice.
Thus,

then,

the

thos is

the

jackal,

and

the panther

the adil, and whether they make

that

every

thing which

said

of the thos,

two different species, or but one, it is certain
the

or panther,

'' Arist. Hist. Anirn.

ancients
applies

have
to the
jackal
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adil,

therefore,

and

flames

have

to
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no

other ani

the true signification

not been known

of

till now,

or, if they have been misinterpreted, it is be
cause the translators were unacquainted
these animals, and that our

with

modern natura

lists were not better informed.
Though the species of the wolf approaches
very near to that of the dog, yet the jackal
finds a place between them both.

'lhcjackal,

or acid, as Belon remarks, is an animal between.
the wolf and the dog.

With the ferocity of

the wolf he joins a little of the familiarity of
the dog; his

voice is a

kind of howl mixed

with barking and groaning.

lie is more noisy

than the dog, and more voracious than the wolf.
He never stirs out alone, but always in flocks
of twenty, thirty,

or forty.

They collect to

gether every day to go in search of their prey.
They

live principally on small animals, and

make themselves formidable to the most pow
erful by their

number.

They

attack every

kind of cattle or poultry almost in the presence
of men.

They boldly enter stables, sheep-folds,

and cow-houses, without any signs of fear, and
when they cannot meet with any thing better,
they will devour boots,

shoes, harnesses, &C.

and what they have not time to consume they
take away with them.
When they cannot
meet
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nect with
tiny live prey they dig up the carcasses of men and animals.
The, inhabitants
are obliged

to

,with

large

thorns,

from

scratching and

for their bTh
is not

the

cover
to

prevent

bo(lieS,

very deep in the earth

prevent them froni accom

plishing their purpose.
'work

these animals

digging up tile

buried

sufficient to

of the (lead

graves

together in

Numbers

of

them

this, and they accompany

their labour witli a doleful cry ; when they are
once accustomed to lninian bodies they search
out

burial

places,

close to the

follow

caravans.

armies,

and

They may he stiled

amonç quacirupeds, for

the ravens

keep

eat the most infectious flesh.

they will

Their appetite

is so constant, and so vehement, that. the driest
leather, skins, flesh, excrements, or the
putrified
The

animal,

1iyena

is

most

alike welcome to them.

has the

same

taste

for

putrid

flesh, and also digs bodies out of their graves,
on

which

account,

from each other,
founded.

The

though

very

different

they have ofcn been con

hyena

is a

solitary,

silent,

and
savage animal, which, though stronger
more powerful than the jackal, is not so ob
noxious, and is contented with devouring the
dead,

without troubling the living,

travellers
gluttony

complain

of the

of the jackal,

while all

cries, thefts, and

who

unites the im
pudence
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of he CiO4' wit it the cowardice of
the

piiC
111M,

1 the nature ot each,

part i&ipatitig

scems to be an odious animal
composed of all
the bad qualities of bot Ii.
-. --

T

"-4-r- -'--z
i T

L

-I u
a

a

n i tuber of

neai

of' 'infernal

perit:t c()11toriIity

suflicient
,.;oil,
i3I1O
than

o Cu

it ute

the fox, and

resernbia nces

unly

the

and

pal1S. Were

of species, the
would

tonit but

f&)1 the rcSCW[)IaflCCS are inure numerous
1¬iE d idcrenccs, and

'!'ilcseth!'e a!iiitS,

iy
¬4 LI. iirn

heir I ncrral 1a1

-

s

three species, not only dik-A-Inct but
d Ltant lu admit i

teriuediatc ones.

ekal is an i nterzned iath Species het"veL.,11
the (1G.c
room

bet

and

aniia1 ha
the Lu

Cei

ihc
I tie

wolf;
fox

and
and

the due'.

T'

fill. flow boeii regirded as a variev
s;eces, but the description givOil

by LneUi clearly prvcs
VOL. IX,

1e iatis finds

ein to be Iwo dit-

rjlJr

There is one remarkable crcumtance rC')eCt'n 11 the
ski n of the j:tckJ, which Buff ii has om(tt(d ; it is a r:tt
spGt of a dark grey colour, foi mcd like a laiicct, !ic j:oiut of
tti HeJ towa rds the I all 4)1 the 1,1j,11,. ; iha -,pot i
which
da
rker
brown when r!e jackal i.s cung. p !11ail I W
o,
fa
or
t jackal vhkh \va; i a he;UIL;uJ cuJotr )t
the fcus
c' b. a: . as of a dC) b'wu.
the spOt Ofl
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The isatis is
very common in all the north
em countries

adjacent to the frozen sea, and

but rarely found on this side the 69th
degree
ot latitude.
He perfectly resen-tbles the fox in
the form

of his

tail

his head is more like that of a dog 0

body,

and

the length of his

his' hir is s')ttcr than that ofthe common fox,
antI

is

iflCS

white, and sometimes
is short

of a

bluish

His head

in proportion

to his

it is broad towards the neck, and

fermiat4s in a. sharp-pointed snout.

His cars

Ife has five toes

and five

are almost round.
claws

on

hind ones.

the fore-feet, and

four on the

only

The penis of the male is scarcely

t hicker than a quill ;

the testicles are as big as

aImods, and so thickly covered with hair that
it is difficult to perceive them.
every part of the

body

The hair on

is about two

as 'wool.
long, smooth and soft..

inches

The nostrils,

and under lip, have no hair on them, and the
skin is black.
The stomach, intestines, viscera, and

sper

matic vessels of both male and female, are like
those of time dog,

and the whole

skeleton cn

iliat of a fox.
tirciy resembles
The voice c'(' the isatis partakes of the bark
and the yelping of a fox.
Those.
ing ofa dog
11-ho deal in furs distinguish two animals of
tlii
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this kind, the one white, and the other of a
bluish ash-colour ; the last are the most vatm
ble.

This (liflerence in the colour is

jf suij

cient to constitute two diflrent
species, for

x

pcrenccd hunters assured M. (;nchin that 1- 'Y
have found in the same litter some of the
young
ones white and others ash coloured.
The isatis

inhabits

the northern

and prefers those countries which
the

frozen

sea

which fall into

climates,
border on

and the banks of the rivers
it.

are

They

-coldest, most mounfamous,

found in the

and most barren

parts of Norway, .Lapland, Siberia, and even
Iceland.

These animals copulate in the month

of March,

and

being'

formed

like

the

time.
they do not separate thr some
males continue in heat from

The fe

fifteen days to

l1iree weeks, and

after that time they

into the holes, or

burrows, which

previously prepared.

dog

retire

they have

They make several pas

sages to these burrows, which they keep very
clean, and furnish with moss for their greater
convenience.

The

time

of

gestation,

that of the bitch, is about nine weeks.

like

They

litter about the latter end of May, or beginning
of June, and commonly produce from six to
eight at a time.

Those which

first littered become

are yellow when

white as they grow

up,
and
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and tho'e wh 1('IL a (' l)hlckjsh. (111'C i() au ash
pn zig' t hi r hair is
ini !)Ct sncldes them
%

!nie she (1 FIVeS

and 1echcs
ment.

B

shoit.

Tile

five or six WCCS

afler

very

h ('Il Gilt OIL the burrow,

hem to sccL
Septcnhi)cr

for their own
their

nutri

hair attains the

leng ii of half an inch, aid it is then eni rely
c:cepi ing a longitudinal i)rowu streak

NN- li

a.nolher across tile shoul

upon tc hac:, a;d
dcrs ;

it is then caUcd 2z:I)?s crL'(?:cra, Or the

(lOst fry ; but this brown cross disappears be
fore ihe v in(er, v hen. the-whole body of the
animal is white
lour.

and the hair about two inches

In May their

hair

begins

fall off,

to

fl(! COPJ LIlLICS to do so iflItil July, by
I hue 1Jy, have
that their fu

c.tcIy shed.

their

is only vah;ablc in

which

coats, so

vinter.

The isatis lives 111)011 rats, bares, and Eiird,
which he catchcs wiii as
fox.

'He plungcs

the Likeseggs

in

uuch subtlety as the

in the water, and traverses

search

of

water-fowl

arid

their

and the only enemy he has to dread in

the dsart and cold
As the woli,

catries, is the glutton.

the fox, the glutton, and other,

animals which inhabit the northern

parts of

have passed from one conti'
tirope and Asia,

cnt to the other, and are to be found in Ames
rica; We must therefore conclude the iätjs j
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to be met with in the New. Continent, and I am
inclined to believe that the grey fox of North
America, which Catcsby

has given the figure

of, may possibly be the isatis,

instead

of a

simple variety in the species of the fox.

THE

ffl

body

GLUTTON.

of th

Glutton

thick, and his legs short.

(/7g. lS2)

k

He is somewhat o

the form of a badger, but nearly as thick again.
short, 1i s eyes small, his teeth very

his head

tharp and strong, his tail rather short, and coyered with hairs to its ctienhity.

lie is l)1a;k

hng the back, and of a reddish brow!I on tht
sides and flanks.

His fur is exceedingly beau

tiful, and much valued.

This animal is very

common in LaplanO., (111M
countries of the Northern Seas, 1)0111 in Europe
and Asia.
and in
It

i-fe

the

is also

is

called earca/ou iii Canada",

northernmost

highly

pro1)bie

of riudsoit s Day,
'the quick hatch,

parts
that

of America.
the

animal

hic1i Ldwards has
o

z'ol-'euin,

is

the

called
same a

ths CaFCaJUU of (anaW, or the g1utun of the
flOfl herr
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northern

part of Europe.

lernandes

That also whic!

has mentioned, by the name of 1e

pefJtzcuitli, or the mountain dog, is
of the glutton species,
sibly be

and

dispersed as far

l)r0bRbly

Which

iay

pos

as the desart mouii

l.iiflS OfCSV SPaIn.
Olaus
has

Magnus

mentioned

secms

this

to be time

animal.

TIe

first

who

says,

that

it is of the size of a large clog,

that his cars

and face

cat ;

are

like those of the

the

feet

and claws very strong; the hair brown, long,
and tough

and time tail bushy, like that of a

;

fox, but much shorter.
the

head

is

Accorcliiig to Schcffcr,

round ;

time

teeth

sharp, like those of the wolf;
the body very

broad,

those of the otter.

strong

and

the hair black,

and the feet short like

La Hontain, who is the first

that speaks of the carcajou of North Ame
"
ilca, says,
Figure to yourself an animal of
double the size and thickness of a badger, and
ofthis animal."
you have a perfect resemblance
According to Sarrazin, who possibly only saw
a young carcajou, its

body is only

long, and its tail eight inches.

two

feet

It has (says

lie) a very short and very thick head; its eyes
are small ;
-with.

its jaws very strong and furnished

thirty-two

sharp

teeth."

The

young

bear, or young wolf, of Edwards, which see ins
to
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to be the same animal, was, according to him,
as thick again as a fox ; its back was crooked;
its legs

short ;

the oround ;
thf(cd

its

belly

almost

on

trailing

and its tail of a middliiio' lenotit

towards the end.

All agree that this

animal is a native of the most northern parts
Gmelin is the

of Europe, Asia, and America.

that it travels even into
only one who affirms,
hot countries. But this assertion appears very
Gmclin, like

(1 UbIOUS, if not absolutely false.
many

other

founded

has

naturalists,

con

perhaps

hymna of the South, with

the

tire

bear some rcseru
glutton of the North, which
blance in their natural habits, especially that
but in every other respect they

of voracity;

are entirely different.
are not formed for

The legs of the glutton

running ; he cannot even walk except slowly ;
but cunning supplies the deficiency of
swift-ness.
lie conceals himself to watch for his
prey;

and to

seize

it

with greater

security

lie climbs up trees, from which lie darts even
on the elk and rein-deer,
so strongly with

and fastens himself

his claws and teeth

on their

backs that all their efforts cannot remove hitu.
The poor
with

its

animal thus attacked, in vain fIles
utmost speed,

in

vain

rubs himself

against trees, to obtain deliverance from this
cruel
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cruel enemy ;

all

back or loins the

fastened on

is useless ;

his

persists in digging

glutton

into his flesh, and sucking his blood, till the
animal,

fainting with

loss

of blood, sinks a

victim to his tormentor, when the glutton de
his

vours

cruelty;

flesh with the

and

utmost avidity and

several authors affirm, that it is

almost inconceivable the

length

of time

vill continue eating, or the quantity

he

of flesh

he will devour.
The

accounts

of travellers

are

doubtless

but if we even retrench a great

exaggerated;

part of their recitals,

there

suflicient to

us that

convince

will still

remain

the glutton

is

much niore voracious than any other beast of
and from

P111V
.'Y;

not unjustly
ped

ulturc.

this circumstance

been denominated

lie

has,

the quadru-

He is more insatiable, and corn

inits greater depredations than the wolf;
would destroy

and

every animal, is he had suffi

cient agility, but he is reduced to drag hiinseI
heavily along ;

and the only animal he is ca

is the beaver, whom lie
pable of overtaking
sily

destroys.

He even

attacks

that

ani

mal in his bole and devour; boh him and his
young, unless they get to the water, in which
r the. glutton stops his pimuit to Iced on the
1ih
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find.

he can

When deprived of living

food, lie goes in search

of carcases,

scratches

the flesh of dead
up the graves, and devours
bodies.
A1hough this animal is subtle and uses every
art. to conquer others, he does not seem to have
he least instinct for

his

own

preservation.

This indifference, which stetns to shew im
I))' a different.
becility, is perhaps occasioned
ruse ; for it is cer(ain the glutton is not a.
finds means to
stupid animal, since he readily
he does not. wa at
satisfy his perpetual ppetite ;
for courage, since lie attacks every animal in
his way, and does
dilThrcntly that comes in
not fly at the sight of man, nor even shew the
least mark of fear.

negligence for

But this

his own safety does not arise from an indiffer
ence for his

preservation, but

of security.

lIe

from

a habit

is almost a stranger to men,

for being a native and resident of desart coun
tries where they seldom come, when lie does
meet them, be has no reason to take them for
enemies ; besides, in every contest with

other

animals he is certain of conquest; and therefore
he

moves

with

confidence,

and has not the

least idea of 1ar, which supposes
proved

misfortune,

or

weakness and ifl[tl)ihlty.
VOL. i.

F

some

some fore

experience

We have a

of

example
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of this intrepidity in the lion, who never turns
his back on man, at least till lie has tried his
strength ; so the glutton traverses the snow, in
his own clesart climate, in perfect security.
those regions

he reigns

lion in the forests and

supreme, as

does

burning sands;

In
the

and if

not like him, from superior prowess, he is no
less so from the weakness and timidity of those
with whom he has to contend.
The isatis is not so strong, but much swifter
than the glutton ; lie serves the latter as a pur
veyor, for the glutton follows him in his pur
suit of animals, and often deprives him of his
prey;

for as soon as he approaches, the

o avoid

his own destruction, takes

isatis,

to flight,

and leaves to his pursuer what he has not had
time to devour.

Both

these animals burrow

under ground; but in every other habit they
The isatis will associate and often go
differ.
in company; while the glutton always moves
alone, or at most only with his female; indeed
the

male and female are frequently found to.

gether

The most fierce
dogs
attacking the glutton, as he

in their burrows.

are averse from

defends himself with his teeth and feet, and of
ten mortally wounds them;

but as

lie cant

when once beset it is not
escape by flight,
long
before he is subdued.
The
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The flesh of the glutton, like that

of every

other voracious animal, is very bad food.

He i

only hunted for his skin, which makes beauti
ful fur, not inferior to the sable and black fox.
Some of them, when well-dressed, has a more
beautiful gloss than any other skin, and is by no
means inferior in appearance to a rich damask.

THE STINKARDS.

TL1EE animals are found in every part of
South America; but they have been very indis
tin ctly described by travellers, and not only confounded with each other, but also placed with
animals of a very distinct species.

Hernandes

has very clearly indicated three ofthesean im als;
the first he calls by its Mexican name jsquie
pall,

and which is the same animal that Seba

has given a figure of in his works, and is called
squash in New Spain.

The second Ilcrnandcs

also denominates by the same name, Qjsquie
and which in South America is called
patl
the skink.

The third lie

styles conepate, aid

which has been mentioned by Catesby, under
the
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the a j'pellatioii of the ii)flei'icafl
pole-eat, and
[. Lrisson,
by
by that of the striped pole-eat.
Besides those mentioned by 1-lernandes, there
is a finirtli kind of these animals called zori!lc
in

Peru,

and

in some

of the Spanish

parts

settlezuent.s in India.
We arc indebted to M.
Aubry, for the
know-lede of the squash, t lie skink, and the
the two last may be

regarded as originals, as

we do not meet with their figures in any other
author.
The first of thcse animals came to M. Aubry
undcr the name of pc/ian, the Devil's child, or
the

dlld cat of Virginia.

I

perceived

it was

not the real pekan, but the same animd that
Hernandcs

has

jsquiepati,

and which has been indicated by

described

travellers by the name

by

the

name

of squash, or

of

potot..

It is about sixteen inches long;
(Jig. 185.)
its legs are short, its muzzle rather pointed,
its cars small, its hair of a kcp brown, and its
claws black and

sharp..

it

chiefly dwclh in

the hollows and cleits of rocks, where it
brings
forth its young.

It lives UOfl small animals,

birds, &c. and often steals into a farm yard,
w here it kills the poultry, but cats only their
bra ins.

When

calls U

the

it is pursued or offinded, it

most

dial)Iical scents to its (ICftiicc,
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horrid stench, that
fence, and sends forth such a
to approach it.
it is dangerous for men or dogs
with this naii
Its urine is apparently iiificed
scous va1:our, but which does not seem habitual
" I had one of these animals sent me
to it.
from Surinam, (says Seba) which I kept alive
in my gar(lCfl (luring the summer; I fastened
it with a small chain; it never attempted t
injure any person ;

and when properly fed

it

It bur
little dog.
managed like a
its snout, assisted by
rowed in the earth with
might be
its two

fore-paws,

the

long, and turned backwards:
it concealed

itself in

were

claws of which

in the day-time

the hole it had dug;

at

night it came out, and after having cleaned it
self it continued

constantly

running

back

wards and forwards, as far as its chain would
It only cat as

food

as would

satisfy its hunger;

it never touched

flesh nor

bread, but seemed

principally fond

permit.

pillars,

much

spiders, worms, &c.

of cater

One morning,

towards the end of autumn, it was found dead,
unquestionably from not being able to endure
the cold.

The hair along its back was

deep chesnut;

its

ears were short,

of

the fore

part of its head round, and of a lighter colour
than that on the back ; on the belly it was
yellow.

Its tail

was of

a

rnidd1iiu' length,

covered with a brown and ,,hart, hair minulated
V

with.
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with small rings."

Although the (lescriptiorl

and figure given by Seba agrees with
Hernandes,

we

must,

both being the same

however,

that of

doubt

their

animal, since Seba does

not make any mention of its detestable scent;
arid it is

difficult to

him to have kept

conceive

such

it

possible

for

a slinking animal

whole summer in his garden,

a

without speak

ing of the inconvenience that would arise froni
such a circumstance;

and

we might suppose

that the animal described by Seba wis a (liflcrm
cnt one from that mentioned

by Flernandes;

this suspicion, which at first sight seems to be
well founded, must be entirely obviated, when
it is

known that this animal only sends forth

this infectious scent when pursued or offended;
and it has likewise been caught and tamed by
many people in America.
Among the above four kinds of stinkards
which we

distinguish by the iiames

squash, or polot,

concpatc,

chinch,

of the

or skink,

and zorille: thetwo last belong to the warmest
and may possibly be
parts of South America,
no more than two varieties, and not different'
species.

The two first are of the temperate

climate of New Spain,

Louisiana, Carolina,

&c. and seem to be distinct and different spe
cies from the others;
which has

the

particularly the squash,

pcculiar character of having
only
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on the fore-feet, whereas all the
wily four claws
But in other respects these
rest have five.
animals are all nearly alike, they have the same
the

inslinct,

same

offensive scent,

and only

differ in size, and in the colour arid length of
the

hair.

The squash

is of a pretty uniform

brown colour, and its tail is not tufted like the
rest.

The conepaic (fig. 187) has five white

stripes on a black ground, running longitudi
nally from the head to the tail.

The skink,

or chinch, (Jig. 1S'5) is white on the back, and
black

oil

the

sides,

but quite black on the

head, excepting a white streak from the nape
of the

neck to

the forehead ;

its tail is tufted

and cloalhed with very long while hairs, mix
ed with some of a black colour.
The zorille, (fig.

15S)

'liich is also called

mauripita., is still smaller, and has a beautiful
tail, as bushy as that of the chinch, from which
lie differs however in the disposition of the co
lours on his coat.
streaks,

which

head to the

run

lie has several long white
longitudinally

middle of the back, on

from

the

a black

ground,

and

over the

loins, the crupper, and the inserlion

others which

pass transversely

of the tail, one half of which

is black and the

other white, whereas the back of the chinch
is nearly all the same colour.

" one
Kahn, speaking of this animal, says,
of
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of them

firm where I

near the

came

and

It was in winter,
dogs that were

during

lived.

the night ;

the

watch pursued him

upon the

nitl he discharged

his

urine

Although I was in

bed, and

had gat to some distance,

them.

against
he at

that time

I thought I should

have been suffocated, and the cows and oxen,
shewed how much they were
by their lowings,
affeccd by the stench.

About the end of the

same ycar another of these animals crept into
onr cellar, but did not exhale the smallest scent.
A foolish woman,

however,

perceiving

him

one nigiL by the shining of his eyes, disturbed
and killed him;

from that moment the stench

began to spread, the whole cellar was instantly
flied with it to such a degree that the womait
cpt her bed for several days, and all the meat,
bread, and other provisions in the place, were
so

infected

that.

they

were

obliged

to

be

thrown out of doors."
These animals are

somewhat like the Euro-

pean pole-cats; they also resenibk the iii in their
natural habit, and the physical resuis of their
generation are the same.

The pok-cat is the

most offensive animal for its scent in this con.
tinent ;

it is ouhy

stnmg'cr

in

hose species are very !Inmp

stinkards,
in America,

vhercas there is only one of the pole-cat race
u a!!

the old continent:;

for I do not believe,
with
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with Kolbe, that the animal he calls the stink,,
ng otter, and which seems to be a real stink
ard, exists as a native at the
Hope;

and possibly

Cape of Good

Kolbe, who is not very

exact, has borrowed his description from

P

Zuchel, whom he has

quoted as having seen

that animal in Brasil.

The animal of New

Spain, called by Fernandes the ortolzua, seems
to be the same animal as the Peruvian zorille;
and

the

tepemaxtie,

mentioned by the same

author, may probably be the conapate, which
is found in New Spain, as well as in Louisiana
and Carolina.

THE PEKAN., AND THE VI-SON,

THE fur merchants of Canada have tong
been

acquainted

with

the name

of

pc/can,

without any knowledge of the animal to whick
it belongs.

Naturalists have not even

men-tioned
its name; and travellers
have.employed
it to denote different animals,
particularly
stinkards, so that it was
impossible to derive
any precise knowledge ofit from ticJr erroneous
VOL. IX.

remarks
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remarks.

The origin of the name of "tile VIS*O)I

is no less difficult to be trccd than that of the
peA'an, and it is only said that they belong to
two different animals of America.
M.Anbry,
in his cabinet, has two animals under this de
nomination,

and

from which, by

his indul

gence, we have been enubled to give a

sketch

of their figures, and the
following description:
The pekan
(fig. 189) so strongly resembles
the marten, and the vison
cat, that we

are

the pole-*
(fig. 190)

inclined to consider them as

varieties of those two species.

They are of the

same

have

make

and

proportion,

length of tail, quality of hair, and
teeth

and

certainly

claws ;

from

sufficient

which

reason to

the same
number of

facts there is
conclude

that

or at least as species
they are merely varieties,
so near each other, that it is cliffi
approaching
cult to point out any real. difference, except
that the hair of the pekan and the vison is
more soft, brown, and glossy, than that of the
marten

and pole-cat;

but this

difference

is

as well as to the beaver, otter,
common to them
of North America, whose
and other animals
than those of the same
fur is more beautiful
in the north of Europe.
hind of animals
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SABLE,

naturalist has treated of

every

this animal without knowing any thing more
of it than

its skin.

M

Gmelin is the first

who has given its figure and description, from
having seen two, living ones at the Governor's
"The sable (says lie) resembles

of Toboiski.

the marten in his, shape and habit of body, and
the weasel in the number of his teeth:
six: long incisive

he has

teeth, a little turned back,

two long canine teeth in the lower jaw, and very
sharp small teeth in the upper ;

he has very

large whiskers about the mouth; and his feet
are broad, and armed with five claws.

These

characters were : common to these two sables,
but one

of them

was

of a dark

brown,

ex

cepting the ears and throat, where the hair was
rather yellow;

the

other, which was smaller

was of a more yellowish tincture, its ears and
throat being alsq much paler.
colours
they

they both

change

These are the

have in winter,

in the

spring,

the

and which
former

be

coming of a yellowish brown, the other of a
pale yellow.

I have often admired, continues

M.

the

cmelin,

agility

of these

animals.

WTbenevr
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'Whenever they perceived a
themselves

cat they

in an erect posture

legs, as if they were

fixe1

on their hincI

preparing for an attack.

Their inquietude in

the

night* was

also re

rnarkable, that being the natural time for seek
ing t1iir prey, whereas in the day, especially
after feeding, they generally slept an hour at a
time, during which they

might be taken up,

rolled about, or carried to any distance without
the smallest hazard of disturbing them."
These animals inhabit the banks of rivers in
shady places ,and also the thickest woods: they
leap with great ease from tree to tree, and are
-said to be afraid of the sun; the rays of which
tarnish the lustre of their robes in a very short
time,

It has also,

though erroneously, been

asserted , that they -conceal themselves in holes,
and remain torpid daring the winter, whereas
that is the chief time for hunting them, as their
skins

are

then

in

the

greatest

perfection.

and wild fruit.
They live on rats, fish,

They

ae the same disagreeable odour common tu
animals of this kind, and which is strongest
during their rutting season

They are most

-numerous in Siberia, being very few in Russia1
and still less in Lapland

and other northern
countries,

motion during the night is n
This inquietude an
peculiar to ablts; the same tbin may be observed ha 'er~
mines.
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countries.

The

blackest furs

esteemed.*

The

difference of this skin

are

the most
and

which so particularly distinguishes it from

all

others, consists irithe fur having no grain, but
rubbed any way, is equally

smooth and irre

sisting; whereas the furs of all other animals,
rubbed against the grain, give

a sensation of

roughness from their resistance.
The sable is chiefly hunted by condemned
criminals, who are sent to Russia into these
dreary and extensive forests;
who

are

or by

sent there on purpose.

fortunate wretches

soldiers

These un

remain there many

years,

and are obliged to furnish a certain number of
skins annually; they only employ a single ball
to kill this animal that they may damage
fur as little as possible;

the

sometimes instead of

tire-arms, they make use ofthe cross-bow and
very small pointed arrows.
this

As the success of

hunting requires address and great assi

duity, the officers are permitted to encourage
the criminals, by allowing them to share among
themselves the surplus of the number they are
obliged to procure; and this

in

a few years,

frequently amounts to a considerable sum.
Some naturalists

have imagined

the sable

to be the sat Ilerius of Aristotle, and their con
jectures
41 Sonnini
says that there is a variety of the sable, entirely
white; it is very rare. Another variety i equally rare, whzda
has a white or yellow spot under the neck.
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founded.
jecture seems to be well

The tine

iiess of the sable's fur indicates that

he

often

and some travellers assert,
goes into the water;
that. (lie greatest numbers are found

in

small

isla rids; Aristotle calls the sath eriusa water an
ma!,
We

and joins it to the beaver and

the otter.

nutalso presume, that when Athens was

in its height of

magnificence, these beautiful

skins were not unknown to the Athenians, and
them had some
that the animal which supplied
name afflxd to him,

and we know of no one

that can be applied to the
o
propriLy than that

sable with

Sai1ier2ll.

greater

If it be

true

that the sable eats Irish, and often dwells in the
water., he

Inuit also have a place among

thi

number of amphibious animals.

THE LEMING.

OLAUS MAGNUS

is

the

first who

ha

taken notice of the Leming ; and all that Ges
ner, Scahiger, Ziegler, Johnston, and othrrs
have said rcspccting him, is extracted from that
But WOrrmUs, who made very strict
"
The
xcsearcheS, speaks more particularly.

author.

lcmniig
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en in (r (says lie) is of the

shape

47
of a mouse

but has a slvrter tail: his body is about
inches long, and is
various colours.

five

covered with fine hair of

The extremity of the upper

part of the head, the neck and

slimilders

are

black, and the rest ofthe body is reddish, inter
mixed with small black spots of various figures
excepting

the fail, which is brown, and not

above half an inch long.

Sonic of them have

red hairs about the mouth ,resembling whiskers,
six of which are considerably longer than the
rest.

The mouth is small, and the upper lip

divided like the squirrel.

Two sharp, incisive,

and crooked leeth, shoot from the upper jaw,
the roofs of which penetrate to the orbit of the
eyes:

in the lower jaw they have teeth con

formable to the upper;
these on

a little distance front

each side are placed three grinders.

The tongue is pretty large, and extends to the
extremity of the incisive teeth.
of the food found
induces us to

in the throat of this animal,

imagine he

eyes are little and black ;

ruminates.

the

those behind ;

legs

before

the feet

cloatlied with hair, and armed with
sharp and crooked claws ;

The

round and

the ears

inclining towards the neck ;
ire shorter than

The remains

are

five very

the middle claw is

the longest and the fifth is like the spur of a
cock,
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cock, sometimes
placed very high up the leg.
The hair on the belly is whitish,
bordering a
little on yellow, &c."
This animal, though its legs are
very short,
and its

body thick, runs very swiftly.

generally inhabit the

mon ntains

They

of Norway

and Lapland, from whence they sometimes de
scend in

such itumbers, that the

look

their

on

which there

arrival

inhabitant!

as a terrible scourge,

is no possibility of preventing.

They move, for the most part,

in the night,

and remain still

It is

that

attempts

during

are

day.

made

to

in vain

their

stop

for though thousands are destroyed,
pro-gress,
niyriads seem to

succeed.

They

generally

move in hues about three feet from each other,
and exactly parallel;

and their march is at

ways directed from the north-west to the south*
west.

Wherever their

motions

ed nothing can turn them aside;

are

direct

if a lake, or

river, interrupts their progress, they all take to
the water and swim over it;
turn

even a fire, or a

them out of their line of

well, does

not

direction;

they boldly plunge into the flames,

or leap down the well, and are sometimes seen
climbing up on the other side.

If they are in

terrupted by a boat, while they are swimming
across the ri ver,tlieymount directlyup its sides,
and the boatmen, who know how vain resist
an ce
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ance would be, calmly suffer the living torrent
to pass over, which it does without further da
and if they meet

mage;

with

a

stack of hay

or corn, they gnaw their way through.

hap.

pily, however, they never enter an house to
the

destroy,
root and

but consume

provisions,

vegetable that they meet,

waste every garden, meadow,
that conies in their way.

every

and

lay

or field of corn

If a man ventures

to attack one of them, the little animal is no
way intimidated by the disparity of strength,
but

furiously flies

up at

his opponent, and

wherever he fastens, it is not easy to make him
quit his
have

bold;

and when thus

attacked they

a kind of bark somewhat like that

of

little dogs.
An cncwy

so

numerous

lvoul(l soon render the

and destructive,

countries

where they

pear utterly uninhabitable, did it not fortu
nately 1izppen, that the same
animates them to destroy
kind,
other.

at

rapacity that

the labours of man

least impels them

to destroy each

After committing incredible devasta

tions, they

at

last separate

into

two armies

opposed with deadly hatred, along the coasts
of the larger lakes and rivers.

The Lap1aiiders

vlio observe them thus drawn up,

instead

of

a
consideringthieir mutual anitnositiesas happy
VOL. IX.

11

riddance
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riddance of the most dreadful pest, form omi
nous prognostics from the manner of their en
gageinents:

they consider their comliat

as

a

presage of war, and expect an

invasion from

the Russians or Swedes.

The

two divisions,

however,

engagements,

continue

their

and

from that time they, begin to disappear) nor is
it well known what becomes of either the con
querors or the conquered.
they rush

into

the

sea,

Some suppose that
others that they kill

themselves, as some are found hanging on the
forked branches of trees ;
are dcsroycd by

aiid others that they

the young

spring herbage.

But it is most probable, that having consumed
the vegetable productions of the country, they
then fall upon and devour each oilier.

How

they die in such numbers,
that their carcasses havebeen known to infect

ever this may

be,

the air, and to

produce

malignant disorders;

the i1auts which they
They scent also to infect
often (lie that feed in the
gnaw, as the cattle
In fine weather,
places where they passed.
into the water, but no sooner
they go in droves
does the wind rise, than they are all drowned.
As the inhabitants know not from whence they
come,

is

it

a vulgar

Opinion

that they

lull

from the clouds \%itll Ilic rain.*
The
cheffer's Flist. Lapland, Phil. Trans. &c.
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is generally larger, and its spots

The male

The flesh of
than those of the feinale.
bimmer
znr3
the lemiugs is horrid food, and their skins,
though covered with a.very beautiful fur, is
of too little consistence to be serviceable.

THE

S}A

OTTER.

THE VET says, "the Saricovienne, or Sea
Otter, is found by the sides of the river Plata ;
it is an amphibious animal, and lives as much
in the water as upon land; it is full as large
as. a cat, its skin is a very dark
black,

and

is

extremely

soft;

webbed like those of water fowls;

grey, nearly
its

feet

are

and its flesh

is very good, and even delicate."
Naturalists

do

not seem to have

been ac-

quainted with this animal, trnr to have known
that. the carigueihju of Brasil, which is cer
tainly the same, had

membranes between the

toes, for Marcgravc, who has given a descrip
tion of it; totally omits this escntial character.
I am also of opinion that the
by Gurnilla,

which

i

a

uac/ii, mentioned
in
species of otter
South
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South America., is the same as the saricovicnne.
Marcgrave and Desmarchais describe it to be
as big as a middling sized dog:
its head is
teeth

that the top of

round, and its nose long ; that its

and whiskers resemble those of the cat;

that it has small black eyes, round
toes on

each

ears, five

foot, with a kind of thumb shorter

than the others,

and

all

armed

with

brown

claws; that its hair, which is short and
is black on
under

the

the body,
chin ;

that

and has

a

its voice

is

soft,

white spot
somewhat

like that of a young dog; and notwithstanding
it lives principally on crabs and fish, its flesh
is very good, and

its skin makes an excellent

fur.

THE CANADIAN OTTER.

which is larger than
(fig. 191)
ours, and which must be a native of the north
THIS Otter,

of Europe, as well
inc to enquire

as

of Canada, occasioned

whether it was not the

animal as that called by Aristotle the
'which, he says,

same
latax,

is much larger and stronger

than the coniinn otter.

Unit his observations
(j'
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do not entirely agree with the animal in quesm
tion, and therefore as it perfectly resembles the
common otter in other respects, I judged that
it was

not a

particular species,

but only a

irnple variety; and as the Greeks, especially
Aristotle, have

taken great care not to give

different names, except to distinct species, we
are therefore convinced that the latax is another
animal.

Besides, as the otters, like the bea

vers, are commonly larger, and their hair finer,
arid of a more beautiful black in America than
in

Europe;

fact, to be

this Canadian

otter

ought,

larger and blacker than

our otter.

But in attempting to discover what the
of Aristotle

might be, I

in

latax

conjectured that it

was the same animal as Belon calls the marine
wolf.
Aristotle mentions six amphibious anirnaig,
of which only three are known to us, namely,
the seal, the beaver, and the otter ; the three
the satherion, and the sat/

others, the latax,

non, still remain unknown, because their names
are only mentioned without any description of
this case, as in all those where we

them.

In

cannot

draw

any

direct

induction

from

a

knowledge of the object, we must have recourse
to the mode of exclusion: but we cannot make
use of that mode

with

unless we
any success,
aare
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are nearly acquainted with
every thing; when
that is the case, we can conclude a
negative
from the positive, and this
negative hence be
comes a positive fact.
For example, I believe
that by long
study, I have attained a know
ledge

of almost every
quadruped.

that Aristotle

I

knw

could not have had any know

ledge of those peculiar to the continent of Anic
rica.

I also know those which
arearnpliibious,

and among these I separate those that
belong
to America, as the tapir, the cabiai, the onda
tra, &c. and then

there remains only the am

pliibious animals of our own continent, name
ly, the hippopotamus, the walrus, or sea-cow,
the sea-wolf of Belon,
the sable, the water-rat,

the

beaver,

the

the otter,

Muscovy musk

rat, the water shrew- mouse, and we may include
the ichneumon, which some have looked upon
,-is,

an

amphibious

Egyptian otter.
the

walrus, or

animal,

and styled it this

I retrench from this number
sea-cow, the seal,

which being only

met with

seas,, was not knowh to

in

or sea-cow,

the

Aristotle;

I

northern
also

re...

trench the hippopotamus, the wacr-rat, and
the ichneumon, because be speaks of them in
another part of his work by their
proper names;
and I Iikcwisc retrench the seal, the beaver, and
the

otter,

which are

well

known,

and the
water
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Water shrew-mouse, because it
like the land one to have
name.

55
is too much

received a different

There then remains

the

sea-wolf of

Belon, the sable, and the Muscovy musk-rat,
for the latax, the satherion, and the satyrion.
Of these three animals, the sea-wolf of Belon
is the

only one that is larger than

the otter,

therefore it alone can represent the latax; con
sequently the sable and the Muscovy musk-rat,
must represent the sat/1 erion and the sat i/non.
It must, however, be perceived that these con
jectures, which

I believe to be well founded,

are not among the number which time can elu
cidate, unless

some Greek

manuscripts

shall

be discovered which are unknown at present,
where these names are

made use of, ad ex

plained by new indications.

THE SEAL

SEAL,

THE WALRUS

Walrus,

and

genrw denominations

AND THE MANATI.

Manati,

than

are

specific

tI1(Ter that of the Seal, we shall

rather
names.

comprehend,

firs! , the p/inca of the ancients, which is proba
Wv tlic same animal as the seal;

2. The corn.111011
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mon seal, which we call the sea-calf; S. The
great

of which Mr. Parsons has given a

seal,

figure and

description

in

the

Philosophical

Transactions, No. 496; and 4. The very large
is called

seal, which

the sea-lion, the

figure

is given in Ausoi's
description of which

and

Voyages.
By the walrus we understand those animals
commonly called sea-cows,. or sea-horses,

WC

know of two species of this anlinqi, one found
only in the northern seas, and the other only
in the southern, which is called dugan or In
than walrus.
we

And lastly, under tIiatofmanat,

comprehend

sea-oxen,

other

called

icunantans,

04

in St. Domingo, and other parts 0.

South America,
and

those

as

well as

parts of the

that

of Senegal,

coast of Africa,

which seem to be only varieties

and

of the Amc

rican species.
The seal and the walrus approach nearer to
quadrupeds than to CCtaGCOUS aimals, because
they

have a kind of feet.

which have only two

But the

before,

manatis,

are more of the

cetaceous tribes than the q uadrupeds. But
they
(liflcr from every other ainial by the
following
striking character.
They are the only animals
that can equally live in air and water, and
consequently the only ones

we can

properly
icri
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In man, and the other- ter-

Urm amphibious.

restrial. viviparous animals, the forainen ovale
of the heart, which permits the

fetus to live

without respiration, is shut at the moment

of

its birth, and remains closed during life.

In

these,- on the contrary, it is always open,
the females bringfortli their young
not-withstanding
on land; and their respiration begins and ope
rates immediately after birth, as it does in every
other-

animal.

By

means of this

perpetual

and permit
aperture in. the septum, sUl)Sistiflg
of the blood from the
ing the communication
ena ca-ca to the aorta, these animals have the
advantage

of

breathing. or

not at

pleasure.

This singular property is common to all three;
biit- each has peculiar faculties, which we shall
notice as far as possible, in the history of the
different species.

THE SEAL.

THE Seal (fig. 19e.) in general has a round
head, like the h amanspecies ; a broad muzzle
like the, otter ;. eyes large and elevated ; little.
or no external ears,. having only two auditory
VOL. IX.

I

passages
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passages on the skies of the head; whiskers about
its

month ;

teeth somewhat resembling those

of the wolf;

the tongue forked

at the point ;

the body, hands, and fee', covered with a short
and bristly hair ; no arms but. two membranes,
like hands, with
many claws;
the

five fingers terminated by a

no legs but two feet exactly like

hands, except

being

and

larger

turned

backwards, as if designed to unite with a very
short tail, which they accotnpany on each side;
the body is thickest at the breast from whence
it tapers down to the tail like a fish.

He is so

trangc an animal that he appears lictitious,an(1
has served as a
their

Irilons,

for the

model

syrens,

and

poets to

other

form

sea deities,

whom they feigned to have the head of a man,
the body of

In fact, he seems to

fish.
the

a quadruped, and the

mute

figure,

empire of the

and

equally

above the order

by

his

voice,

which he possesses

intelligence,

w ith any land

superior in

reign

sea,

of a

tail

animal;

of fishes,

that

he is so far
he seems not

to a different order of beings,
only to belong
Hence though of
but to a different world.
a

nature

very

distant

from that of our do

mèstic animals, yet he seems susceptible of a
kind

of education.

He is reared

by putting

him often in water; lie is taught to give a salute
with his head and his voice; he will come
wlLe*
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*hen called, and he gives many oilier signs of
intelligence and docility.
His brain is proportional)] y larger than in
man :

his sensations are as perfect, and his in

tellects as active, as those of any quadruped ;
both are strongly

marked in his docility,

his

social qualities, his strong instinct for the fe
male, his

great attention towards

his young,

and by the expressive modulation of his voice,
which is superior to that of any other animal.
His body is likewise firm and large; lie is very
and claws.
strong and armed with s1)arpteetl1
He also enjoys many particular and singular
lie can, with perfect ease, end tire
advantages.
heat or cold ;

he

feeds indillèrcutly on grass,

flesh, or fish ; and he can equally live on ice,
land, or in the water.

This animal, with the

walrus alone,deserves the name of amphibious.
otalc open, con
They alone have the foramen
animals who can
sequently they are the only
exist without respiration, the elements of air
and water being equally agreeable.

'l'lie otter

cannot properly

be termed

and

the beaver

amphibious, as the air is their real

element,

for not having this aperture through the septum
of the heart, they cannot remain any length of
time

under the water, but are obliged to quit
it,
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it, or raise their heads out of it in

order to tc

spire.
But

these great

advantages

are

counter-

balanced

by imperfections still greater.

seal may

be said to be deprived of the use of

his

limbs, as his arms,

thighs, and

The

legs are

almost entirely shut up with in his body, while
nothing appears

without but

his

hands and

feet, which are, it is true, furnished with five
fingers or toes ,but which are scarcely ruovea
ble, being united by a strong membrane, so that
be called fins than
they might more properly
hands and feet, being more adapted for the
than walking.
pur;ose of swimming

Besides

the hind feet are turned backwards, therefore
entirely

useless upon land,

so that when the

move, he drags

animal is obliged to

forward like a reptile, and

himself

with efforts

much

more painful, for as he cannot bend himself in
an arch, like the serpent, to obtain the Support
of different parts,

and so

advance by the re

actim of the ground, he would remain like a
earth if it were not for his hands
lump on the
and tail, and with which lie seizes any thing
within his reach with such dexterity that

he

the steepest shocs, rocks
,and
drags himself up
even shoals of ice, however steep OF slippery
"
By
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By this method be inves with a much greater
degree of swiftness tliai could be expected,
and oCun, though wounded,
escapes the pur
suit of the hunters.
The seal
ii u i1 hers

is a social animal,

at-least gr~,at

geiicially frequent the same places.

Their natural climate is the north, but
live iii the temperate

and even

they

hot countries,

for they are seen on the shores of almost ill the
seas of' Europe and even in the -Mediterranean;
they are. found also in the southern seas of Africa and America ; but they are infinitely more
common

and more iumcrous in

the itortliern

seas of Asia, Europe, and America.

.TJis spe

cies varies iii size, colour, and figure, accord
ing

to the difference of clijiatçs.

We. have

seen sonic of these ai.iimals ativc, and. many of
tuck skirts have been sent to us ;
we have chosen two

out o

these

for our present subject ;

the first is. the COniiIIOn seal of our
of w hidi there are

Luropean
\Vc

many varieties.

have. secti one, the proportions of. whose' hoiiy
seemed to differ from any other, its neck being
snorter, its body longer, and its cJrt ws lai:ger ;
but t Rest, (1-1 (i'erences

are not su flicic.t to

ute a distinct species.
The
econ(l is the
con-still
Se-IS)
seal of we Mccl terraiiean and soul hem
which we. prcu!ue to

be I hi

p1ioc

of

he

£kn's, uid a (it.iflCt. spccie, fir it di'LK,rs from
the
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the others
vhich is

n the
qualify and colour of the hair,

flowing, and

that o1 the

common

bristly nature.
ferent,

for it

almost
kind

black,

whereas

is grey, and

of a

Its teeth and ears are also dif
has a very

small external

ear,

vhich the &lier has not; its incisive teeth are
likewise tcrrrnated with two points, while the
teeth of the other are

smooth and

;harp, like

those of ihe do., wolf, a':d cith(irquadr&lpedg.
Its arms, or fins, are also stna1eI

tower, that

Nevertheless, these

is to say, more backward.

only varieties de

discre:ancies are, perhaps,

pending on the climate, and not specific differ
ences ;

csccially as in places "here the seals

abound, there are numbers of them found lar
thinner, and
ger and smaller, thicker and
to

different colours according
age.

From a similarity, sv bich

of

their sex and

appeared at first

and by some fugitive accounts,
sight but trivial,
e were induced to suppose this second seal, or
small seal, was the pfloca of %he ancients.

We

were informed that the one we had was brought
from India, and very
the Levant.
teeth.
grown

probably

it came from

It. was an adult, as it had all is

It. was about a fifth less than the full
seals of our ocean, and about two-hjrds

less than

those of the Frozen

Sea, for it

vas

not above two tet five inches in length, while
1IRt
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that described by Mr. 1.arsons was seven feet
and a half lung, though not arrived at its full
growth, as it wanted several tec.t}i.

Now the

characters given by the ancients of l heir phoca
do not
with

denoc so large an

animal, but agree

the small seal, which they often compare

to the otter and beaver.
There is another circumstance mentioned by
the ancients as beiongiu

to the l)11C, which,

though false, could never havebecu intimated as
belonging to our seals, or those of the northern
They say that the phoca's hair waves like

seas.

the sea, and by a natural sympathy f 1 lows its
Motions, lying' backward

w hci

it flows and

forward when it ebbs, and that this remarkable
efNct remains
from the
attributed
northern
and stiff;

long after the skin is separated

animal.
to

Now this

could

never be

our seals, nor to those of the

seas,

since the hair of both

while, on

the

agrees with that of the

contrary,

small

is
it

short
rat her

seal, which

is

than the
longer, and of a more supple nit ure
hair of the common kind.

Besides, Car(lan

positively asser s,

property, which

that

this

had been regarded as fabulous, is found to be
Without placing more de
than it
peidance on this assertioji of Cardan's
deserves, we must allow it indicates that this
a fact

in India.

circumstance bckrngs to the Indian seal, though
possibly
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possibly

it

is nothing more than

an electric

phenomenon, the effects of which the ancicus
being- ignorant might ascribe it to the flowing
and ebbing of the sea.

However this may be,

the above reasons are

a sufficient foundation

to presume, that the small seal is the phoca of
the ancients ; and there is also great reason

the same as that M. lion.

conclude, that it is
delal ins calls the
ljO

of which,

longer
seal.
sons,

and

to

Mediterranean
to

according

smaller, in

phoca,

him,

proportion,

is

the

much

than ()U1

The great seal, described by Mr. Par
and

which,

itorl hcrn seas,

came

probably,

seems

from

the

be a different species

to

from the other two, For, notwithstanding it had
in all its
scarcely any teeth, it was as big again,
dimensions, as the common kind.
as Mr. Klein

judiciously

great deal on the subject
few words, and has

remarks, speaks

a

in

a

of this animal

given the following Ob

servations in the Philosophical
No. 469, p. 38.5', 386.
" A sea-calf was shewn
London, in

the

Mr. Parsons,

Transact ions,

at Charing-cro5s,

month of February, l74-3.

The figures given by Aidrovand us, Joh list 01),
al others, being designed
into

two

errors.

1st.

in profile, lead us

They

make

the

legs

are not visible external.
apparent, though they
ly in any position the animal is placed ;

and,

secondly,
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cond1y, the hind feet arc represented like two
fins, whereas they are two

real feet, webbed

like those of a water-fowl,

each

having five

toes, composed of three articulations, and end'
ing with darkish-coloured claws.
on

the

fore-feet

are

nearly like those of a
dcsgncd

The claws

very large and

broad,

mole, and seem to be

for the purposes of crawling, and

par1y for swimming, as between each toe there
is a narrow membrane; but the membranes of
the hind feet are much larger, and only serve
to row the animal along when in the water. It
as a female, and died in the morning of the
16th of

Febrtmry,

1742-3.

The

hairs

that

Were about its mouth were of a horny and
transparent substance ; its stomach, intestines,
bladder, kidneys, ureters, diaphragm, lungs,
and the parts of genera
grea.t blood-vessels,
tion, were like those of a cow: the spleen was
two feet bug, four inches broad, arid exceed'
ingly' thin;

the

liver

was

composed

of six

Iobe, each of which was long and thin, like
th

spke'r;

the gall bladder was

ery small;

the' heart long, and of a soft texture, having a
large forariieii ovate, and the fleshy parts very
stomach were about
onsiderabl. In t be,
f'nr pounds weight of sharp and angular pieces
of flint, which seems as if the animal had
fox:4. fit .

K

swallowed
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swallowed them for the
purpose of grinding it
food.
This animal is
viviparous, and suckles
its young by the mamilla, like
quadrupeds,
and is flesh is firm and muscular.
Although
it had attained seven feet and a half in
length,
yet it was but young, as it had scarcely any
teeth ; and it had Jour small holes
regularlyplac,Cd about the navel, which were

the pre

ceding sgus of four teats to appear hereafter."
'Elms

it appears

seals, (lithriflg
black

seal

of

there

are

three

from each

other.

India

the

and

kinds

of

The small

Levant;

the

common seal of our seas; and the great seal of
the

northern

ocean.

To the

first

therefore, we must refer all that
have written about the plioca.

the ancients
Aristotle was

this animal, for he

acquainted with

scribed it of an ambiguous

of these,

has

de

nature, an inter

.between aquatic and terrestrial
mediate creature
animals;

that

is,

an

imperfect

quadruped,

having no external teats for suckling its young,
and only very apparent auditory passages; that
its tongue is forked, and has a sinai! tail rc
of a stag.
This entirely
embling that
agrees
lie
is
deceived in affirming
with the seal; but
that

its has no

gall-bladder.

Mr.

Parsons,

indeed says, that the gall-bladder of the great..
seal which he describes, was very small;

but

M. Daubenton
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M. Daubenton found a gall-bladder in the seal.
which he dissected proportionable to the
and

of the liver;

size

the gentlemen of the Aca

demy of Sciences, who also met with a gall
bladder in the seal which

they dissected, (10

not speak of its being remarkably small.
Aristotle could not have had any knowledge
of the great seal of the

Frozen Sea, since in

the time he lived all the north of Europe and
of Asia was

unknown.

The

Romans

con

sidered Gaul and Germany as their north, and
the Greeks knew still less of the
longing to this part of the world ;

animals be.
it is, there

fore, very probable, that when Aristotle speaks
of theplzoca as a very common animal, be only
means the Mediterranean seal.
These three species have many properties iii
common with
forth

each

other; the females bring

in winter, and place their young upon

some sand-bank, rock, or small island.
they

When

suckle their young they sit upon their

hind legs, and continue to nourish them in this
manner for twelve or fifteen days, after which
she brings them to the water, accustoms them
to swim, and to search for their food; she car
ries them on her back when they are fatigued.
As each litter does not consist of above two or
three, her cares are not much divided, and the
çducat.ion of her little ones is soon completed.
J1
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n tact, thce animals are
very
docile; they understand and
each

other

in

distinguish

their

mother

rous troop;

and

are

1er

call.

months;

the

obedient

to

but if we judge of it

from

length of their lives,

animal, it must be many

growth

their birth

I am

even

till they

being many years,

the length of their lives must be
ably long.

nume

their

time from
full

a

with

of the

their

attain

among

perfectly

that of their growths the
the size

ones

yoking

We are uncquainted

time of gestation ;
and

naturally assist

The

dangers,

an

agaciou

inclined

proportion
to

believe

that these animals live upwards of a hundred
years, for we know that cetaceous animals,
general,
and

as

in

live much longer than quadrupeds;
the seal is the

link between both

if,

ought to participate of the nature of the first,
and consequently live much longer than the
last.
The voice of the

seal

may be compared to

the barking of an angry dog.
they have

a shrill note,

niewing of a cat.
from

their dams

When young,

somewhat

like

the

Those that are taken
early
mew continually, and often

die of hunger sooner than take the food that i
offered them.

They bark at and endeavour to

bite those who injure them, and are more of a
qurageo1atlIa4

timid nature.

Instead of being
terrified,
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t thunder and lightning, it seems t,

terrified

delight them;

they generally come on shore in

tempests and

storms, and even quit their icy
abodes to avoid the shock of the waves; at
auch times they sport in

great numbers along

the tremendous

the shore;

conflict seems to

divert, and the heavy rains that fall, to enliven
them.

They have

naturally a disagreeable

scent, and which is smelt at a great distance,
when there are great numbers together.
pursued

they

which are

often

When

drop their excrements,

of a yellow colour, and of a very

abominable scent.

They

have a prodigious

quantity of blood, and being also loaded with
fat,

are,

they

heavy.

consequently,

very dull

and

They usually sleep a great deal, and

very sound, and are fond
pose in the sun

of taking their re

on flakes of ice, or sides of

rocks, and they may be approached very nigh
without being disturbed,
method of taking them.

which is

the usual

They are very seldom

secured with fire-arms, for they do not imme
diately die,
plunge

into

even

if shot

the sea, and

in

the

head,, but

are entirely lost to

the hunter ; therefore the general method ,is to
surprise them
from the

when

sea, and

asleep, or at a distance

knock them on

the head

and
"They are not easily killed,
are a long time dying (says an eye-witness), for
with clubs.

although
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although mortally wounded, their blood nearly
exhausted, and even
stripped of their skins, yet
they still continue alive; and indeed it is a
shocking sight
wallowing and

to

see

them in this condition

rolling

about in

These remarks were made on
killed, about

eight

skinned, and

deprived

feet

their blood.

an

long;

animal we

after

it

was

of the greater part of

Its fat, yet it attempted to bite, notwithstand-'
Ing they. had given him many powerful blows
over the head and nose.

It even seized a cut

lass with as much vigour as if it had
oundcd;
the

heart

not been

after which we pierced it. through
and liver,

from

whence

as

much

blood flowed as is contained in a young ox."
The hunting,
the

properly,

or

perhaps,

to

speak more

of these animals is not

fishing

very' difficult, and is attended with great profit,
the flesh

being

ceedingly

good food, and

serviceable.

them with air,

and

The

the

skin ex

Americans

fill

make a kind of rafts, or

small boats of them :

their fat yields a clear

and much sweeter oil

than that

drawn from

the porpoise, or other cetaceous animals.
To

these three kinds of seals already men

tioned we may, perhaps, add a fourth, described
in Anson's voyages by the name of the sea-lion.
These

are

found

in

great numbers

on the

Magellan ic
Recueil des Voyages du Nord. torn. ii, p. 117, &c
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Magellanic coasts, and at the island of Juan.
in

Fcrandes,

resembles our

the South Sea.
seal, which

The sea-lion

is very common in

the same latitudes, but it is much larger, being
to

from eleven

eighteen

feet long, and fioin

eight to eleven in circunifcrencc, when it has
acquired

its

full

They are so

growth.

fat

that when the skin is taken oil; the blubber is
about a foot thick all round the body, and from
a single animal more than ninety gallons ofoil
They are, at the same time,
may be drawn.
very full of blood, and
wounded,

springs out

which,
with

when deeply

amazing

force.

of these aiinials being
Upon the throat of one
cut, two

hogsheads of blood were taken out,

besides what then remained in its body.
skins

are covered

with

a

short

hair

Their
of a

brownish colour, but blackish on the tail and.
feet.
which

Their toes are united by a membrane,
does

not

and each of them

reach

to

their

extremity,

are terminated by a claw.

The sea-lion differs from the common seal not
size and bulk, but also by other cia-.
only in its
The male has a kind of thick crest,
racters.
or trunk,

hanging from the end of its upper

jaw, about five or six inches long.

This cha

racter is not seen in the females, and forms a

very striking distinction between them.

The
strQilg
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strong

males

males, and

collect

together

a

fleck of f

permit 110 other male to approach

them.

These animals are truly amphibious ;
they remain all the summer in the sea, and go
upon land in the winter ;

at which season the

females bri:.g forth, but never produce above
one or two at a litter, which they suckle.
The sea-lions, while they are on land, feed
on the herbage which grows

by the sides of

the sea.

They are of a very heavy and drowsy

nature,

and

delight

to

sleep

in

the

mire.

difficult, to waken,
Though very indolent and
yet at those

times they

commonly fix some

s ceutinels near the place where they sleep;
and it is

said, that these centinels give loid

warnings when

any

voices arc very loud

danger is
and

near.

like horses.

tones

of various

sometimes grunting like hogs, and
neighing

Their

sometimes

The males often fight

about the females and wound one afrnther des
etately

with their teeth.

The flesh of t1ies

animals is not disagreeable to cat; particlilTly
the tongue, which is as good as that of the ci.
They are very

easily killed, as

they

cannot

defend themselves, nor fly from their eneii'ics
they are so exceedingly heavy, that

they mover

with great difficulty, and turn themselves witfr
9611 greater.

Those that hunt them 1iav

only
to.
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guard against coming too near.thcir teeth

which are very strong, and with which
they
inflict deadly wounds.
By comparing other observations and ac
counts, and from the conclusions which
may

be drawn from

them,

the

sea-lion

of South

America, appears to be
nearly the same animal
as that found on the northern coasts of the same
continent.

The large seal of Canada, spoken

of by Denis, by the name of the sea-wolf, and
which he distinguishes from the common seals,
may possibly he of the same species as these
" Their
sea-lions.
young, says this author,
are bigger and

longer at their birth than

largest hogs."

Now it is certain that our seals

our

are never of that size, even when full-grown.
The

Mediterranean

seal, or the phoca of the

ancients, is still less; therefore there only re
mains

the

which

agrees with

Mr.

seal

Mr.

Parsons has

described,

that nntioned by Denis.

Parsons does not say whence this great

seal was brought:

but whether it came from

the north of Europe, or from America, it might
be the

same

as the

sea-lion of Anson,

sea-wolf of Den is, or the
for it appears to be of the

same size, since though not nearly full-grown
it measured seven feet in length.
size, there'
VOL. Ix.

Besides the

is the most apparent difference between
L
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tween the sea-lion and the seal,

namely, the

male of the first has a large crest on its u ppcr,
Now Mr. Parsons did not see the male ;

jaw.
he

described the female, which had

only

no

crest, and which perfectly resembled the female
sea-lion,, mentioned by Anson.

To these si

milarities Parsons adds another still more pre
says, that the great seal which he saw

cise; h

arid intestines like those of a

had a

stomach

cow;

and the sea-lion also mentioned in An

son's Voyages, is described as an animal which
feeds

on

grass

during

the

whole summer.

Hence it is very probable that these two ani
mals are formed

alike,

same animals, and

very

or rather they are the
different from

other

seals, who have but one stomach, and which
Eve entirely upon fish.
Rogers had spoken of this animal nearly in
the same manner as is done in Anson's Voy
" The sea-lion
(says lie) is a very
ages.
strange creature, and of a prodigious bulk;

I

have seen some above twenty feet long, which
could

not

weigh

less

than

four

thousand

Many of them were sixteen feet long
and must weigh two thousand pounds; not
pounds.

withstanding 'which, I

was

surprised

at the

of oil drawn from these animals.
great quantity
Its shape is nearly like the sea-calf; but its skin,
i
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is as thick as that of an ox; the hair is short
and bristly; the head disproportionally large;
the mouth very wide; the eyes of a monstrous
size, anu the nose, which resembles that of the
'lion, has terrible whiskers, formed of such ex
ceedingly stiff and bristly hair, that theyrnight
be used

for tooth-picks.

Towards the latter

end of J une, these -animals go upon the island
of Juan Fernandes to bring forth their young;
s'hic'h

they do at

about a gun-shot distance

from the edge of the :sea;

there they remain

till the end of September, without moving out
of the place, and without taking any nourish
ment:

at least,

we

did not see them eat.

I

observed some which remained eight days in
the same spot, and which would not have stir
red then had they not been frightened by the
report of a pistol.

At the

island of Lobos in

flue South Sea, we likewise saw several sea-lions,
but a much greater number of seals."
These observations
which

of Woods and Rogers,

agree with what is said in Anson's Voy

ages, seem

to be further proofs of these animals

living upon grass when they are on land; for
there is but little probability that they should
exist three months without any food, and espe
cially during the time they suckle their young.
We find

in the

Collection of Voyages to the
South
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South

Seas,

many remarks respecting

these

animals; but neither the
descriptions nor cir.
cumstanccs appear to be exact: for example,
it is said, that in the Straits of Magellan, there
are sea-wolves
their skins,

of such an enormous size, that

when stretched out,

were six and.

thirty feet wide; which is evidently an exag.
geration.

It is

also said,

that

on the

two

islands of Port Desire, thosp animals resemble
lions in the anterior part of their body, having
a very long

mane on their heads, necks, and

shoulders.

This

is

a still greater exaggera

iiou; for the sea-lions have only a little more
hair on the neck than on the rest of the body,
but which is not above an inch in length.
is likewise

said that

there are

It

some of these

animals above eighteen feet long, many about
fourteen, but most commonly not above five.
This might induce us to imagine, that there
are two species, the one much larger than the
other, because the author does not say whether
this

difference

proceeded from the difference

in their ages, which, however, was necessary
"
in order to prevent error.
These animals
(says Coreal) keep their mouths always open.
It is with great difficulty that two men can kill
one of these animals even with a
strong lance,
which is the best weapon that can be made
se
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One female suckles

four or five young ones, and beats away any
other young that comes towards her; froni
which

circumstance

I

conclude they bring

forth four or five young ones at a litter." This
presumption seems well founded; for the great
seal, described by Mr. Parsons, had four teats,
situate in such a manner as to form a square
about the navel.
collect every

I

thought

circumstance

it

necessary to

relative to

these

animals, which are but little known ; and it is
much to be wished that some skilful traveller
would give us a proper description

of them,

and particularly of their internal parts, as the
stomach, intestines, &c. for, if we could rely
on the testimonies of travellers, we should be
lieve that the sea-lions belong to the class of
ruminating

animals; that they

have several

stomachs, arid that, consequently, they are of
a far distant species from the seal, or sea-calf,
which certainly has but one stomach, and must
be placed among the carnivorous aniiwtls.
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THE WALRUS

MORSE

OR SEA-COW.

THE name ofsc-cow, by which

the walrus

has been
(fi.. 19:3.) is most generally known,
it
very wrongly applied,-*- since the animal
denotes has not the least resemblance to acow
the (leI)OIfl.i ua iou of sea-elephant, which others
have given it is much better imagined, as it i
founded on a singular and very apparent character.

The walrus, like the elej)hant, has two
usks which shoot from the upper

large ivory

jaw ; arid its head would

entirely resemble that

cf the elephant if it had a trunk ; the walrus,
however, not only wants that instruineut,wh ich
serves the elephant as an arm and
it is deprived

hand

!)ut

of the use of its arms and legs ;

thQSC nlenhi)crs being, like those of the seal, shut
p

within the skin, so that

nothing appears

outwardly but its hands and feet.

Its body is

long and tapering, thickest towards the neck,
decreasing by degrees, and is entirely covered
with a short hair.

The fin gcrs, or toes, of the

hands and feet, are covered with a membrane,
and

Perhaps this name, as well as that of sa-caff, has been
and the other have a
riven bccane the
cry which very
much rc5CmI)l2S the lowing 01 a cow and of a calf. ipsis
(says
speikijig of thQ sea-calf) 1.2 "m110 mzegitus, undo flQi/1c4
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and

terminated by short and

sharp-poinfe(I.

On each

claws.

side of the mouth are
large
bristles in the form of 'whiskers; the
tongue is

hollowed, and the concha of the cars are want
ing, so that, excepting the two great tusks, and
the want of the cutting teeth

both above and

below, the walrus perfectly rcsemE)les the seal,
only being much larger and stronger ;. the wal
rus is commonly from twelve to sixteen feet ri
length,

and eight or nine

in

circumference;

whereas the largest seals are not more than seveii.
or eight feet.

The former generally fwciucnt

the same places as the seals are known to

re

side in, and they are almost always found to
gether.

They have

the same

habitudes in

every respect; but there are fewer varieties of
of the seal; and they are more

the walrus

attached to one particular climate, being rare
ly found except in the northern seas, so that
the seal might be known to the ancients, but
The walrus could not.
Most travellers who have visited the north
ern seas of Asia, Europe, and America, have
mentioned this animal; but Zorgdrager seems
to have spoken
for which

most

reason I

dearly on

this subject,

shall subjoin a translation

of his remarks, which were communicated to
me by the Marquis de Mntmirail.

There was formerly great plenty of the.'
Walrus
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vaTrus and seals in the bays of Horisont
Kiock, but at

there

present

are very

and
few.

Both of thcm quit the water in he summer, and
resort to the neighbouring plains, where they
re sometimes seen in troops of from eighty t
two

hundred,

vill remain
hunger

particularly

days together, till

there several

obliges

them

the walrus, who

to

return

to the

sea.

This animal externally resembles the seal, but
be is stronger and

Like the

much larger.

seals they have five toes to each paw, but their
claws are

shorter, and their head shorter and

rounder.

The skin of the

walrus is an inch

thick, wrinkled, and covered with very short
of different

hair

colours.

His

upper

jaw

is armed with two tusks, about half an eli,
or an ell in length, which

are hollow at

the

Toot, and become larger as the animal grows
in years.

Some

of them

are

found to have

but one tusk, the other being torn out in fight
ing

with.

age.
price
more

each

other, or falling out through

This ivory generally sells for
than that
compact

of the elephant,
and

mouth is like that
'with

hairs

a greater

as it

harder substance.
of the ox,

atid

which are hollow,

about the thickness of a straw.

is of a
His

furnished

pointed, and
Above the
Mouth

* This must, be understood only of the common sea!, for
the 1are species of this animal is considerably greater in its
dimensions than the walrus.
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mouth are two nostrils,
through
animals spout water like
however making much

a

which these

whale,

noise.

Their

are red, sparking and inflamed
summer, at which
too

powerful

an

on

eyes
the

during

season the water
impression

without

making

them, they

stay more willingly on shore than at any other
time.

They are in great numbers about Spitz*
They are killed with lances, and the

bergen.

profit derived

from their teeth and fat fully
for their oil is almost

repays the trouble;

much valued as that of the whale.

as

Their two

teeth are worth as much as all the oil they pro
duce, and

are preferred even to ivory.

An

ordinary sized tooth will weigh three pounds,
and in which case the two will sell for eighteen
forms,

about

the value of half a ton of oil,

which is commonly drawn from one of them;
so that the animal may be said to be worth six
and thirty forms.

Formerly great numbers of

these animals were seen upon

land; but the

vessels which every year resort to those seas for
the whale fishery, have so frightened them, that
they are now retired to more sequestered places;
and those

that remain no longer go on shore

in troops, but either continue in the wafer, or
of the
disperse themselves on different parts
ice.
When the hunter comes near a walrus,
whether in. the water, or on the ice, he darts a
VOL.

IX,

M

very
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very strong
made

harpoon

at him, which, though

expressly for the purpose, often

over his hard and

thick skin;

but if it penc

irate, they haul the animal with

the rope an

nexed towards the boat, kill him with
sharp

and strong lance,

him to

and

slip

a very

afterwards tow

the nearest shore or flat piece of ice;

there flay him, and throw his skin away, as it
is of no manner of use*.

They then separate

the teeth with a hatchet, or sometimes cut off
the head and boil it to prevent the teeth
receiving any injury;

the blubber being cut

into long slices, is barrelled up
on board the vessels.

fron.

and

carried

The walrus is generally

heavier than the ox, and as difficult to pursue as
the whale;

the skin of the latter is also more

lance is
easily pierced, for a strong and sharp
often darted several times at the walrus without
penetrating his

thick skin.

For this

reason

in those
they always endeavour to wound him
parts were

the skin appears tight, and

take aim at his eyes;

even

the animal, obliged by

this motion to turn his head, exposes his breast
or throat to the hunter, who immediately strikes
in
Apparently, Zorgdrager was ignorant that a very good
hide is made of the skin of this animal. I have seen coach
harnesses made of them which were very firm and tough.
Hid. of Greenland; and even at present the skins of the wal
nra form an important part of the exportation from tht
eoas of Labrador,
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in that part, and draws the lance out
again as
quick as possible,for fear the animal should seize
it with his teeth and wound those that attack
him either with

his teeth or the lance, which

sometimes happens.

However, an attack sel

dom lasts long on the ice, for the walrus, whe
ther wounded or not, soon plunges into the sea;
consequently the hunters rather attack him up
on land.

These animals are now rarely found

but in the least frequented countries, as the isle
of Moffen,

at the back of Worland,

neighbourhood of Horisont and

Kioch

in the
bays,

and other secluded and more distant places;
they also take the precaution to sleep on banks
of sand, where ships dare not approach them.
Those

that are met with, instructed by the

persecutions

they have so often experienced,

are so much on their guard, that they always
keep pretty near to the water, and immediate
ly plunge in on being approached.
rienced this fact

myself,

I expe

having met with a

sand bank
troop of thirty or forty on the great
at the back of Worland, some of which were
and others at no great
quite close to the water,
distance from it.
We waited some hours be
fore we went ashore, in hopes they would advance further on the plain, but as this
strata-gem.did not succeed according to our Wishes,
we
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we went on board our boats, aud landed to the
right and left of them

but we had no sooner

;

set foot on shore, than they all plunged into the
water, and (lived to the bottom,
most

we

were

able

to

therefore

the

was

the

accomplish

wounding of a few. Before these animals were
so

greatly persecuted, they advanced a good

way upon the land, so that when it was

high

tide, they were at a great distance from the sea;
and at low water being at

a still greater, they

The hunters would then

were easily attacked.

land, and march up in their front to cut off their
retreat to the sea, and
with

indifference;

which they

when thus

permitted

assailed, each

hunter generally killed one before they could
regain the water;

and after they

several, they made a kind

had

killed

of barrier of

their

dead bodies, leaving some of the men in ambush
to slay those that remained;
ner

and in this man

three or four hundred were often

killed.

The prodigious quantify of bones spread over
the shores, sufficiently

prove how

numerous

these animals were in former times.
wounded
They

they

become

extremely

When
furious.

sometimes seize the lances, and break

them in pieces with their teeth; or tear them
out of the hands of their enemies, and at last,
full of rage, put their head betwixt their
paws,
or
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manner roll into the sea.

When there is a great number of them to
gether, they are so bold as to attack the boats
that

pursue them, bite the

boats with

teeth, and exert all their strength to

their

pierce or

overturn them."
to these observations of Zorg

By adding

(hager those winch are in the

Collection of

Voyages to the North, and what are scattered
in other accounts,we have a tolerably complete
history of this animal.

By these relations we.

find that this species was formerly much
diffused than at present ;
the seas

more

they were found in

of the temperate zones, in the Gulph
the coasts of Acadia, &c. but

of Canada, on
they are at

present confined

to

the

frozen

zones, and even in those there arc but few

in

There
any of those parts which are frequented.
are very few in the Frozen
and still

less in those

Seas of Europe,

of Greenland, Davis's

Straights, and other parts of North

America,

the whale fishery having disturbed and driven
them

away.

Towards the end of the 16th cen

in
tury the inhabitants of St. Malo found them
in the R.amée islands; arid it k
great numbers
not a hundred years since the merchants (it
Port-Royal thought it worth sending to Cape
able and Cape Fourchu to hunt thescanimals,
hut.
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but they have now
entirely forsaken those cli
rntës, and are only to be found in
great num.
bcrs in the frozen sea of Asia, from the mouth
of the Oily to the easlern point of that contiiient;

they are seldom seen in the temperate,
and those finlfld in the torrid zone are of a dif
ferent species; they seem averse from the sou
thern seas, arid therefore are not

met with to.

wards the south pole, although the great
small seals of the

north

are

there

and

in great.

Plenty.
We find, however, that the walrus can 1iv
t least for some time, in a temperate climate.
Edward Worst speaks of having seen one alivo
in England, which was threemontlisolci; that
it was put in water for a short time only each
lie
day, and that it went upon the ground.
does not say the heat of the air incommoded it,
but, on the contrary, that when it was touched
it had the appearance of a robust and furious
animal, and that it had a very strong respiration
This young walrus was

through its nostrils.

about the size of a calf, and very much like a
seal.

Its hend was round, its

eyes large,

nostrils flat and black, which it
shut at pleasure.
only two

opened

It had no external ears,
The month

auditory passages.

small, and the upper jaw was
hikers of thick,

rough,

furnished

and

its

and
but
was
with

cartilaginous
hairs ;
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hairs; the lower jaw was triangular, the
tongic,
thick and short, and each side of the mouth
armed on the inside with flat teeth,

The feet

were broad, and the hind part of the
body per
fectly resembled that

of a seal.

It miJ;L b

iather said to crawl with this hind
part luau
walk ; the fore-feet were turned forward,

to

and

the hind ones backward ; they were all divided.
into five toes, and covered with a
strong mew-,
brane.
The skin was thick, hard, and covered
with a short, soft, ash-coloured hair.

This anim

inal grunted like a boar, and sometimes cried
with a deep and strong voice.

It was brought

from Nova Zembla, arid had not any tusks, bu
on the tipper jaw there appeared two knobs,
from whence in time they would arise.
fed with
inca!.

It was

a sort of gruel made of barley or oat
It followed its master when lie offered

it food, but always with a seeming reluctance,
as it grunted all the time, and would sometimes
growl at him with a degree of fury.
This account, which gives a tolerably
idea of the

walrus, evinces that it can live in

a temperate climMe ;

however there is no ap

pearance of its being able
heat, nor
pole

to

just

to endure a strong

of its having ever
the other.

Several

passed from one
travellers

have

spoken of certain sea-cows they saw in Icha
but
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but

those

were of a

different species.

The

valrus is easily distinguished by its long tusks,
a character which we find peculiar to that and
the elephant.
The genital member of the male has a
large
bone like the whale.
The female
brings forth
in winter upon land, or on

the shoals of ice,

produces more than

and seldom

one, which

when born is about the size of a hog of a year
We do not know how long this animal

old.

but if we judge by the time
goes with young,
and size, we must

of their growth

suppose

it

to be upwards of nine months.

The walrus

cannot continue in the water for

a long time

log ether, but is
suckle

its

young,

When they

to

come on shore to

for

other occasions.

obliged

are

and

climb

obliged to

shores, or large pieces of ice,

up

steep

they make use

of their teeth and hands to hold by, and

drag

of their bodies.
They
along the heavy masses
are said to feed upon the shell-fish which are at
the bottom
with

of the sea,

their strong

and to grub them up

tusks.

Others assert that

with broad leaves, and
they live on a sea-herb
that they eat
imagine all

neither flesh nor fish.

these opinions

But

11

have but a weak

foundation, it being probable that the walrus,
like

the

seal, lives

on

prey,

especially

on

herrings,
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bcrir1g!, arid other small fish, for he does not
eat at. all when

upon land, and

it

is

chiefly
which
hunger
obliges him to return to the sea.

THE

r1-' (7
iit

1UGONO

iiugolI is an

the A ficaii and Indian

nmal which
cas.

0
inhabit

We have only

I I
sI
em two heads olithis subject,
L which reselliNed
that of the walrus more than any other animal.
It had, like

that,

teeth, about the

very deep sockets

for the

length of half a foot, which

might moc properly be termed cutting teeth
than tusks.

man
They extend not in a direct

ncr from the mouth,

like those of the walrus,

but are much shorter and thinner, besides they
arc sttuated close to each other hi the fore part
Of the jaw,

whereas

the tusks of th

walrus

leave a considerable space between them, and
.-tie placed a

the side of the upper jaw.

The'

rniders of the (lu!ot1 likewise diffir in mum-

cr,
Z"7

shape

arid position,

from

I hose of the

walrus, therefore we make not the least doubt
VOL. i

N
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but they arc animals of different
species. Some
traye1ler have con founded the
dog on with the
sea-lion.
III igo dc Biervillas
says, ihat a sea'
lion was killed near the
Cape of Good Hope,
which measured ten feet in
length, and four in
circumference.

Its

head

calf about a year 01(1 ; it

was like

had a bristly beard ;

its eyes large and frightful
feet

very broad,

that of a

and jts legs

its ears short, its
so exceedingly

short, that its belly dragged upon the round:
lie adds, that it had two tusks about halfa foot
long.

This last, however, does not agree with

the sea-lion,

which

has

no

tusks,

but

nearly resembling those of the seal;
difference made

teeth

and this

me imagine it was not a

lion but the animal we call the dugon.

sea

Other

travellers seem to have indicated it by the name
of the sea-bear: Spilsberg and Mandelo relate,
" that there are animals on the island of St.
Elizabeth, on the coast of Africa, which should
rather

be

denominated

sea-bears

than

sea

wolves, as thdr hair, colour, and head, greatly
resemble those of that animal, the snout only
that they also move like
being more pointed ;
the bear, except dragging their hind legs after
them;

that these amphibious aniriials have

a

frightful appearance, 1n(l (10 iiotJiew any fear
at the sight of man : their teeth are so
very
st () i)
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strong as

o bite through the hift of a
javelin;
and although their hind legs
appear crippled,
yet they move with such swiftness that it is very
difficult to come up with them."
Le Guat
scaks of having seen a sea-cow, of a. reddish
colour,

near the

body was round

Cape

of Good Hope;

arid thick, its eyes

its

full and

large, long tusks, and its muzzle was turned
little upwards.

a

A. sailor assured him that this

animal, of which he only saw the fore part of
its body, the rest bring in the water, had feet.
This

sea-cow

of

le

Gnat's,

the sea-bear of

Spilsberg, and the sea-lien of Biervilias, seem
to be the same animal as t1iech'gon, the head of
which was sent us from ithe isle of France, and
which, consequently, is to be mct with in the
southern seas,

from the Cape of Good Hope

to the Philippine islands :
cannot

as for

affirm that this animal,

the

rest we

which resem

bles the walrus by its head and tusks, has, like
that, four feet.

We only presume f:om

and the testimony of travellers, that they
ana-logy,
have those members ; but as the an'tlogy is not
very

great,

sufficiently

nor

the testimonies

of travellers

precise to decide this

point, we

shall suspend our judgment thereon till we arc
able to obtain better information.

TIIIZ
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THE M14.NATTO

THIS animal is
and

French larnant.iri,

called in

by some to have derived

-posed

that

name from the irn¬ntabIc cries it makes, but
is merely fabTous, as it is only a cor

which

ruption of the real word 7nanati, which in the
animal with hands.
Spanish indicates an
"
nil
4
i..uulS animal may eier be called the last of
beasts or the first of fishes, for, in fad, it CaR
not

positively

or the ohcr.

The manati (fig

of the nature
or
almost

be pronounced either the on
194) partake

of the former, by its two fore

hands; but the hind legs, which are
wholly

ConcCale(i

in

the

the seal a:d

walrus,

are entirely

the

instead

of two

a

manati ;

bodies

of

wanting in

short feet and

sniall. narrow tail, which the

walrus car

lies in an horizontal direction, the manatj irns
only a large tail, which spreads out like a fan,
so

that

at

first sight it seems as

if the

tail

of the first was divided into three parts, and
that in the latter they were all united into one;
but
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but from a more attentive inspection, and par
tLculariy by (1,S5CCOII we find that there is TV)
$uc.l1 Union,

thai there are no ves(t

's of the

bones \vh ich form the thighs and legs, and that
the

tail of the

jsoiated

rnanati is corn ;)ose(l of siwpie

vertebre, like tho;e of cclaceous ani

uals, who (IUVC 110 feet.
i.lierelore this a11.1
1
''1
nat partakes o I tie cetaceous nature in t
hinder pails of its hod, and of a quadruped
by the two fore-feet., or minds, on each side o
the breast.

Oviedo

seems to be the first au

thor who ii as given ary s(rt of history (!r dcs
CiiDOfl of the m1 iia i ; he says. '' Tihis is a
very clumsy aid mishapen animal, ba.vin
bead t h icer
eyes, and

than

that

the

of an ox, with small

two feet, or hands, placed ncir the

head, which serve him for the puroseofSwim
ming.

lie has no scale,, , but is covered wit.11

skiii or rai1er a thick hide:
animal, and

feeds upon

r,iver sLdes, which

he

the

can

tjrejv qu ill ng the wa1er.

he is a. paeCal)1C
herbue

reach

hr t.hc

vi hout

en

To take the urn nati

they row themselves in a. boat, Or on a raft., as
as

possible, and then dart a

very sI rong arrow at

h inn, to the end of which

necr fllc

a

bug

aiiiina

cord

is

mnSteflCd :

fieling

jjimc1f

youndcd lie iu:La:it.iy swims away, 01 j1U1J'CS
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to the bof torn ;

but the

cord has a. cork,

or

Piece of w'ooi, fhstencd to the end of it, which
serves as a
bioy, and directs them which way
i
lakes.
When the animal
begins to grow
weak through the loss of blood, he swims to
wards the shoo ;

the cord is then

wuud up,

and the animal drawn within arm's

lentIt of

the boat, wherethey di'iach him with
spears,
&c.

lie is so heavy that he requires two oxen

to draw him.
is much

flesh

His

esteemed

when cut in

is

-when.

pieces

cxcclle;it. eating,

fresh,

and

but

more so
in

pickled ;

which

slate it acquires the flavour of the tunny fish.
Some

of

fifteen

feet

the body

thcsc
in

animals
length

measure

by

becomes narrow

and then,

spreads

the cud.

lie

six

in

more

than

thickness;

towards

the

tail,,

gradually broader towards

has no external

cars, but

two boles for the sense of hearing :

only

his skin is

tough and hard, an mcii thick, ofan ash colour,
and has a few scattered hairs, or bristles, on it.
The

female

has two paps on her breast, and

generally brings
time,

which

she

forth

two young

suckles-"*

All

ones

at

a

these facl
mentioned

These paps are very prominent during the time of
gestation, and of suckling the young; but at other periods
they are discernible only by the nipple.
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mentioned hy Oviedo are true, and it
markable thai Cieça,
him, should

and niany

is

ol hers

re

after

a firm, that the man'1 i leaves the

water very often to

feed

upon

land.

They
have been led iato this error, from the wrOop.-V
of the

valnis and

tur:1 habit ;

seals,

which

have (111111

but. it is certain, (Intl. the mainti

never quits the water, nut! that he prefer
Wad

fiesh

to Salt.

Clusius saw and measured the skin of oue of
thce animals, a ii d found it sixi eeu feet arid a
half long, and Seven feet and a. hall broad

the

two feet were very broad, and the cia vs short.
Gomara ass( rls,

that

he has sonictinies met

with them twenty feet
these

animals

vc1l as the sea.

frequent

long; and

adds, that

fresh-water rivers

He says, a young one

as
was

reared in a lake in the island of St. Domingo
fir twenty-six years; that he was s'

docile and

tame, that he came quietly for the food which
was Offered to him ;

that he was so in1ehflent

as to come out. of the water when called,

anil

crawl to the house to receive his victuals ;

that

he seemed (lcli'h1 e(l with thehuman voice; that
lie was fond o

children, would sufIr them to

51t. upon his back,

and

carry them from

on

nd of the lake to the other, without plunging
1 iteni
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them into the water ;

true ;

CLrCUI1IS ance

The,e

oi lea r.

and i hat he 1. i ad no kind
eaiuiol

all b

sonic of them sccui adapted to III(,- table

of tthe dolphut related by the ancicnt, for the
xnanati cannot posibIy Cia\ I 011 the :iOi]fl(l.
reard ta this ani

little with

Herrere says

ma!, and ("ii k asserts, thai a 1t1iottrh vcy large,
the manai s'.viuis with such

hut

his

and I IM

-,51

ficiiiy,

I'll ouon iii tI'c wafer is not. 1Fi

to tie l)OtLJil1, on.

tuilculateiy d1v(
any nose
I crua1ces,

'who

1)rOfi U,

the manat, Uric in.

fr3n , adds very Iit1e

Iu

ivIIiCLl
oceats ;

deformed bci;t

iiihabts
the

the

hat'

Oth)eI'

the

i1(.1

01 her

in..

pa;dsh

h'a only mentions that

it L.I1lurs had said of it.;
there is a

fhurcs of

ivcn tvo

has

Atlantic

descriptions

the

called

of

Pacific;

and
which

and
c.h e!iy takeii from Oviedo ;
L h,
ta
i, f the Iiands of th is aninia,

lie

then

has

acids,

five naii

it. navel Ed anus are
iLe those ota man ; that
the fenia Icis like that
vide ; that the vulva of
01':..")i 01 the male
ot a 'woman, and the sexual
that the I1eli and tat are
like that of a horse ;
a ho' ; that the ribs and vccra
c thoc o
ta bull ; that they copulate on
are like tii
on her back,
hind, the fcin.aic lying

ud

that
(. ,
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'he bring's forth but one young at a time, 'which
is of a monstrous size at its birth.

The copu

lation of these animals cannot be effected on
land, since they are unable to walk, but it is
;Ofl

the contrary performed

in

shallow water.

Binet says, that the manati is as big as an ox,
and as ruu!ld as a tun ; that his head is siaIl,
and his tail short ;

that his skin is rough and

thick like that of an elephant; that there are
some of these animals so large, that one of them
vill yield

more

than

six hundred weight of

good eatable flesh ; that his grease is as sweet
as buiter ; that they

delight to be

near

the

.mouth. of rivers, where they browzc upon the
sea weeds, which grow on the banks;

that at

some few leagues distant from Cayenne, they
arc found in such numbers, that a few men ex
pert in darting the harpoon,

might get suffi

cient to load a vessel in one day. Father Tcrtrc,
who describes the fishery of the manati, agrees
almost

in every respect with

have quoted ;

observing,

the authors ive

however,

animal has only four toes and
each

four

that

this

claws on

foot, or hand, and adding, that lie feeds

"on a short vegetable which

grows on the sea,

and which lie eats nearly in the same manner
as the ox ;

that having pastured sufficiently,

he makes to the rivers and fresh
OL. IX.

0

waters, where
he
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lie moistens his food;

and that his belly
being

full, hu :kts with his nose half
way out of the
water,

so

that the

that

he

female

can

be seen at a distance;
at a

forth two your

brings

time, which follow her wherever she gocs ; and
that vheii ti!

wotber is

o1 hviT

you ug,

t!l

keep close to th

because

sure

they not only

l)Oly when she is

even go continti'ily

(lead, _but

uund the vessel which is

carvin

her

appears

very suspicious,

by outer

taken, ihev are

This

away.

last circumstance

and

is contradicted

assert,

rivc1lcrs, who

that the ma

nati never brings fort h more than one at a time;
ivhich is consistent with the nature of all other
large

uar!rupecl or other

so that

aiialo

our believing
forth two.

y alone is
that the

manati

that he has no fore

oily a callosity as hard as a

Viitl) which he cuts

the lierhage ;

h1t-t.o grinder

;

)I[(1. Ofl JCCUUTIt (f the
0
it h

always brings

and not vertically like

of the scaly brood ;

teeth, but

prevent

that of
placed horizontally like

the cetaccous ani inals,

has

sufficient to

Oxmeliu remarks, that the tail of

I
w anati i
the

those

cetaceous animals,

that his
lU

hone,

but that
sigl

he

is im

Of his eyes,

iris :1! very little ni(.,-'i__

has an extrenHy snnl!

but to

..:i.cdy the defect of sight, lie has a very quick
Qä
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oar ; that lie bas no tongue;

that the parts of

generation are more like those of the human
species than any other :
female,

which

he

that the milk of the

asserts

to

have tasted,

is

that they p10(1UCC but one young

very good ;

at a time, which they

embrace and hold with

their hands ; that the mo

suckles it during

a year, after which it is ab!.' to provide for it
self: that this animal has f
that

it feeds like

walk nor

crawl

the

ty-two vertebra

tunic, but can

upon land.

arc very exact, and even
vertcbr
ed

All

;

neither

tIise facts

at of the fiIy-two

for M. Dauben ton in one he dissect

;

found twenty-eight vcrebra

sixteen in the back
in the neck.

This

and

in the

tail,

six, or rather seven

traveller is only deceived

with respect to the tongue, which is not defi
cient

in the manati, hut affixed

jaw almost to th
In the

Voynge

extremity.
to

the

American

printed at Paris, 1722, we
able

rood

manner

to the lower

description

islands,

meet willi a toler-

of the mall,-ti, and the

in which it is taken by the harpoon.

The author perfectly agrees with all the prin
cipal facts we have already

mentioned ;

but

he observes, "that this animal is become very
rare in the Antilles since the coasts have been
inhabited ;

and that the one which he saw and

measured, was fourteen feet nine inches, from
66
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the muzzle

o the

tail :

his

head

wa

cri

thick, with a large mouth and lips, \Vl)iCh were
furnished

with

coarse

ill proportion to
two

boles

neck
the

in

was

eyes small

his

his head ; and lie

the

very

hairs ;

had only

sides instead of cars ;

thick

and

wrinkles occasioned

his

short, and but for
his

by

motions,

it

would be impossible to tell his head from his
Some authors

body.

pretend (lie

adds) that

this animal makes use of his hands, or fills, to
crawl upon
to

inform

could not

land:
myself

I particularly endeavoured

hear of any

him out of water;

this

respecting
person

fact,

but

who h,-(l

seen

and indeed, it is impossible

for him to walk or crawl, since its fhrc-ftct, or
Imrids, only serve the female to bold the young
vhile they suckle. The female has two round
breasts, which I measured ; they were each
seven inches

in

diameter,

and about four in

the nipple was about an inch
ihick; the body was eight feet two iuches in
circumference ; the tail was like a large bat
their elevation :

about nineteen

inches

inches broad at the wiucst
inches

three

thick

at

its

long,

fifteen

and

about

extremity.

The

pt-t,

skin. on the back was about double the thick
ness of an ox's hide, but much thinner on the
belly;

it was of a slate colour and

coarse grain ;

the hairs, or

bristles,

of very
were of
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Ow same colour as the skin, thinly scattered,
but

thick,

very

weighed about
with

and

This

long.

eight hundred

animal

pounds; and

it the young one was taken, which was

iicarly three feet long.

A part of its tail was

roasted, the flesh of which
delicate as veal.

was as good and as

The herb upon which these

animals feed is about eight. or ten inches long,
narrow pointed,

This herb is so plenty in many places-'

colour.
oil

tender, and of a fine green

the coasts, that the bottom of the sea has

the appearance ofa verdant meadow, and upon
which

the

Magniri

do

turtles

also

Fribonrg

feed,

says,

&c."

Father

that the manali

feeds on such grass on the shores, as it is able
to reach without quitting the water; that its
n'ut; that its
eyes are not bigger than a filberd
ears are so narrow, that a needle can scarcely
be passed into them ;
found

two

wear about

that within the ears are

small bones,

which

their necks; and

the

Indians

that its cry re

Seml)lcs the lowing of a cow.
Gumihla states, that there are immense
num.-hers
of manati in the Great lakes of Oronooko,
C These animals
from five to
(says he) weigh
seven hundred pounds each; they feed upon
small, and the holes for
grass ; their eyes are
oil The
their ears still smaller.
They pasture
ea
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ca shores when the river is low.
always brings tbr ii

two

&ie carries at her

ps,

iniii

Ones,

young
and

tht'u

gnt

strongly wilh her two hands
lall off; the

The fen-jai

t they cannot

1110 1ew' ''' is vet,."

o

EG

Under its thick skin, fbui be

o

('ii [Ok.

lay(m, are

met willi, two of wh ich are O1ta1, and the ;thicr
two of a very delicate and savor,
has the

taste of veal.

r11.10(

s' 1 ol 1)eFk nud the

'when roasted,

of rain approaches,
considerable

V flvsh., v

annuals, v, lien
leap out of

he water to a

mi1h.

height."

Mistaken, as well

as Te Ire,

the female brings

bi'th

wo

a. storn-i

eenS

o be

in ;sserting that
young at

since it is almost accrtaiuIy, "is Iia

a time,

been already

observed, that, she produces no more than one.
Upon the 'whole,

M. do

Condainilie, who

favoured us' with a drawing, which he himself
made of

the

manati

in

the

Amazon

river,

than any other
greater prccisu'n
the natural habits of this animal.

speaks with
author on

91 Ps flesh and fat
(says
semblance to

veal.

he)

have

Father Acnna

a great re
makes us

resemblance to the ox still more comp1ce, by
giving it horns, which Nature never provided
It is not, properly speaking, amphibious, since
it cannot entirely leave the water, having only
two fiat fins close to the head, about sixteen
inches
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indies 1on', and which serve the animal instead
of anns and hands.

It only rascs its head out

of the water to feed on
shore.

the herbage upon the

That of which I drew the fig'urc was

a female ;

it was

about

even

feet and a

long, and its greatest breadth. two feet :
since seen

some much

this animal have no
its body ;

lar'cr.

The

half

I have
eyes

of

proportion to the size of

the orifice of its ears is still less, and

only seems like
manati is not

a hole made by 'a pin.

peculiar to

the Amazon

r11i
Tiver,

being not less common -in the Oronooko.
-is also found,

though

less

frequently,

It

in the

Oyapoc, and many other rivers in the environs
of Cayenne,

and on the coast of Guiana, am!

in other js.
" probably
This is nearly nU the precise matter which
we can collect respecting this animal.

It were

to be wishe(l that the inhabitants of Cayenne,
among' whom there are several admirers of Na
ttiral History, would make some observations
on this animal, and give us a description of its
infernal parts, especially those of respiration,
digestion
though

and

generation.

There

seems,

we are not certain, to be a great bone

in the genital member, and a foramen ovale
in the heart;

that

its lungs are. of a singular
couformatiozi ;
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conformation ;
macus, like

and

that

it

has sevcral

sto.

ruminating animals.

To conclude:

the species of the manai i

not confiicd to the seas and rivers of the New
World, but exists also in those of Africa.
Adansoii

saw them

at

M.

whence

Senegal,

lie

brought one of their beads, which he presented
to mc, and at the same time communicated the
following description of this animal, which he
made on the spot, and which I have
thought it
proper wholly to transcribe.
these animals, the

"I saw many of

largest was

not more than

eight feet long, and weighed about eight
hun-dred
A female, which was live feet
pounds.
three inches long, weighed only one hundred
and ninety-four pounds.

They are of a dark

ash colour, and have hairs scattered over their
bodies, very long, and like bristles.

r1I1e head

is conical, and of a middling size, with respect
to the bulk of the body.

The eyes are round

and very small;

the iris is ofadecp blue, and

the pupil black.

The muzzle is almost cylin

drical ;

its

cheeks

are

nearly

of an

equal

breadth, anti the lips are fleshy and very thick.
The only teefli they have either in the
upper or
lower jaw are grinders.
The tongue is of an
oval form, and joined almost to the cud of the
ow Cr
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It is remarkable that almost every

auihor and traveller have described this animal
I have not been able to perceive a

with ears.

hole sufficient even to admit a small probe.
has t

It

o arms, or fins, placed close to the bead,

which is not distinguishable from the rest. of
the body

by

any kind of neck, nor even any

apparent shoulders.

These arms are nearly

cylindrical, composed of three articulations,
the foremost of
liich is flat, and like the
palm

of the hand, the fingers of which

only to be

are

by four claws of a

distinguished

horizon
bright brownish rd colour; its tail is
tal, like that of the whale, and is partly of
The female has

the form of a baker's shovel.

two breasts, rather elliptic than round, placed
The

near the arm-pits.

is thin on the

skin

thickest of all on
belly, thick on the back, but
The fat is white, and two or three
the head.
inches thick ; the flesh is of a pale red colour,
more delicate than veal.

and
groes

call

herbage,

this

and is

animal

The lolof ne

lereou;

it

feeds on

to be found at the mouth of

the Black Sea."
By this description we find that the manati
of Senegal does not differ

in

any particular

from that of Cayenne; and from a comparison
made of the bead of the

with
enegil manati

that of a fcetus of the Cayerine lamantiu
VOL. IX.

P

.'

by

M. Daubenton,
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Dauben(on, lie

the same species.

presumes that they are of

The testimony of travellers

also agrees with our
opinion; Dam pier in
par-ticular
speaks positively, and his observations
" It is not
deserve a place in our history.

only in Blewfield river, which springs between
the rivers Nicaraga and Veraga, that I
seen the manati :

have

I have also seen them in the

Bay of Cam peachy, on the coast of Bocca dcl
Drago,

and

Bocca del.

Darjen, and in the small

Toro, in the river of
southern

islands of

Cuba: I have heard it S1i(i that, there are a few
found on

the north of Jamaica, and many in

Surinam river, which is

a very low country.

I have likewise seen them at Mindanea, one of
the Philippine islands, and on the coast of New
This animal is fond of brackish
Holland.
commonly

inhabits

those rivers which border on the sea.

This is

water, therefore he

most

reason why we never meet with
possibly the
Seas, where the coast is gene
any 111 the South
the water very deep icar
rally high, and
of Panama; but even there
CXCCpt in the Bay
the mariati is not. to be met with ; but the
West-Indies being,

as it were,

a great

bay

a number of small ones, are ge
composed of
and shallow water, and con
iierally low land
scquently

afford a food which is agreeable to

the manati.

They are sometimes seen in salt
water,
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water, sometimes in fresh, but seldom very far
from shore.

Those which inhabit the sea, and

places Where there are no rivers that they can
enter, come to the mouth

of the nearest fresh

water rivers which they find, once or twice in
twenty-four hours.

They feed on a

narrow

herbage which grows on the sides of the shores,
especially in places where the tides or currents
are not very strong.
but always

keep

.they can swim.
good food;

in

They never go on
.

shore,

depth of water where

Their flesh is sweet, and very

their skin is also of great utility.

The manali and

the

tortoise

are

commonly

found in the same parts of the world, and feed
on the same hcrbagc."*

THE NOMENCLATURE OF APES.

IN the history of these animals we shall not
follow the pedantic method of schools, which
lays
A great number of manatis are to be found along the
low and marshy coasts, and in the vast lakes of Moyacaré,
the most southern part of French Guiana, above the Oya
pok. Small vessels from Cayenne go to the fishery of these
animals, and bring their flesh salted, a gross aliment which
is kept for the negroes. This fishery, which might become
an object of important commerce, should he encouraged; it
would require a small establishment ipon the coast, and
would facilitate the means of acquiring some knowledge of
a country now unknown, and which, at the same time that
it opened new sources of commerce, would prove also an
iexhautibIe mine of wealth to Natural History.
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lays down arbitrary maxims as real, and fal
sities as truth; such documents are
eagerly irn
bibed by cli ild ren, but arc
judiciously rejected
b
men, if not founded on solid
principles.
\Ve shall, therefore, to avoid such
imaginary
methodical distributions, which have been of
no other use than to heap a
multiplicity, and
eve!) distinct species, of animals into one indis
criminate mass.
What I call an Ape is an animal with a flat
visage, and without a tail, whose teeth, fingers,
nails, and hands, resemble those of the human
species, and who also walks upright on its two
feet.

This definition, drawn from the nature

of the animal, and its resemblance to man, will
exclude every animal that has a tail, or a long
snout, crooked or pointed claws, or whose na
ture obliges them to walk more willingly on
four feet than on two.

After

this

fixed and

to what animals the
precise rule, let us examine
name of Ape can properly
ancients knew

only

one;

Greeks, and the simia

be applied.

Tue

the pitliecos of the

of the Latins,

is the

real ape, and on which Aristotle, Pliny, and
Galen, have instituted all their physical corn*
and founded all their relations of the
parisons,
ape to mankind.

But this ape ofthe ancients,

which so greatly resembles man

in its exteN

na! form, and stilt more in its internal
organi
zatiOn
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nevertheless differs

from

109
him

in

an

The size

essential point, namely, magnitude.

human species is generally above five

of the

feet, while that of the p?t71ecOs is seldoin more
than a fourth of that height.
animal

had

Therefore, if this

a still greater resemblance to the

human species, the ancients would

have had

reason to regard it. only as an homunculus, it
dwarf, or a pigmy, capable only of attacking
small animals, while man knew how to subdue
the elephant, and even to co;quer the lion.
But since the discovery of the southern parts
of Africa and India,
kind has been

another

animal

of this

found, which possesses this at

tribute of size; an ape

s tall and as strong as

man, and equally as ardent after a woman as its
own females;

a species which

are sagacious

enough to make use of stones to attack their
enemies, and sticks to defend themselves, and
which resembles the human species still more
than the pit hecos, for, independently of its hav
ing n

tail, a flat face, arms, hands, teeth, and

nails, like those of a man, and, like him, walk
ing erect, it has a kind of visa.e, with features,
approaching lo those of mankind: its ears are
of thesanTe firm; it hasa beard on its chinand
not more hair on its body than man in his na
tural state.

From these resemblances the more
polished
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polished Indians have not hesitated
it among

o associate

the huuian species, by the name of

orai1.-ouiang, or wild man of the woods ; while
the Negroes, who are really as
savage, and al
most as ugly, as those animals, and who are
not of opinion that civilization exalts our na
ture, have denominated it
pongo,

; hich sig

nifies a beast, and has no relation to man.

In

fact this orang-outang is not only a brute but
a very singular

one, winch man

cannot 1ooi

upon, without contemplating himself, and be
ing convinced

that

his

external

form

is not.

the most csscnliaT part of his nature.
Here then are two animals, the pithiecos and
the

orang-outang,

among the ape kind.

which

must

be

ranked

There is also a third, to

-which, though more deformed, we cannot refuse
that appellation; until very lately this animal
as scarcely known, it was brought from the
East Indies by the name of gibbon; like the
other two it walks erect, is without a tail, and
has a flat face ; but its arms, instead of being
proportioned

to its height, are of such extra

ordinary length, that wiheii it stands erect oil
its two feet, it touches
hands,

the

ground

with

it

without the smallest inclination of its

body.
Next to

these apes, we meet with another
racg'
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race of animals, which we shall indicate by the
generic name ofthe baboon ; and to distinguish
them clearly

from every other animal

of the

him], it is necessary to observe that the baboon
has a short tail, a long' face, a broad muzzle,
with

canine teeth,

larger in

proportion than

that of man, arid cnllosifies on its rump.
this

By

definition, WC CXCIU(ie from this race all

the apes which have no tails, all the muonkies
whose tails are as long, or 1on,r'r than their
bodies, and all the makis, loris, and

lher four
four-

banded animals, t1itt have their muzzles sharp
and pointed.

The ancients never had a proper

name for these aniraIs ;

Aristotle

alone has

pointed out. one of those baboons by the name
ofsimia P°1', but gives a very
indication of it in other respecs.
first called

it

bahuino,

The Itilians

the Germans

the French habouin, the English

bavion,

baboon, and
written

every modern author, who !1a
in Latin, P1P10"

imperfect

of it

WTe shall therefore term it

baboon, to distiriuishi it from the other species
since discovered in the southern provinces
Africa and India.

We are acquainted

three kinds of these animals.

of

with

1. The baboon,

which is found in Arabia, &c. and which, pro
2.
bably, is the Swita porcaia of Aristotle.
The iiianthiil, which is larger than the baboon,
whose face is of a bluish

colour, and furrowed
with
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vith deep and
Oblique wrinkles ;

this is a na

tive of Guinea, and the hottest
parts of Africa.
. The ouanderou, which is less than the
baboon

and

mandrill;

surrounded with
and

has a

Ceylon,
of India.

ifs head

and

face is

a very thick and long hair,
white beard ;

large

Malabar,

and

other

it is

seen

in

southern parts

Thus we have precisely defined three

species of the ape,

and three

of the

baboon,

and all of them very distinctly differing from
ea.1i other.
But as Nature ac', s on one regular plan, con
nected and extended throughout all her works,
her progress is always by mnillute de
there must be an inernicdiatespecies bc

and as
grees,

tween the ape and the baboon.

This interme

diate species actually exists, and is, in fact, to
be found in the nuigot, which flits up the chasm
It differs from the
between the other two.
first in having a long niuzzle and large canine
teeth; and varies from the second, iii not hav
there is a small protu
ing any tail, although
berance of skin at that part, which has some
This animal, con
thing of that appearance.
is neither an ape, nor a
ba
sequently.,
Joon, yet, at the same time, partakes of the
nature of both.

The magot, which is a very

common animal in Upper Egypt, as well as in
&trbary,

was

kuown to the

ancients.

The

Greeks
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Greeks and Latins denominated it
lus, because.
,
.
a itsh muzzle
p
e resembles
c
o
n
y that
c of a dog.
These animals, then, must be ranged in the
fo1lo.winorder: orang-oztng, or pono, is
the first ape; the
pit hecos, the second ; the gib
bon., the third; the cynocephalus,or magot, the.
fourth ape, or the first babooi. The
papia, the
first baboon; the mandrill, the second; and.
the ouanderou, the third. This order is neither
arbitrary nor fictitious, but strictly conforma
ble to the steps of Nature.
After the species of apes and baboons, immediately follow the gueons, or monkies; that.
is, animals which

resemble the

two

former,,

but which have tails as long, or longer
their bQdies.

tharx

The word guenori was ancieutJy

employed, sometimes to denote a small ape,
and a1 others, the female; it has also been used
in the sense we now take-it, to denote the apes
with long tails, and was probably derived from
the word képos, which the Greeks made use of
Of these guenons, 0.1
for that very purpose.
monkies,

we know

f nine species, which

shall, distinguish by different names, 1o avoid
consion,

and

for

the sake of regularity.

The fir, of these is the macaque; the second,
the pata, or red monkey ; the third, the mal
£rouk; the fourth, the mwzgabey; the. fifth the
QLI IX.
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mone ; the sixth, the eallitrzx,or
grccn mone
the seventh, the nioustac
; the eighth, the tala
poin ; and the ninth, the dove, so called in:
Cochin-china, of which
country it is a. native.
The ancients knew
only two of this class, the
monc and the callitrix, which

inhabit Arabia

and the northern parts of Africa.;
they had not
the least idea of any Other, for they are only t&
be found in the

southern provinces

cf Africa

and the' East Indies, countries absolutely -tin
known in

the time

of Aristotle.

This great

philosopher, and the Greeks iii general, were
so careful to affix proper names to different animals, that they (lenornhllated the ape without
a tail, pit liecos, and the monkey with a

long

tail, fabos, both of which they carefully drew
from the most apparent character, of these an
All the as and baboons 'which they

imals.
knew,

had a

trary,

the

the

colour;

on the

monkey which we call mone,

Greeks,

colours,

uniform

kbos,

has

hair

of

con
and

different

and is vulgarly called the variegated

the most common
monkey ; this species was
of all, those animals in the time of Aris
totle ;

and

from

this

character it

obtained

ilie name of khos, which in Greek signifies a
Thus all the animals of
variety of colours.
the

pc, baboon and monkey kind, mentioned

"iAiitotIc, may be

reduccd

to four,
thepi
thecos,
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V?ecos,tlie c!Jnocep/zalus,thesirnia porcaria, and.
the lLé bos ; which we think ourselves sufficiently
justified to rank as the pit liecos or pigmy, the
magot, the baboon, and the mone, not only be
cause their particular characters
perfectly agree
vitli those, mentioned
because

by Aristotle, but

also,

the other species must have been ab

solutely unknown to him, since they are natives
of those countries into which the Greek travel
ers of his time had not penetrated.
Two
with

or three ages after Aristotle, we meet

two new names, in the

ca7li11iiiv
the

Greek authors,

and cercopitliecos, both relative

long-failed. monkey.

In

proportion

to
as

discoveries were iiiade, in the southern regions
of Africa and Asia, we meet with new animals,
and other species of monkies;

and as most of

these monkies likewise were not of various co
lours like the kebos, the Greeks composed the
generic
ape with

name of cercopithecos, that is, the
a tad, to

denote

all the species of

monkies, or a lies with long tails ;. and having
.discovered among them one of a beautiful
green colour, they called it ca/lit/iriv, which
signifies

beautiful

found in

the

and

in the

hair.

southern

This

cahlilhrix is

parts of Mauritania,

neighbouring countries of Cape
Yerd,
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Yerd, and commonly known by the name of
the green ape.
With respect to the other seven species of
monkies,which we have indicated by the names
of

Macaque, Patas,

Maibrouk,

Mangabey,

Mousac, Talapoin, and Douc, they were un.
known to the

ancients.

native of Congo,
rnangtbey of

the

The macaque

is a

of Senegal,

the

patas

Madagascar, the

maibrouk of

the talapoin.
Bengal, the rnnistac of Guinea,
of Siam, aid the doof Cochin-China ; all
these places were equally unknown to the an
cients, and we have been careful to preserve
the original names aft. ed to them in their na
tive countries.
But as Nature always proceeds in a regular
and gradual manner,never leaving any chasms,
we meet with an intermediate species between.
the baboon and monkey, like that of the magot
between the ape and the baboon, The animal
which fills up this interval, greatly resembles
the monkey, especially the macaque, but it has
a broad muzzle, and short tail, like the baboon.
Being ignorant

of its proper name, we

have

called it the ntairnon,to distinguish it from other
animals of this kind.

It is a native of Sumatra,

and is the only animal, as well among

the ba

boon as the monkey species, that has no

hair
OL
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on its tail; and upon that acoiint it has been
described by the denomination ofthe pigül'
ed or rat-tailed ape.
Thus we have enumerated al the animals of
the old can', inent, to which the common name
of ape

has been

given, though they are riot

only of very distant species, but even of very
different genera.

But what h.s completed the

error and confusion in the arrangement of these
aii mals Is, that the names of ape, c?jnorcp It alus,
kébo, crcopi1kccos, which were invented by
the Greeks

fifteen

hundred

years ago,

have

animals of the new continent,

been given to

which have been discovered within these two
or three centuries.

They

knew not that the

animals of Africa and of the East Indies, were
be found in the southern parts of the

not to

new continent.

Animals have been found in

America with hands and fingers, and this clia
racter alone was thought iu!ii cie nt to give them
the

appellation of arcs, without consider ing

that for transferring a name it was requisite
that the animals should be of the same genus,
and to apply it justly, of the
species.

Now

the

animals

same identical
of America,

which we shall form two classes

of

by the names

of sapajous 'an(l sugoins, are very different from
l1 the mo;ikeys of Asia and Africa; and in the
same
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same manner as there are neither
apes, monkeys, nor baboons, to be found in the new continent, so likewise there are neither the
sapajous
nor sagoins to be found in the old.
Though
we have already mentioned these facts in
gene
ral, in our dissertation concerning the animals
of the two continents, we can here
prove it.in
a more

particular manner, and (lemonstrate,

that of seventeen species, to which number we
may red iice all the ape species in the old
and of twelve or thirteen, to which this
conti-nent,
name of ape has been transferred

in the new,

there is not any of them alike, or to be found
in both continents, for of the

seventeen in the

old we must first retrench three or four of the
apes,

who do

not

exist in America, and to

have no
sapajous and the sagoins
resemblance.
Secondly, we must also retrench
whom the

three or four of the baboons, which
larger than

the sagoiris or

the

also of a very different form;

are much

sapajous, and
there remains,

therefore, only nine monkeys of the old conti
iicnt with whom any comparison can be made.
Now this species of monkeys,

as well

as

the

baboons, have lartictllarand general
apes and
characters, which entirely separate them from
The first of these
the sapajous and sagoins.
characters consists in the iIUIIp being bare, on
Vh1iClL
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are natural callosities peculiar to those

The second is the
having pouches on
each side of the jaw, in which the animal can
parts.

store its food.

The third is in the make of the

nostrils, which arc narrow, and the
apertures
placed in the under' parts, like those of man.
The sapajous and sagoins have not one ofthese
characters.

The partition between their nos

trils is very thick, and the apertures are placed
on the sides of the nose, and not below it.

They

bave hair on their posteriors, and no callosi
ties; they have no pouches on each side of their
jaws; and hence these animals differ not only
in species but even in genus, since they have
not

any of the general characters common t

the whole tribe of monkeys ;

and

this difflr

ence in genus supposes still greater in the sçc
cies, and demonstrates them to be quite dis
tinct from each other.
The names of ape and monkey, therefore,
have been very improperly applied to the sam
pajous and

the sagoins.

their original

We must

preserve

names, and instead of ranking

them with the apes, we should begin by corn
paring them together.

These two families dif-

fer from each other by a very remarkable

All the sapajons make use of their
cha-racter.

tails like a finger to

hang by, and to procure
what they cannot reach with (heir hands. The
s a go ins,
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JQo
agoins, on

& crary, cannot

their tail in that manner.

make use 00

Their face, ears, and,

hair, are also difi'ren"t; we may, therefore, very
properly divide them into two distinct races.
Avoiding the, use of denominations, which.
can only be applied-to the monkey, baboon, oi
ape, we have endavoured to idicaIe lh.csapa
jous and the

sagoins by the

in their native country.

names they beat

We are acquainted

with six or seven species of sapajous, and six
of the sagoins, most of which have varieties.
We have carefully searched after their names
ii1 all authors, and particularly in the writings,
of observant travellers who have first mention
ed them, because, in general, the names which
in their native country
any one of them have
is derived from some particular character,
which alone was
from all the rest.

sufficient
With

distinguish it

to

respect

to the

yarn

ieties,. which in this class of animals are, per
haps, more

numerous than

the

species,

we

have endeavoured to refer each to its
We have had in our possession
respec-tive
species.
animals alive, diflrizig from
forty of these.
each other in a greater or less degree, and
from a particular and attentive examination of
w.h.ich, we think tliowhiole may be reduced to
viz. three apes, and one intermethirty species,
iae specicsbetween them and the baboons;
three
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and

one intermediate species
betwcexj them and the monkeyS; nine
monkeys,
seven sapajous, and six sagoins ; the rest, or

at least the greatest
part of them, ought to be
considered only as

varieties.

not absolutely certain
rieies. may

But as we are

that some of these va

not be (iiStinCt species, we

shall

endeavour to give all of them proper denomi
nations.
Ilere., then, let us consider terrestrial ani
mals, some of which so greatly resemble the
human form, in a

new point of view.

The

affixing the

name of quadruped to all these

a. irals has

been

done unjustly.

If the ex

ceptions were few we should not have object
ed, to. the application of this term.
that

convinced
however
whole ;

our

general,

do

definitions
not

that there exists

which escape the
and that

We are

and

names,

comprehend

the

particular beings,

most cautious

definitions,

intermediate species are constantly

discovered.

We know

that

many,

though

to all appearance holding the middle station,
have escaped enumeration, and that the ge
neral names under which they are included is
incomplete;

because Nature should never be

considered in the

aggregate, but

by unities

naiiic
only, because man has invented general
R
VOL. IX.
only
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only to assist his memory, and bcca use he aFlerwards weakly
regarded those general names
as realities ; in short, because he has
endea-voured
to corn 'rehenl, under the same (leno
minal.ions, very (liüerent animals,

and which

necessarily required other ap pcilat ions.

I cai

give both example and proof, without swerv
ing from the class of quadrupeds, which, Of all
aninitls, are those best known to man, 'and t'è
whiich lie was, consequently, the best eiiab-led
to give the most 1recisc deuonirnatiuns.
'The name of quadrupedstpposes an animal
with four fed.

If it be deficient, in two, like

the maati ; if it have hands and arms like th
ape; or if it have wings like the bat;
a quadruped :

it is not

ilicrct'oe this general denomi

nation is erroneous when applied to either of
those animals.

In order

to

speak

with pre

cision, there should be truth in the idea

which

the words represent; for instance, Tel us find a
a perfect idea of an airnal
WOFkl to COflVC
with two hands ; if we had a term to denote a
two-handed animal, as

well as

one with two

feel, we might then say, that man alone is biped
and bimanous, l)CCaUSC he alone has two hand
and two feet ; that the manati is only biinwi
ous; that the bat isonly abiped; and (lie ape
a quadrimaflous, or four-handed animal.

Let
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us now apply these new denominations to every
particular bcin

with which they agree, and

we shall disco 'er, that from

lie two hu !ftircd

species of animals to which w'e have given the
C0111 'non na flC :t quadrupeds, there are thirty
five sorts o ía pes, baboons, monkey,;, Sapijous,
sagous, and makis, nitit l)e ret renched, a

they

are qua driinanous, or !ur-ha.dcd ; and that to
those tli try-live species we must awl the ion,
the murine, Virginian and

Iexicai oprssuins,

and the Jerboas, which are also quadrz;nanous,
like those above-mentioned , and that, COflSCquently, the list ol' four-handed animals being
at

least composed

of forty species, the real

number of quadrupeds will be
fifth part.
fifteen

reduced one

Ifalterwards we take out twelve or

species of bipeds,

namely,

the

bats,

whose fore-feet may rather be called wings than
feet, and also three or

tour jerboas,

because

they can only walk on their hind fee!, those
before being too short ; if we remove also the
manati, which has no hind fret,

and the dif

ferent species of the walrus, and the seal, to
which

animals they are entirely useless, the

number ofquadrupcds will be found diminished
a third more;

and if we

still subtract those

animals which make use of their fore-feet like
as the

bears,

marmots, coatis,
squir-rels,
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rels,

IM FFON's
rats, and

many

others,

the

denomina-

tion of quadrupeds will
appear to be
to more than one half of these animals.
misap-plied
In 1ict real quadrupeds consist
only of whole
and clvei-footecI autmals. When we descend
to the d4tatcd class, ive find four-handed, or
amguois quadriipeds, '%ho use their fi)re-fcct
in flue

i'n'er of hands, and which ought to be

(1 istinguisli ed or scp1raed from the resi. There
are ftee

pecics of whole hoofed .1--im"lls, the

horse, d:c zebra, and the ass; and, by adding
the e!ephan ,t he rhuioccro, the hippopotamus,
and the camel, whose feet, though terminated
the pur
by 11,10s, are solid, and only serve for
we shall have seven species to
fOSC of ;valking,
ivh irh tile name of quad ruped perfectly a ppl ies.
greater number of cloven

There is a much

lole-1ioofcd animals.

footed than

The oxen,

the sheep, the goal, the ani elope, I hO biihalus,
the lama, the pco, the elk, the rci;-deer, the

the roe-buck, &c. are all
stag, hue fallow-deer,
cloven-footed, and compose all toe1her full

forty-species.
mals, ten

rUhlis, we have already IUiy ani

whole

hoofed,

and

forty cloven

fooled, to vhicli the name of (Jfladrued

has

been rightly applied. In the (Jigitated iiinals,
the lion,

tiger,

panther,

leopard,

lynx, cat,

wolf, fox, dog, hyia, civet, badger, weasel,
/

ferret,
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ferret, Pm'(1 pine, hedge hog, arrnad jib, ant
calers,and hog,w'hich last constitutes the shade
be( Ween (1 igifated and cloven-footed lribes,add
more iliao

forty other species, to which file.

!Ian)cot quadruped also applies in all the
rigour
of its
acceptation ; because, though their fore
feet are divided into four or five toes,
they never
usetliem as hands ; but all theother (ligitated
who use

species

their fore-feet to. hold

carry fb;d to their mouths, are not, in

and
strict

propriety, quadrupeds.- "hose species, which.
are also forty iii number, form an intermediate
class bet.wcci quadrupeds-and four-handed ani
mJs, and
other.

are

in

ttct

neither

Therefore, to more than

one
a

nor

the

fourth of

our animals, the name of quad ruped does not
apply ;
not.

arid with

more than one half it does

ree in all the extent of its acccptaio:.

The four-handed animals fill up the

reit.

1iasm between the quadruped wid the h uinn
species.

The two handed are ii the diV

between man

and

the ce!aceous tribes.

ICC
Ti e

bipeds with wings are the shade between qwt
dru 1)CdS and birds ; and the digitated species
who use thick tore-feet as hands, t11 up all -the
degrees between the quadrupeds and the four
handed

kiruls.

But this subject is too extensive

to be here pnrued ;

however useful it

might
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be to give a distinct know
1'?dge of animals, it
is still more so by
furuihing us with a new
that not
l)f0O
any of our definitions are ore
C1S(' nor :.our general terms exact, when
speci
fically applied to objects, or to beings

which

they represent.
But %%hy are

these defiuitwns

terms, which seem to
invention,

he the

error the detect of human

master- pi:~ce

perceiving a number
us

compare the

works of nature with those of man:

whf1her
and

both

the

and

operate,

can follow

let us ex

then

enquire

however

human mind,

extensive,

this

understanding ? or

at one View? Let

amine how

Is

of

incapacity, or pure inabi

lity, of cornbiing, and
of objects

general

(lCfCctivC ?

so exceedingly

rafter, is it not an

and

same

the

wi bout being lost either in the

active
route,

immensity of

S)a(T, the obscurity of time., or in the infinite
CI
.0111Dinations of b~ein.,_rs.? Lot a mtn direct
his mind to any object if he would avoid being
nnsled, he must walk in a direct. line, pass
over

the

possible

least space, and
time

to

employ the least

acc9mplih

his

end.

But

in this pursuit,what a number of reflections and
combinations must he make to avoid those
deceitful

al;(l

fallacious

roads which at

first

ofFer themselves in such numbers, that it require
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quires the greatest and nicest discernment to
choose the

true and direct path? This

pah,

however, is not beyond the depth of the hu
ma

mind ;

method

and by this only sure

he arrives

view; but if he

at

the

and soliti

destined

point of

seeks another point,

only be obtained by another line.

it cart

The train

of our ideas is a. delicate thread, which only ex
tends in length 'without any other dimensions;
while Nature, on the contrary, does not take
a single step, without extending on all sides,
and passing at once Ibrough the three diruen
sions of length, bread.h arid

thickness ; while

man aUainis but one sinlc pOInt, she embraces
all, and penetrates into every
mass.

By the

power of art, and length

time, our statuaries form
ternally

part of a solid

a

of

figure which ex

resembles the object proposed ; each

a thousand com
point of this surface requires
Their genius travels over as many

binations.

]'Lines as there are lineaments in the figure, and
the

least false

piece

step

of marble,

would deform it.

so perfectly

This

executed that

it seems to breathe, is, therefore, only a

mul

titude of points to which the artist arrives
labour

and

unable to

time ;

by

human genius being
seize more than one dimension at a
for

iflC, aii(l our senses reaching no further than
surfiices..
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surfaces, we cannot
while,

penetrate tile substan

Nature, on the

contrary, designs and
enters into the depth of things ; She
produces
forms almost instantaneously ; she at. once expands them in all their difliCflSjoiis ;assoon as
movements reach the

her

powers with

trating

operate internally.

surface, the pene

which

she is aI1iLaed,

The sin al lest.. a loin, w Ii (Ifl

she chooses to make use of it, is obliged to obey
her will.

Her actions, t1ere1ore, extend over

all; she travels above, below, to the right and
left, and

she

consequently,

passes the surface, but

not only cuconi

every

particle of the

What difference there consequently is

mass.

in the result?

What comparison can be made

between a statue and an organised body? But
in

also

what

how

disproportioned the

inequality,

powers,

and

instruments !

Man

their

can only make use of the power he possesses.
Confined
which

he

sion,
faces ;
ral

is

tact,

he

to

a

small

can only
can only

quantity

motion,

communicate by impul
exert himself upon

since the power
only

o

transmitted

sur

of impulsion in gene.
by

superficial

con-

He only sees and touches, therefore, the

surfaces of bodies, and when he attempts to
proceed

further, though lie opens, divides, and

separates,

lie still touches nothing more than
Surfaces,
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penetrate the interior parts of

bodies, he should be

possessed of-a portion of

that power which acts upon the mass,
gravity, which

or

of

is Nature's chief instrument.

It is, therefore, the defect of instruments whiëh
prevents the art of man from approaching that.
of Nature.

His figures, his pictures, his de

signs, are only surfaces,
faces,

or imitations of sur

because the images

senses are all superficial,

he receives by his

and lie is unable to

give them the internal parts.
What is

true with regard to the arts is the

aine as to sciences, only that the latter is less
confined, because the mind is the instrument,
and which in the former is subordinate to the
senses.

But in

the sciences the mind coni

mands the senses, as

its only endeavour is to

search into objects, and not to opeiatc on them;
The mind,

to compare, and not imitate them.
though

thus

cramped. by the senses, though

often abused by their false reports, is, notss(1i
tan(hing,

neither less

pure nor

less

active.

Man, who has a natural desire to knowledge,
began by rectifying,

and demonstrating the

errors of the senses.

lie has treated them as

mechanical organs, as instruments, the effects
of which must be left to experience.

Pursuing

till his desire 01 knowledge, he ba.q travelled
Pil
S
you. I.
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on with the balance in one. hand, and the corn..
pass in the other, and has measured both time
and space.

Thus,

he has rcëognized

all the

exterior parts of Nat Lire's works, but not being
able to penetrate her internal
parts by his
senses, he has drawn his conclusions and form
ed a judgment of them

by analogy and com

He. discovered

parison.

that

there exists a

general force in matter, quite different

from

that of impulsion; a force which does not come
within the compass of our senses, and which,
though we are unable to make use of, Nature
employs as an universal

He

agent.

has de

monstrated, that this force belongs equally to
all matter,
quantity ;

proportion to its

in

that its

mass

action extends to

or real

immense

distances, decreasing as the space augments.
Afterwards,turning his eyes upon living beings,
he found, that heat was another force neces
sary

to

their

production;

that

light

was a

matter endowed with an unbounded e1asticiy
and activity; that the formation
sion

and expan

of organized beings were the effects of a

combination
tension

and

of all these forces; that the ex
growth

of animal

or

vegetable

bodies, follow exactly the laws of attraction,
and are effected
dimensions

at

by an

the same

increase
time;

of all three
and

that

a

mould,.
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Mould, when once forrned,..must, according to
these laws of affinity, produce a succession of
others exacily

resembling

the original.

By

combining these attributes4, common to animal
and vegetable Nature, lie discovered, that
there existed in both an inexhaustible and re
versible fund of organicand living substance;
a substance as real as the unformed matter; a
substance which continues always in its live as
the other does in its inactive state; a substance
"

universally diffuscd,
to

passing from vegetables

animals by means of nutrition, returning

from animals to vegetables by the process Of
putrefaction, and maintaining an incessant cir
culaion for the animation of beings.
remarked,
in

every

Ile also

that these organic particles existed
organized

combined in greater

that

body;
or less

they

were

quantities with

matter; That they were more abundant

dead

in animals where all is full of life, and more
scarce

in

vegetables where

predominates,
tinct;

the dead

matter

and the living seems to be ex

where the organic matter, overpowered

has neither progressive motion,
sensation, heat, nor life, and is Only manifest
by the rude,

Re
ed by its unfolding and re-production.
he dis
flecting on the manner each operates.,
covere(l, that every living being is a mould
.tiia.t possesses the power of assimilating the
substances
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substances by
growth is an

which

it

is. nourished;

effect of this

that

assimilation, that

the unibiding of a living
body is not a simple
augmentation
every

of bulk,

dimension,

and

but
a

an

extension

penetration of new

matter into every part ofthe whole mass;
those parts
and

whole,

in.

that

increasing in

proportion

the

proportion to the

whole in

to

the

form is

preserved, and remains a!

ways the same till

the growth is completed ;

parts, t 1e

that when the body

has acquired all

its ex

tent, the same matter heretofore employed
the augmentation, is

iii

sent buck as superfluous

from every part to which it had been assimi
lated ;

and

that, by

uniting in

one common

new being, perfectly like the
-point, it formsa
first, and which to attain the same dimensions,
requires

only to b&

mode of nutrition,
man,

quadrupeds,

expanded
lie

also

by the

same

observed

that

cetaceous animals,

birds,

trees, plants, and herbs, were
reptiles, insects,
all nourishcd, unfolded, and reproduced by
the same universal law ;

and

that the manner

of their nutrition and generation appearing so
different, although dependent on one general
and common cause, was
operate

because it could not

but in a mode relative to the form of

each particular species of being.
these

grand<truths,

required

To acquire

a succession of
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ages, and

gradual

investigation, but having

obtained so much , he began to compare different
and to distinguish one from

objects together;

the other, he gave them particular names, and
invented

general

denominations

them under one point of view,
by

to

reunite

lie observed,

taking the body of man as the physical

mode! of every living animal, and by compar
ing and examining every living animal in their
several parts, that the form of every thing that
breathes is nearly the same ;
of a man and art
animal has the

that the tip-atom V

ape are similar ;

that every

same organ izatión,

senses, the same visccfa,

the same

the same bones, the

same flesh, thesarnemotion of the fluids, and
the same action in the solids.

In all of them

be has found aiieart, veins, and'arteries ;

the

same organs of circulation, respiration, diges
tion, nutrition, afl('l secretion ;

the same solid

structure, crecod with the same materials, and
put

nearly

together

in

the

same

manner.

This plan he found to proceed uniformly from
mankind to the

monkey, from the

monkey

to quadrupeds, from quadrupeds to the ceta
ceous animals, and so on
reptiles.

to birds,

fish, and

com
plan, I say, when well
the human understanding, ex

This

prehended by

hibits a faithful picture of animated nature,
view
?d affords the most simple and general
under
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ui2(er which she can
possibly h considered ;
and when we extend it
by passing from the
animal to the vegetable, we shall hal Ibis
plan,
'which we at first found varying only
by shades,
degenerate by degrees from reptiles to insects,
from

to

insects

phytes,

and

worms,

from

from worms

to Plans ;

and

its exterior parts,

ne

zoophytes

though changed in all

to zoo

vertheless, still preserving the same character;
the

principal features of which are nutrition,

expansion, and reproduction.
are

general

and

common to every organized

substance, they are
far from being

These features

eternal and

divine ;

and,

destroyed by time,

effaced or

are only renewed and rendered thore plain anti
evident. ..
If,. from this great picture. of resemblances,
in which theliving universe it.self,as
but one

fit.rnily,wc i

to that. of the

claims a separate
differ-ences,'whcrcin each species
we shall perceive,
place, andadistuict portrait,
that excepting sonic of the larger s; ecies, such
rbinoceros, the hjppvl)Qathe
s I
elephant, thetarnus,the tiger, and the lion, every other-seen-is
to unite

with

its

neighbouring kind, and to

form groupes of degraded similitudcs., or-gene,
ia, which otir nornenclators have represented in
a network.of
ected by the

ligures, some of which are con
feet, and otherk; by

the teeth,
horns,
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horns, hair, arid others by still smaller ftfflujlics.
And cven the apes, whose form
appears to be
the most perfect, that is,
approaches nearest to
that of man, are represented
confusedly, and
require very

accurate observations to.distin

guish one from the other, because tbe privilege
of separate species is less owing to form fliart
izc.

- Man himself,
aithoiigli.a single species,

and infinitely removed

from. that of all other

animals, yet being only of amid dle size,

has

more approximations than the larger kinds.
Weshall find in-the history of the orang-outang
that if we were only to a: tend to the figure, we
might look on that an irrial either as the
termi-nation
of the human species, or the commence
ment of the ale; because, except the intellect,
he is not deficient in any one thing which we
in his body, he differs less
possess, and because,
from man than from the oilier animals to which
we have given the denomination of apes.
The mind, thought, and speech, therefore,
do not depend on the form or organization o
the body.
Not l;,,*
strongly pros that
on man alone
they arc peculiar gifts besosved
than that I lie orang-outang which neitlierspcaks
or thinks, has, nevertheless, the body, the
limbs,

the

senses,

the skull, and the tonue

to man,
lie can COUflterfCLt
exactly similar
o the human species and yet
every inotio
Cannot
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cannot perfectly perform
may

one

be owing to a

possibly

tion, or perhaps yet more

single act; whic
defect of educa

to an

error in our

You unjustly
compare, it may be
ape, who is a native of the forests,

judgment.
said,

an

with the man who resides in
polished society.
To form a proper judgment between them, a
savage man
gether;

and an ape should be viewed to

for we have no just idea of man in a

pure state of nature.
or

bristly

hairs,

partly

hid by a

hairs in

with curled wool ;
long beard,

appear sunk
the

in
lips

nails

long,

his head, like those
thick

feet;

are

eyes,

and

covered

of the

projecting,
with

the

the cars,
hair; the
a

callous

horn under the soles

of the

thick,

substance like a

his

character, and make them

nose flat, the aspect wild or stupid;
body, and limbs

the face

and still longer

the front, which surround

destroy his august
brutes;

The head covered with

and

crooked;

the breasts of the female

long and flab

skin of her belly hanging down
by, and the
to her knees; the children wallowing in filth,
and crawling

on their hands

the father and

mother sitting

and feet;
on their

and

hams,

hideous appearance, rendered more
forming a
so by being besmeared all over with stinking
This sketch, drawn from a savage IIot
grease.
teiitot
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ntot, is still a flattering portrait, for there is
as great a distance

between a man in a pure

state of nature and a Hottentot, as there is be
tween a llottentot and us.
compare the

human

But if we with to

species with that

of the

ape, we must add to it the affinities of orga
nization , the agreements of temperament, the
vehement desire of male apes for women, the
like conformation of the genitals in both sexes,
the periodic emanations of the females,
compulsive or voluntary

the

intermixture of the

negresses with the apes, the produce of which
has united into both species; and then consi
der, supposing them not of the same species,
how difficult it is to discover the interval

by

which they are separated.
I acknowledge, if we were forced to judge
by external appearance alone, the ape might 1)e
taken for a variety in the human species. The
Creator has not formed man's body on a model
absolutely different from that of the mere aiii
mal; lie has comprehended his figure, as well
as that

of every other

animal,

under

one

but at the same time that he has
gncral plan,
him a material form, similar to that of
given
the ape, lie infused this animal body with a
If he had granted the same
your, not to the ape, but to the meanest ani
mal4
T
tor. ii.
divine spirit.
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mal, whose organization seems to us to be
worst of all constructed
beings, this animal
would soon have become the rival of man.
Quickened by his spirit it would have excelled
every other animal,

by having the power of

thought and speech.

Therefore, whatever re-

semblance there may be between the Hottentot
and the ape, the interval which separates them
is immense, since the former is endowed with
the faculties of thinking and speaking.
Who will ever be able
organization of an idiot

to tell in what the
differs from

that of

another man ? yet the defect is certainly in
the-material
organs, since the idiot has a soul like
another person.
the 'whole

Now, since in mankind, where

structure is entirely

conformable,

and perfectly similar, a difiCrence so trifling as
to be entirely imperceptible is sufficient to de
not be astonished that
stroy thought, we must
it never appears in the ape, which has not the
necessary principle.
The action of the soul in general is distinct
and independent ofrnattcr. But as ithas pleased
the Divine Author to unite it with 'the body,
the exercise of its particular actions depends
on the state of the material

organs; and this

is not only apparent from the ex.
dependance
f idiots but from persons afflicted with
iple
deliriuui,.
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Iclirium, from infants who cannot think, from
healthful men when asleep, and from
very old
people, after the power of thinking is gone.
yen the principle of education seems to con

sist not so much in

instructing the mind, or

bringing its operation to perfection, as in mo
difying. the material organs, and putting them
into the most favourable conditionfor exercis
ing

the thinking principle.

Now there are

twokinds of educations 'which should be care
fully distinguished, as
diffcrcnt;

the

their effects are quite

education

of the

individual,

which is common both to man and the other
animals, and that of the species which belongs
to man alone.

A young animal, as well from

incitement as example, learns in a few weeks
to

perform all

the actions

of its, parents: a

child requires a number of years to attain this
degree of perfection,

because when born its

less for
growth and strength is incomparably
In the first years
ward than iuyounganimals.
the mind is a void relatively to what it becomes
in ftture.

A child, therefore, is much slower

in receiving individual education than that of
the brute; but for this very reason it becomes
susceptible of that of the species.

The multi

which
aids, and the continual cares,
plicity of
for a long time, the weak state of the infant
iet, entertain and increase t~e attachment
of
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of its parents, and while
they are attending to
the care of the
body, they cultivate the mind.

The time required to
strengthen the first, turns
to the profit of the latter.
In the generality
of animals the
corporeal faculties are more ad
vanced in two months than those of an infant
in two years ; there is, therefore, twelve times
as much time employed in its individual edu
cation, w ithout reckoning what is still remain
ing to acquire after this pcriod, without

con

sidering that animals quit their young as soon
as they are able to provide for themselves, and
that soon afer this separation they know each
other no more, so that all attachment, and all
education, ceases in them at the very moment
assistance is

no

longer necessary.

time' of education

being so

must be very small;

Now

short, its

and it is even

this

effects

astonish

in two months what
ing that animals acquire
ever is necessary for their use during the. rest
of life: and if we suppose a child, in an equal

time, should become sufficiently form
space of
ed and strong to leave its parents, and never to
return to them for assistance,

would there be

any,sensible difference between this child and
the brute animal? However ingenious and able
the parents were, could they be able to prepare
and modify its organs in so short a space of
inie, or to

establish the least communication
of
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Mthouglit between their minds and his? Could
they be able to excite his memory by impres
sions sufficiently reiterated? Could
they even
modify or unfold theirorgans of speech? No,
for before the child can
pronounce a single
word his car must have received
repeated im

pressions of the sound expressing that word;
and, before he can be able to
apply or pro
nounce it properly, the same combination of

the word, and the object to which it
belongs,
must be frequently presented to him.
Educa
tion, therefore,

which

powers of the

mind,

alone can expand the
will

for a length

continued

be

unremittingly
of time; if it should

cease, not at the end of two months, as in ani
mals, but even when twelve months old, the
mind of the child, which could have received
no

would

impression,

that of an
prevents

idiot,

remain

inactive, like

the defect of whose organs

the reception

of knowledge.

This

reasoning would apply with double force if we
suppose the child born in a pure state of na
ture, if it had

only a 1-lottentot mother for its

tutoress, and that at the age of two months it
was able to separate from her, and live with
out her care

and assistance :-would not this

hi1d be worse than an idiot, and entirely on a
the brutes ?
par with

But in this state of na
ture,
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Lure, the first cducatioii, that
i, the education
of iiccesity, exacts as much time as in. the
civilized

state,

because

in

both the child

is

equally weak, and equally slow in its growth,
and collsequeiktly it has need of the care of it
pareiit.s for an equal portion of time.

In short.,

it would infallibly perish if abaiidoued before
the age

of thrc

Now this necessary

years.

habitude, so long continued between the rno
ther and the child, is sufficient, to con-imunL
cate to it all that she possesses; and though we
should

falsely

siiirnose

a state of nature,

that this mother,.

possesses

not even that of specch,

not

iii

any one gifi,

would not, this loiig

habitude with her child produce a language
Thus

this

state of pure nature, wherein we

suppose man to be withoutthought auci speech,
This
is irnagiary, and never had existence.
needful and long intercourse of parents with
their children produces society in the midst of
The family understand each other
a. desart.
first ray of intel.
by signs and sounds; and this
when cherished, cultivated, and con-i
lience,
9
municated, unfolds, in the process of time, all
the buds of thought; and as this habitual inter.
course could not sustain itself so long without
mutual signs and sounds, always re
produci'g
and grad uilly engraven on the memory
jeated
of
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of the child, would conscqun11y betome constant and intelligible expressions ; though the
list of words is short, it still forms a language,
which will soon become more extended as the
family increases, and will

always

follow the

steps ofsociey in improvement. Society bciz
formed, the education of the child is no longei
individual, for then 'the parents communicate
to it not only wlitt they possess from Nature,
but

also what they have received from their

ancestors, and from the secietv of which they
It is no iongci a communication

form a part.

between detached

intl ivid uals,

Confined

I

animals to the transmission of s*plf'aculte,
but an institution of wli ich the whole species
partakes, and whose-prod ucc constitutes

the

bond and basis of society.
Even among brute animals, though deprived
of the thinking principle, those whose educa
tion is the longest are also those which seem o
have the greatest share
elephant, who
peting

its

the

takes the longest time in corn-

grow(h,

assistance of

of intelligence:

and

its mother

which requires the
for the whole of thi

first year, is also the most intelligent animal.
three
requires only
weeks to accomplish its growth, and be in age
alone,
nerating state, isperhap's, forihis reason
one
The Guinea-pig, which
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one

of the most

stupid

animals in Nthirc

With respect to the ape, with. a view to ascer
tain whose nature

we have gone into this in

vestigation, whatever resemblance lie may bear
to man, yet his affinity to the brutes is evident
from

the

moment of his birth ;

lie is then

proportionably stronger, and more completely
formed

than

the

infant,

and the time of his

growth bears no comparison;
his

mother is

months;
and

only

necessary

his education is

consequently

the assistance of

as

during

a few

purely individual,

sterile as that of other

animals.
The ape,

hercforc, notwithstanding his re

semblance to the human form, is a brute, and
he is
being seconçl in our species,
not even the first in the order of animals, because

so far from

is not the most intelligent among them ;
therefore it is only on account of the corporeal
Tesemblance that prejudice has been formed in
favour of the great faculties of the ape. He
resembles man it, is said both externally and

he

internally, and

therefore

imitate us, but also of his
ilie same manner as we do.

he must

not only

own accord, act in
We have seen that

we call human is relative to
every action which
: that they depend, at first on the mind,
.society
nd afterwards on education> the physical
prin-ciple
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ciple of whic1i is the neces-ity there is for the
long intercourse between parents and children
that this intercourse is very short with the ape;
that,

like

education

other animals,

he only receives an

purely individual, and is not sus

ceptible of any other; consequently he cannot
act

like man, since no action

of the ape has

the same principle, nor the same end.

With

respect to imitation, which appears to be the
strongest and most striking character in the ape
kind, and which the vulgar refer to him as a
peculiar talent, before we decide, we must ex
amine whether this
or forced.

imitation be spontaneous

Does the ape imitate the human

species from inclination, or from possessing an
innate

of performing

capacity

without choice or exertion?
to

all

those who

those ac6opls

I willingly appeal

have observed this animal

without prejudice, and

I am convinced they

'will agree with me, that there is nothing volun
tary in their imitation.

The monkey having

arms and hands, makes use of them as we do,
but without any idea of copying our example.
The similitude of his limbs and o;gans neces
ours; be
sarily produces motions resembling
be enabled to
ing formed like man he must
move like him; but this similarity of motion
by no means
VOL. IX.

imitaproves that lie acts from
tion.
U
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Let us, for instance, coitruct two

dulums of' the same form, and
give them
equal motion, would it not be absurd to
that these machuiics imilate

cach other ?

an
say
It is

the same with

respect to the ape, relatively to
the body of man ; they arc two machines,
constructed, and by the impulse of Nature
Mini-lady
move nearly in the same
pai-ilv must

not

manner :

be considered as

however,
imitation ;

the one depends on matter, and the other exists
only

in reason.

Imitation supposes a design.

of Copying ; the ape is
this design,

of forming

incapable

hic1i requires a train of thought

and judgniont ;

for

this

reason,

choose, can imitate time ape,

man,

if he

but the ape can

not have an idea of imitating man.
lliis parity is no more

than the

physical

as tl:e
part of imitation, and not so complete
from which, however, it proceeds as
si-militude,
The ape resembles man
an immediate effect.
more in his body and limbs than in the use
makes of them.
By observing the ape atten

that all his motions
tively we shall perceive
are sudden, intermittent, and prccil)itate ; and

.to compare them with those of man we must
a different model.
Every action of
suppose
the ape strongly partakes of his education,
which is purely animal; and they appear to be
extravagant,
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ixtravag ut, ridiculous, and inconsequential,
because we judge of them by our own, which
is a false comparison.
cious,

As his nature is viva

his temperament warm, his disposition

pet ii lant, and none of his affections have been
education,

polished by

all his habitudes are

excessive, and more resemble the actions of a
lunatic than those of a man, or even those of a
peaceable animal.:

from the same reason we

find him indocile, and receiving with difficul
ty the impressions we wish him. to imbibe.
is insensible to

kindness, and

He

only to be ren

dered obedient through fear of chastisement.
lIe may be kept in captivity, but not in a do
mestic state.
Always sullen, stubborn, or
making grimaces, he may rather be said to be
subdued

than tamed ;

therefore none of this

species has ever been domesticated in any part
of the world, and consequently is more distant
from man than most other animals, for docili
some analogy betwixt time giver

ty supposes

and the receiver of instruction; a relative qua
cannot be exercised but when there

lity, which
is a

certain

both, which

number of common

faculties in

only differ from each other be

cause they are active in the master and pas
give in the scholar.
of the ap

Now the passive qualities

have less relation to the active qua
Iii ies
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lities of man than those of the
dog or elephant,
-who only require good treatment to receive the
kind and even delicate sew iments of a faithful
attachment, voluntary obedience, grateful ser
vice, and an
unreserved and ready attention
to the commands of their master.
The ape is, therefore, further removed from.
the human

species

in relative qualities, than

most other animals: I1c likewise differs greatly
by

temperament.

dwcI

The

human species

can

in every climate; he lives and multiplies

in the

northern as well as in the southern re

with difficulty in tem
gions; but the ape lives
iii
perate counftics, and can only multiply
This difference
the hottest parts of the earth.
of temperament supposes others in organization, which though concealed,
his na
it must also have a great influence on
The excess of heat so ne
tural dispositions.
renders all his affections,
cessary to this animal
and all his qualities, excessive; and we need
not seek for

any other

cause

to

account for

his petulance, his lubricity, and his other pas
sious, which seem to be as violent as they are
extravagant.

Thus the ape, which philosophers, as well

as the generality of people, have regarded as a
being

difficult to define, and

the

nature

of

which
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which was at least equivocal, and intermediate
between that of man and the brute, is, in fact,
no other than a real brute, wearing
externally
a human mask, but internally destitute of
thought,

and

every

other

attribute

which

constitutes the human species : an animal in
ferior to many others in his relative faculties,
and most essenially different from the human
race in his nature, temperament, and also in
the time necessary to his education, gestation,.
growth, and duration of lice ; that is, in every
real habitude

which constitutes what we call

Katuic in a particular being.

TE ORANG-OUTANC, OR THE roco, AND
THE JOCKO.

WE shall

present the

Orang-outang and

the Jocko together, because they, possibly, be
long to the same species.
monkey kinds,

Of all the ape and

these bear the greatest resem

blance to the human form, and consequently,
those
'Orang-outang is the name this animal bears in the East
Indies; pongo, its denomination at Lowando, a province of
Congo; and Kukur]ackQ in some parts of the East-Indict.
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those iv hicli are most worthy Particular
notice,
We have seen the small
orang-outhng, orjocko
and
alive,
have
preserved its skin ;
(fig. 19..)

but we can

only speak of the pongo, or great
orang-ontang, from the accounts given us by
t-ravcllers. If their rc1a ions might be
depend

ed on, if they

were not often obscure,

and exaggerated,

we should

being a different species from

faulty,

not doubt of its
the jocko, a spe

cies more perfect, and approaching still near
er to the human race.

Bontius, who was head

physician at Batavia, and who

has left sonic

excellent observations on the Natural Iflsory
of that part of
saw with

India, expressly says, that he

admiration, sonic individuals of this

on two feet, and among'
species walking erect
others a female (of which he gives a figure)
who seemed to have, an idea of modesty, cover
ing herseit with

her hand on the appearance of

men wit], whom she was not acquainted; who
cried, and did a number of other ac
sighed,
tions, so like the human race, that site wanted
but
nothing of humanity

the gift of speech.

J4inmeus,npOii time authority of hjoef) and other
travellers, says, that even this

faculty

is not

wanting in the orallg-OUtalIg,1)Ut that he thinks,
and expresses his m.cauing in a shist.
speaks.,
He calls him the Noel iiinai IJian,
toile.
an(t
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and at the same time gives such a description
of him, that it is impossible to decide whether
he is a brute or human being.

We must, how

ever, remark, that, according to Linnus, this
being, whatever lie may be, is not above half
the height of a man; and as Bontius makes no
mention

of the size

of his orang-outang, we

should imagine them to be the same : but, then,
this animal of Liimnus and Bontius would not
be the true orang-outang, which is of time size
a very tall maì :

neither can lie be what we

Call the Joclw, which I have seen alive
aluiouo'h he was of the same size
.scribed

by

for

as that de

iiiinaus, yet lie differed in every

-other
other character.

I can affirm, from having re

seen him, that lie neither spake

nor

expressed himself by a whistling noise, and that
lie did not perform a single
well instructed dog

could

.differed in almost every

thing

which a

not perform: lie

respect from the de

the orang
scription which Linnus gives of
that of
oiitang', and agreed much better with
the satjpus of the same author.

I therefore

of
greatly doubt the truth of the description
this noCiUrn(1i man; I even doubt his existence;
and it was probably a white negro, a CYzacre
Lis,

whom

those travellers, which Linneus

has quoted, have but superficially seen, and as
Chacrchis, like the
blindly described, for the
nocturnal
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nocturnal man of this author, has whife,
woolly, frizly hair, re&J
But then they a
are they
pg.uiit

eyes

a

weak

sight, &c.

men. and do not whi1Ie ; nor

of only "'3() inches in
height ;
think,
they
spcL and ae, like other men, and
their stature is exactly the 3:WC.
Discard ing,therefore, this ill-described
being,
and supposing alittle
exaggeration iii Bontitis's
relation concerning the modesty of his female
orang-outang, there only remains a brute ani
mal,

an Ape,

namely,

formation

from

of which we have in

authors of more credit; and

'-which is described with the greatest exactness
ana
by Edward Tyson, a celebrated Er;glisli
tomist.
This learned gentleman says, that
there are two species o1 this ape, and that the
one he gives a description of is not so large as
the other called barns, or bans, by travellers,
and

drill by

This

the English.

drill is, in

East-fnorang-outang of the
or the pongo of Guinea; ind the pigrny
v1iichi we
described by Tyson is the jocko,
T11
The -philosopher Gassendi
have seen alive.

fact,

the large

on the authority of a tra
having advanced,
veller, nuned St. Amand, thit in tlie island
f Java there was a
the

shade

fact was

between

creature
man

which

and

positively denied.

the

ape,

the

prove

it,

To

?eircsse produced a letter from

formed

M.

Nofl,

a

hysici n,
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who lived in Africa, in which it is
physician,
asserted, that. there is found in Guinea a large
ape, called barns,
two feet,

which

wiks

erect on its

has an appearance of mme

ravity

and sagacity than any ofthc other spcck, and
has a very strong inclination for women.
cos,

Nie reniberg.

and Dapper, speak nearly

the same of the barns.
and assures us,

as

Mattel calls it pongo,

"that, exceplitig his size, he

is exactly like a
but he is

Dar

man in all his proportions ;

tall

as a giant ;

his face is

like

that of a man, his eyes
deep sunk in the head,
.nd the hair

on his brows extremely long;

his visage is without. hair, as are also his ears
and hands;
hair.

his body is

He scarcely

lighcly covered with

differs from

not having any calf to his legs;

man, except
yet he always

walks on his hind legs : he sleeps under trees,
and

builds

himself a sheher against. the sun

and the rains.
fruits, and is

He lives only upon nuts and
no way carnivorous :

he cannot

speak, and has no more understanding than
any other animal oft he brU c creation.

When

the people of the connry travel in the woods
they make fires

by which they sleep in the

night, and, being gone, .in the morning this ani
mal comes and sits by it until it goes out, but.
he has not skill enough to keep The flame alive
VOL. IX.

X

by
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by feeding it with

fuel.

They go together' in

if they happen
companies, and

to meet with

one ofthe human species, remote from
they show him no mercy.

succour,

They even attack

the clephans, whom they beat-with their clubs,
and

oblige them to

leave

that

part of the

forest which they claim as their own.

These

creatures are never taken alive, for they are so
strong that ten men would not be able to hold
one of them.
young

sometimes

They

ones ;

the

herself being in

destroy the
them, she

mother carries
an

erect posture,

and they

cling to her body with their hands and knees.
There are two kinds of this animal, both very
much resembling the human
is

the natives call pongo,

race,

the

taller and

one

thicker

than a man; and the other engeco, or jocko,
-whose size is much smaller."
passage that I
jocko.

derived the names pongo and

Battel further observes,

one of these animals dies the
body

It is from this

with

leaves

and

that

when

rest cover

branches

of

his

trees.

Purchas adds, in a note, that in time conver
sations he had with Battel he learned that a
negro boy was taken from him by a pongo, and
carried into the woods, where he continued a
wbole year, and that on his return he said, that
they never attempted to do him any injury; that
they
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they were generally about the height of the
human race, but much larger, and nearly dou
ble the bulk of a man.

.Jobson asserts to have

seen, in places frequented by these ani,nals, a
sort o

habitation

of

composed

interwoven

branches, which might serve them at least as
" The
a shelter from the heat of the sun.
apes of Guinea, says Bosman, which are called
smitten by the Flcniings, are of a yellow colour.,
and grow to a very large size.
some above five feet high.

I have seen

These apes are of

a very disagreeable appearance, as well as those
of another
every

species,

which

resemble

in

particular except

one fourth part so big.

size,

them in

not

being

They arc very easily

laught. to do almost whatever their masters
Schouten says, " That the anima's
please."
w Ii ich the Indians call orang-outaugs are nearly
of the same height and figure as man., but that
their back and loins are covered with hair, al
the fore

part of

though they,

have none

their bodies;

that the females have two large

brcasls,

their face is coarse,

flat,

and

that

their ears like

;i

their

nose.

those, of men; that

they are robust, active, bold, and defend them
selves against armed men;

that they Are P

s4onatci,y fond of women,

who cannot

pass

III roiigli the woods which they inhabit, without.
th ese
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these animals

immediately attacking and ra

vishing them."

I)ampier,

Froger, and other

travellers, assert, that young giiis, about eight
or ten years old, arc taken away by these aid
inals, and carried to the tops of high trees, and
that it is a very great difficulty to rescue them.
To all these testuno!Hcs we may

add that of

M. de Ia Brosse, mentioned in his voyage to
Angola, in

1738,

wherein

he

says

that

the

orang-ouangs (which he calls quimpezs) often
attempt to surprise the Ncgreses, whom, when
detain

they succeed, they

for the purpose of

enjoying, feeding them very plentifully all the
time.

11 knew (says he) a Negress Cat Loango

who had lived among these animals for three
Years.

Tfly

from

grow

six

to

high, and are of great strength.

seven

feet

They build

sheds, nud make use of clubs for their defence.
They

have

flat

faces,

vitliout a tip, and
that of a

broad flat noses, ears

their skins are fairer than

mulatto, but they

are

covered on

many paws of their bodies with long and taw
ny-coloured huir:

their bellies are
extremely
tense, their heels flat, rising behind about half
sometimes walk
upright, and
sometimes upon all fours. We purchaced two
an inch :

they

of these

animals,

a

male

o

about fourteen

noiiths old, and a female about twelve, &c."
Thus
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Thus we have given the most precise

and

could collect of the great
perfect account we
or pongo; and as magnitude is
rangoutang,
theonly striking character in winch it differs
from the jocko, I must
that

they

are

of

the

persist.
same

things are at least possible.
may

in

my belief

species; for No

1. That the jocko

be a constant variety; that is,

a

much.

smaller race than that of the pongo ; in fact,
they are both of the same climate, they live in
the same manner, and consequently ought to
resemble each other perfectly ,s ince they equally
YCCCiVC, arid are subject to the same influences
ofeartliandsky.
like

variety

Have we not an example of
in the human

species? Tlic

Laplander and Finlander,though living tinder
the same climate, yet differ almost as niach in
size, anti much

more in other

attribntes, as

the jocko differs from the great ora ng-outang.
. The jocko, or small oratig.outang', which
alive, as well as those of
we
have seen
which have been
Tulpus, Tyson, and others
transported into Europe, were, perhaps, only
the
young animals which had not attained
That which I saw
whole of their growth.
was about two feet and a half' high, and the
eur Non fouix, to whom it belonged, assured
me

bat it was not above two years old ; there
fore,
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fore, it possibly might have

attained

to

the

height of five feet if it had lived, supposing it
growth to be proportionate to that of the hu
man species.

The orang-outang described by

Tyson, was still younger, as it was not above
two feet high, and its

teeth were not entirely

Those of Tulpius and Elvards were

formed.

nearly of the same

size as that which I saw,

therefore it is very probable that these animals,
had they been at liberty in their own climate,
'would have acquired the same height and dicnsins which travellers ascribe to the great
oran-outang.

From these circumstances we

half consider these two animals as belonging
to one species, till a more precise

knowledge

cf them shall be obtained.
The

orang-outang

'which

always upright, even when
burUiens.

I

saw walked

carrying

heavy

His air was melancholy, his

de

his
portineut grave, his movements regular,
disposition gentle, and very different from that
of

thcr

apes.

Unlike the

baboon,

or the

are violent, and appemonkey, whose motions
tites capricious, who are fond of mischief,,nd
obedient through fear, a look
only
kept
be
It may
him in awe.
urged that he had
the benefit of instruction ;
hose vifli whom J

but. equally so had

ncau to 11 o;npar.e him, and
Jrc
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yet neither the baboon, nor other apc,
be

brought to

obey without blows,

word was enough for him.

could

whie a

I have seen

this

animal give his hand to shew the company to
the door that came to see him, and walk about
as gravely with them, as if lie formed one of the
I have seen him sit down at table,

company.

unfold his napkin, wipe his lips, make useof a
spoon or

a fork to carry the victuals

to his

mouth, pour out its drink into a glass,

an1

touch glasses witi the person who drank with
him ; when invited to take tea, he would bring
a cup and saucer, lay them on the table, put in
sugar, pour out the tea, and leave it to
before he (]rank it.

cool

All this I have seen him

perform without any other instigation than the
igus, or the commands of his master, and often
of his own accord.
offensive;

lie was gentle and

in

he even approached strangers with

respect, and appeared rather to solicit caresses
than inclined to offer injuries.
larly fbml of sweat meats,

He was singu

which every body

was ready to give him; and as

lie had a de

fluxion upon the breast, together with a cough,
S0 111111C11 sugar contributed, no doubt, to shorten
his life,

lie

continued at Paris one summer,

and died in London the following winter. lic
would eat almost every thing that was offered,
but
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loll

Nit preferred dry and ripe frnis to all other
He would drink wine, but in small
a1meffls.
quantities,

and

wi111n!y left it for milk, tea,

or aoy other sweet, of- 1110d liquor.

Frederick

liaI one oft hese ani

Henry, Pu Hce of Orang

inals prcscted to hire, the ii

nrc and descrip

tion of whiCh is Oven by Tul pius, and who re
lates nearly the sa

ie circumstances respecting
But Five would know

him as we have done.

vhat peculiar istincts belong to this animal,
an(l dstjnujh him from the improvements
he had

received

from his

master ;

we

must

welmve witnessed,
compare those 1'acts which
with the relations which travellers have given
vho have seen this animal in a state of nature,
and in captivity.

M. dela Brosse, who bought
a negro, and which
does not mention their

two orang-outaugs from
were

but a year

having been

old,

cducaed ;

on the

contrary, he

of the above
asserts, that they performed man
" Tlicse animals,
actions by natural iisi inct.
like men, they eat
says lie, sat at table
every
sort

of food

without disinc1ion,

of a knife, a fork,
meat and help t
ind other liquors

or

a spoon,

emelves

o

made
cat

Ilse

their

they drank -wine

We crri'd

11(U on ship

hoard, and when I hey w(re a tWie, they lade
irus

to

the

cabmboy

prcsslve

of

their

\Ya!1LS ;
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&Wlflts; and whenever the boy neglected or re
fnsed to give them what they wanted, they be
came in a passion, seized him by the arm, bit
and then

threw

him

ired attendance like a liii

sea-sick, and rt
man creature:
right arm ;

The male was

down.

even twice bled in the

he

and every tiire

he found himself indisposed,

fterward,

Wl)efl

he held out his

it nn, as i1conciousot having beeii relieved by
that operation."
henry
are t

Grose rela1e,

be met wi h

o the

" that these

animal

orth of Coromandel ;

that Mir. Iforne, governor of Bomb' y, had I WO
of I hem, a male and a
a

merchant of the

female, sent liiiii from

name of

lived upon the sea-coast

Vancajee,

who

in that country, b

vessel;
Captain Boag, the master of a trading
Who, as well as some of his people, gave the
following

description

of them :

they

were

form was en
scarcely two feet high, but their
erect upon
tirely like the human : they walked
hjte,v, jib'
their two feet, and were of a sallow
out any hairs on any other part than those on
w'liicli mankind generally have them. Many
of their actions perfect ly resembled the human,
and their melancholy plainly

evinced

felt the weight of their captivity.
their bed very orderly in the ca
'VOL. IN.

they

They made
in which
they
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they were sent

on board the ship.

person looked at

them they

When-any

hid

those parts

which modesty forbids to expose.
the sea air affected them,

Whether.

or they

at

pined

their confinement, or whether the captain did
not provide them proper fbod,. the female first
sickened and died, upon which the male shew
ed all the real signs of grief, and took the death
of his companion so greatly to

heart that he

refused his food, and did not survive her more
than two days.''
Such

was captain Boag's account

venor Hornc on his return

to Go

to Bombay ;' and

upon being asked what lie had done with
bodies,

said he had

their

thrown them overboard,

uot at the time thinking of preserving them.
The

governor was

so

desirous

of possessing

such a curiosity, that he sent to Vancajee,
him to procure more; to which Van.
re-questing
that would not be
cajee replied, he was afraid
in his power, as they were caught upon the
skirts of a forest about seventy leagues up the
so shy and
country, but they were
cunning,
that the inhabitants were scarcely able to take
them, it not happening more than once
century.
Francis

Pyrard relates,

that in the

in a

pro

wince of Sierra Leon a in Africa, there is a spe
cies of apes called balls, vlio are strong and
muscular,.
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'muscular, and so very industrious, that, if pro
perly fed and instructed, they serve as very
useful domestics: they usually walk upright,
vi1l pound any thing in a mortar, feich water

from the river

in

little pitchers, which they

carry oil their heads ; but if the pitchers be not
taken off immediately on their return they let
them

fall to the ground ; but when they see

them broken, they begin to lament and cry for
the loss." Father Jarrie says nearly the same,
and almost in the same words.

The testimony

of Sclioutten agrees with Pyrard's, on the edu
cation of these auimal3. "'When laken,he says,
they are taught to walk erect. on their hind feet,
and to make

use of those before as hands, for

certain works, as rincing glasses, carrying the
beer, and waiting at table, turning the spits,
and

other domestic

business.'"

saw at

Java (says G uat) a very extraordinary
ape; she was very large,

and often

erect on her hind feet, at which

female
walked

time she hid

with her hands the parts which distinguish the
sex.

She had no hair on her face, except the

eyebrows, and her face much resembled those
women which
grotesque ones of the Hottentot
She made her bed
I have seen at the Cape.
,every day with

great neatness, slept with

ead.on a pillow, and

her

covered herself with a
9

1 Lit
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'When she had the head -ache, she would

quilt.

bind it round wit Ii a handkerchief, and i E. was
amusing to se
relate

a.

1rcscd in bed. Icould

number of other little circumstances

which app
I did

hr thus

rc'l extremely singular, but I own

admire them so much as most people ;

o

because I was aware of the design of bringing
her

to Europe to

curiosity, and was

gratify

thercfore inclined to suspect that she had been
latihi

a

ricks, which

number of these

the

looked upon as natural to the animal.

pOpU'1'I

Site d ft'd ill our vessel. about the latitude of the
This

Cape.

ape grea1y rescmblcd the human

Species in figure, &c

Gemelhi Carreri speaks of one lie saw which

cried like a child,

erect on its hind.

walked

feet, and carried a mat under its arm, on which
" These
it laid down o sleep.
apes (lie adds)
SCCflI ii some respects

to be

more

sagacious

than men ;. for when they no longer find fruits
on the mountains, they descend o tlicsea
shore, where they
oysters, and
cies

of

catch

feed on crabs,

and

other shell-fish

There is a

oyster, called laclovo, which

spe

weighs

several pounds, and often lies upon the shores
with its shell soniewhtt open; but this animal
bei ig sufficiently sagacious to Uspct theytnay
if he ucs his paws, first
plose uP011 him,
puts
a stone
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i stone betwccn the shells, and then eats the
oyster at his pleasure."
" On the coasts of the river Gambia
(says
Froger) lucre are apes larger

and more

mis

hEevouS than in any oilier part ofAfrica; thv.
are afraid of them, and they cannot

negroes

travel alone where they frequent, without ruu
animals,
ning a risk of being attacked by these
The Portu.
who make use of huge clubs.
guese

say

that

they

frequently

take

away

young gills of seven or eight years of age, and.
carry them up to

the highest trees.

Most of

the negroes regard these animals as foreigners
who arc come to establish themselves in their
country,

and that

their

not speaking arises

from a fear of being obliged to work."
thicr traveller remarks,

Ano

that at Macacar there

are apes which walk upon their hind feet like
the human species, that they go in numbers,
an(l that an. encounter with them 9ften prove
fatal.
Thus
cular

we

have

nearly given

circumstance

concerning

every
this

parti
animal

which has been related by travellers who may
I have given
be the most depended upon.
their accounts entire,
is

because every passage

brute
important in the history of a

has

s

great a rcsenblaricc

which

to mail; and in
.order
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order to determine its nature with the greater
certainty, we shall now

mention those differ

ences and conformities which divide him from
orgive him
species.

an

approximation to the human

The first

external

difference is the

:flatness of the nose, the shortness of the forecad, and the defect ofprom inencein thechin.
The ears are proportionably too large, the eyes
'too close to each other, and the interval be
tween the nose and the mouth too great: these
are the only diffireuces between the face ofthe
orang-outangs and that of man.

NV ith regard

tthe body and limbs, the thighs are propor
tionally

too short,

the

arms

too long ;

the

fingers too small, the palms of the hands too
narrow, and the feet rather resemble the hands
than the human feet.
ton differ only from

The parts

of genera

those of man, by their

but in the
having no frnun to the prepuce;
females the organs externally are nearly like
those of women.
Internally this animal differs from man in
the number of its ribs; having thirteen, where
as man has only twelve.

The Vertebrae of the

are also shorter, the bones of the pelvis
narrower, the haunches more flat, and the or
cck

bits

There i
of the eyes sunk deeper.
n
In the firsi ve.rtc1ira of the
)oph
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neck ; the kidnics are rounder than in the hu-.
-man species, and

the ureters have a different

figure, as well as flue bladder and gall-blad
der, which are much longer and narrower.
In almost every other part, as well
externally
as internally, thcr is so perfect a resemblance
to those of the
not

human species, that we can

them

compare

without

expressing our
that from such a si

wonder and admiration,

milar conformation and organization the same
effects are not produced.
tongue, and

all

For example, the

the organs of the voice, are

exactly the same as in man, and yet this ani
rnal does not speak; the brain is absolutely
of the same form and proportion, and yet it
Can there be a more convin

does not think.

cing proof, that matter

alone,

however per

fectly organized, cannot produce either speech
or

thought,

principle?

unless

or,

animated by a

in other words, by a soul to

direct its operations?
outang,

are

superior

the

only

Man, and the orang
animals

which have

calfs to their legs, and their posteriors formed
1ir walking erect.
They likewise are the only
outs which have a broad chest, flat shoulders,
and the vertebra
and

the

only

conformable to each. other;

animals

1ung, liver, spleen,

whose

brain,

heart,

stomach, and intestines;

are perfectly alike, and who

have a venn ic iilar
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lar appendix.
has

In

short,

the

onngoufaiig

a greater resemblance to man than eveit

o baboons

or monkeys,

not only by all

the

parts which I have iiidicated, but also by the
largeness of the visage, the form of the cra
nium, the jaws, teeth, and OIlier bones of the
head

and face;

gers and
by

the

&c.

by

thumb ;

the

thickness

by the

articulations

of the

fin

Shape of the nails;

of the joints, sternum,

So that since we find, by comparing this

animal

with

those

which

resemble

it

most,

such as the magof, baboon, or monkey, it has
a greater confornii'y with the human than the
animal species, which have all been mentioned
under

the

general name of apes, the

Indians

are excusable for having associated it-%v ith man
"by the name of orang-outang, or the wild man
As some of the facts w'e have
of the woods.
mentioned may appear suspicious to those who
have not

seen this animal,

them by the

authority

we shall

support

of the two celebrated

anatomists Tyson *and Cowper, w'ho dissected
it
a
bears
The orang-Outaig
greater resemblance to man
than to the apes or fllO*ey iccaue, 1. The hairs on his

shoulders are dircc: ed downvds, aad those )i the arm up
''r ti)-nn that of the
wards. 2 His fcc is 1
of IsIS CS rCStmb!Cs that of man, ex
apes. 3. The fOrIP
btig thin, like the apes.
cepting the catiIagiflO1S
Ker ill l)roportinn than the
4. His fingers are 1) UCh
apes.
formed
for
in
ever
particular,
. He is,
walking erect,
which
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1(n)

a most scrupulous nicety, and have

given the results of the comparisons they made
of all its pirts with the human
1
species.
shall only observe, that the
English are not
confined, like the French, to one sin&e word
to denote animals ofthis kind : they have, like
the Greeks, two different denominations, one
for
which apes are not. 6. His posteriors are thicker than those
of apes. 7. He has calfs to his legs. 8. His breast and

shoulders are broader than those of any ape. 9. His heels
are longer. 10. He has a cellular membrane, like man,

under the skin.

11. His peritônum is entire. 12. His
intestines are longer than those of apes. 13. The intestinal
canal is of different diameters, as in man, and not nearly

equal, as in apes. 14. His ccum has a vermicular ap
pendix, which is not the case in any other ape, nor is the

neck of the colon so long as in the latter. 15. The insertions
of the biliary and pancreatic ducts have but one common
orifice in the orang-outang as well as in man, but in all apes
and monkeys they are two inches asunder. 16. The colon is

longer than that of the apes. 17. The liver is not divided
into lobes as in the apes, but entire, like that of man.

18. The biliary vessels are also the same; as are, 19. The
spleen. 20. The pancreas; and 21. The number of lobes

in the lungs. 22. The pericardium is attached to the
diaphragm, as in man. 2'3. The cone of the heart is more

blunt than in apes. 24. Ftc has no pouches at the bottoms.
5. His brain is larger
of the cheeks, as other apes have.
than that of apes, and formed exactly like the human brain
26. The cranium is rounder, and double the size of that of

to
monkeys. 27. All the sutures of the cranium are similar
ihose of man, which is not the case in other apes or nor
os cribrforme and the crista gal/i, which
keys. 28. He has the
the
Z
YOL. IX.
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widiout thus, which lhcy call

ipes

and the other fc)r those with tails, which they
tcrm monkeys.
b

Those which Tyson speaks of
the word (yes must be the same animals a

we have

called

pitliccos,

or pigmy, and the

C110CC ph a I us, or Barbary a 1w.

.1 ni ti st also re-

mark, that this author gives Sonic characters of
resemblance
the monkeys have not. 29. He has the sella eqzib:a exactly
the same as in man, while the apes and monkeys have it
more prominent.
30. They have the processzis pteregoidc:
like man, while the others have not.

31. The temporal
bones, and the ossa brcmati.s are the same as. in man, but in

apes and monkeys these bones are of a different form. 32.
.The latter have the os zygomaiizes large, whereas it is small
in this animal.

33. The teeth, particularly the grinders, are
more like man's than those of the ape or monkey,as also are,

34. The transverse apophyses of the vertebr of the neck,
and the sixth and seventh vertcbr. .135. The vertebrx of
the neck are not perforated as in apes, but entire as in man.
of the back and their apophyses, are the
same a in man; and in the lower vertebr, there are only
two inrior apophyses, but in the apes there are four. 37. As

36. The vertebr

in man there are only five lumber vertebr, but in monkeys
there are six or seven. 38. The spinal apophyses of the lum
are straight as in man. 39. The os sacrum is
ber vertebr
as in man, but in apes or mon
composed of five vertebr,
As in man, the coccix is composed
keys of only three. 40.
of four bones, and not perforated, whereas in apes, it i
of bones, all of which are
composed of a greater number
per
In
the
forated. 41.
orang-outang, there are only seven
extremitics
of the false ribs are all carti
true ribs, and the
articulated with the vertebr; but in apes and
laginous and
true ribs, and. ZC extremities of the
monkeys, there are eight
fate
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Tcsernblancc and diffirence which have not a
sufficient fotituiaio:i.

I have therefore thou ght

it necessary to make sonic observations on lhose
particulars, as we cannot too minutely cxmiixc
a creature, which,
though it- has the form of a
man, nevertheless
belongs to the brute species.
1. Tyson
false ribs are osseous, and their articulations are placed in
the intestines between the vcreebr. 42. His iternum is

broad like that of man, but which is narrow in monkeys.
43. The bones of the four fingers are thicker than those of

apes. 44. The thigh bone is like that of man. 45. The ro
tub is round, long, and single, but double in the apes.
.
The heel tarsus and metatarsus are like those of man. 47.
The middle toe is not so long as that of the apes. -48. The
cbl'qrws inferior capith, pyriformis, and biceps femoris muscles,

are like those of man, but which are difThrcnt in the apes or

monkeys.
The orang-outang dUJrs from the human species more
than from apes and monkeys: 1. The thumb is proportion:
ally smaller than that of man, but larger than that of the
3.
apes. 2. The palm of the hand is longer and narrower.
The toes approach those of the ape, by their length. 4. As
he does by having the large toe of the foot placed at an
inch distance from the next one, and which makes him ra

ther be considered as a four-handed animal than a quadru
ped. 5. His thighs are shorter than those of man ; and G.
His arms are longer. 7. The testicles are not pendulous. 8.
The epiloon is larger. 9. The gall-bladder is longer. 10.

The kidneys are rounder, and the ureters are also different
from man. 11 The bladder is longer. 12. He has no
frvzum to the prepuce. 13. The bone in the orbit of the
y.e is sunk deeper.

1-4. He has not the two cavities below

the
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1. TyS)fl gives, as a
particular character of
man and the orang-outang, the
having the hair
on their shoulders inclined downward, and that
on the arws upwards.

It is true that most
qua
drupeds have their hair directed downwards,
or baciwards,

but this

is not without

some

The sloth and the smallest
species
ant-eater ln,vc the liiir on their anterior

exceptions.
o

part's inclined backward, and that on the crup
pcr and loins directed frwards ; therefore this
character
the tfiia turica.

15. The mastoid and styloid processes are
extremely small. 16. The bones ofthe nose are flat. 17. The
vertebr of the neck are short, flat before, and their spinal

apophyses are not forked. 18. He has no spinal apophyses in
the first vertehr of the neck. 19. He has thirteen ribs on

each side. 20. The e.sa ila are longer, narrower, and less con
cave than in man. 21. He also wants the following muscles,
which are found in man: the ocdpitales,frontales, dilitatoris
alarum nasi sezi elevotores la1ij superioris, interspinaics colli gluld
minimi extensor digitorum pedis brevis et transversalis pedis. 22.
The following muscles are sometimes found in man, but
not in the orang-outang, the pyramidales, caro musculosa qua
drata, the long tendon and the fleshy body of the palmaris,
the attolens, and retrof'ans oriculam.

23. The elevator muscles
of the claricles of the orang-cutang are like those of the
ape, and different from man; as are also 24. The muscles

called, lorgus colli,pecloralis, latis.cimus dorsi, glut a'u: maximzjs et
psoas magnus et parus, iliacus, internzis, et gasteronamiw,ç
internus. And 25. He differs from man in the figure of the
deltoides, pronor, radi tcres, et extensor poll/dc
6revii.-_Tyson'
.Anat. of the Orang-Outang.
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character carries no great weight in
comparing
the orang-outang with man.
2. The four first differences also in the pas
sage

I

have quoted are very

founded.

slight,

or ill

The first is the difference of size,

which character is very uncertain, especially
as the author himself observes that his animal
vas

very

young.

The

fourth, are drawn from

second,

third,

and

the form of the nose,

the quantity of hair, and other trivial circum
stances.

It

is the same

with many others,

which may be retrenched; for example, the
twenty-first character is drawn from the num
berof the teeth.

It is certain that both this ani

mat and man have the like number of teeth,
and

if the one in question had

only twenty

eight, it ought to be attributed to its youth,
for we know that the human race have not
more in the early part of their (lays.
3.

The seventh difference is likewise very

equivocal;

the scrotum of children is in gene

ral very tight, and

this animal being young

ought not to have had them pendulous.
4.

The

blance,

forty-eighth

character

and the twenty-first,

of reseni

twenty-seconds

twenty-third, twenty-fourth, and twenty-fifth
marks of difference, only denote the presence
pr shape of certain

muscles, which as they
vary
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vary in most individuals of the
ought not to be considered

human species,

as essential

cha

racters.
5. Every difference and resemblance drawn
from parts too minute, such as the
apophyses
of the vertebre, or that are taken from the
po
sition and magnitude of certain parts, should
be considered only as accessory characcrs; so
that Tyson's whole anatomical table may be
reduced to the essential differences and reseni
blances which

we have already mentioned.

6. I have thought. it necessary to point

out

other more general characters of this animal,
some of which have been omitted by Tyson,
arid others but badly indicated.
orang-outang

First,

The

is the only one of all the apes

that has no pouches

ithin his cheeks on each

side of the jaw, in which to put the provisions
before they swallow them, for the inside of
Se
his mouth is perfectly like that of man.
The gibbon, the Bar!ary ape, and
condly,
all the baboon and monkey kind, except the
ciouc,

have

losities

their

on them.

posteriors flat,

with

cal

The orang-outang is the

one which has those parts plump, and
The douc also has no
without callosities.
only

Callosities, but then his posteriors are flat and
Covered

with- hair, so that in this respect the
(I01.@
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douc forms
tang

the shade between the orang-ou
and the monkeys; as the gibbon and

magot form the same knot with respect to the
pouches on each side of the jaw.

Thirdly, the

orang-outang is the only animal who has the
calls of the legs, arid fleshy posteriors.

This

character shews that it is formed much better
than any other animal to walk upright; but as
its toes are

very long, and its

heels higher

situated than in man, it runs with greater case
than it walks, and there would be occasion for
artificial heels higher than those of our shoes
to enable it to walk easily for a long time to
gether.
has

Fourthy, though tile orang-outang

thirteen

ribs, and man only twelve, this

difThrcncc does not

approximate

it nearer to

I he baboon or monkey than it removes it. front
Man, because the number of rib

varies in most

of those species, some of them having twelve,
others

eleven,

ten, and so on.

So that the

only differences between the body of this ani
mal and that of man are reduced to two, viz.
the figure of the bones of the pelvis, and the
formation of the feet; these, therefore, are the
only considerable

parts by which

the orang

oiitang hears a greater resethblance to the other
apes than it does to the human species.
From
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From this exaniiation, which I have made
with all the exactness I am capable of, we may
form a tolerably correct judgment of this ani
mal.

If there were a step by which we could

descend from
brutes,

human

and if the

nature to that

of the

essence of this nature con

sisted entirely in the form of the body, and de
pended oil its organization, the oraiig-outang
would approach
other animal.

nearer to man

Seated in

than to any

the second rank of

beings, if it could not command in the first, it
would at least make others feel its superiority.
If the principle of imitation, by which be seen-is
so closely to

copy the actions of man, were a

result of thought

or

reason, this ape would

be at a still greater distance from the brute spe
cies, and nearer the human; but, as we have
observed, the

interval 'which

resemblance in form,

is not trifling, and the
conformity

separates them

of organization,

and

motions of

imitation, which seem to result from those si
militudes, neither bring it nearer the nature of
man, nor raise it above that of the brutes.
Distinctive C/iaraiers of this Species.
The

orang-outang

has no pouches on the

sides of the jaws, no tail, nor any

callosities
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on the
posteriors,

which last are
plump and
fleshy: all his teeth are similar to those of man:
his face is fl-if, niked, and of a swarthy colour;
his htrils, f 't..
ncl belly, are also
naked :

the hair

e ii

sides of the temples

. hefl(lS 011 the

!ie T

and loins there is but a very
hair*:

;

On
1,,:0 1

he is about five or six fee

back

h

t

al*ays walks erect on his two hind iee
have not been able to verify

of

11

het1ier

We
the

are subject to periodical courses like
lc-males
women:

analogy will scarcely suffer a doubt
to arise to the contrary.

THE PITIIECOS, OR
PIGMY.
ARISTOTLE

says,

"

there

are

animals

whose nature are
ambiguous, and partake, in
some measure, of the human and
quadruped
such
as the pilliecos, the kebes, and
species;
the cynocephali.
VOL. IX.

The kebe is a pithecos with
Aa

atail ;

According to Pennant this hair is of a reddish colour,

and shaggy.
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t tail ; the
cynocephulns is 1)CricCY like th
pilliecos, but larger, stronger, and has a more
pointed muzzle, approaching very near that of
a bull-doe, from which it derives is name
its

manners are

teeth

also more ferocious,

and its

ronger than those of the pitliccos, and

more resemble thoc of a do-g." It is clear, from
this passage, that neither the pitliecos nor
cy
noceplialus, mentioned by Aristotle, have any
tail

for lie says, that the pitliccos with a tail,

is called

Jcbe;

and

that

the

cynoceplialus

resembles the pithecos in every particular, ex
cept the lfltIZZlC and tccth.
frc,

sprits

of two

apes

Aristotle, there

without

1)ItI1CCOS and the cynocepiial us ;
\ithi

lai!s,

which

lie

calls

tails,, the

and of others

/ehcs.

Now,

to

what
compare what we at present know with
was known by Aristotle, we shall observe,

that we have seen three species of apes with
out tails, namely, the orang-outa.ng, the gib
bon, and the inagot, not one of which is the
pithecos ;

for the two first were certainly in

known to Aristotle, being Only
southern parts of

Africa

and

round in the
India,

which

were not discovered till after his time: besides,
they
those

have

very

lie ascribes

different
to the

third species, which

characters

pithecos.

we call the

from

But the

magot,

or

Barbary
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of Aristotle,
3arbary ape, is the cynocephalus
For it possesses all its characters; it has no tail,
Its muzzle

is like that of a bull-dog, and

canine teeth

are large and long.

its

This animal

is also found in Asia Minor, and in other pro"vinces of time East, and with which the Greeks
were well acquainted.

The pithecos belongs

to the Same country, but we have not seen if,
and know it only from the relations of travel
lers, and, although during twenty

years,

in

which we have made the research of these ani
mals our study, this species has not fallen un
der our inspection, yet we do not doubtb at that
it as realty exists as the CynoCc)halus.

Gesncr

and Johns(on have given &ures of this phe
cos.

M. Brisson mcnions his having seen 'it,

and. lie distinguishes it from the cynocep1:dus,
which he also saw, and confirms Aristotle's re
mark that these two animals perfectly resemble
each

oilier in every

face,

which

than in. the

is

respect,

shorter in

pillw.cos.

excepting the

the cynocephalus

We have already ob

orang-Outang, the pitheco,
the gibbon, and the magot, are the only ani
mals to winch we can apply (lie generic name

served, that the

of ape, being the only animal:; wli ich have no
tail, and rather choose to walk on two 1('(".s
than four. The ora ng-outau, and the gibbon,
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very different from the
But,

magot.

as

pitltccos and

the

the two latter perfectly rc

senible each other, except in the length of the
muzzle,

and

size of the

canine

teeth,

have been often taken for each other.
have

they
They

always been mentioned by the commofl

name of ape, even in

languages

which have

one nimc for apes without tails, and another
for

apes

which have tails.

They are

both

calh d by the name of ajf in German, and ape
in En,-dish ;

and it is only among the Greeks

that we find that each of these animals has a
proper name.
ther an

The word cynocephalus is ra

adjective than a proper

substantive,

for which reason we have not adopted it.
It appears from the testimonies
cients, that the pithecos, 01.

of the an

pigmy,

was

the

most gentle and docile of all the ape species
that were known to them; and that it was com
mon in Asia, as well as in Lybia, and in the
other provinces of Africa, frequented by the
Greek and liowa travellers. Therefore I pre
sume that we must refer the following passages
of Leo Africanus, and

Marmol to the p'g'y.

They say, that the apes with long fails, which
arc seen in Mauritania, and arc called by the
Africans mones, come from the negro country;
but that those without tails a

found in great
numbers,
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numbers, and are natives of the mountains of
" These
Mauritania, Bugle, and Consfantine.
animals, says

have feet

Marmol,

and, if I may be allowed

like a man,

of much vivacity.,
live

upon

and

the ex

ii a

prcssion,a human face; they have

They

and hands

seem very malicious.

corn, herbs, and all sorts of

fruits, to obtain which they

ally forth in large

Plunder the gardens or fleids ;

troops, to

but

before they venture out on these expeditious
one of the company ascends an eminence, and
surveys the country round.

IfthcEebcnO per-

son near, be makes a .signal. by a cry, for his
corn panio is

to proceed,

however, at

his sthtion : but

perceives

rem ui ing himself,
soon

as he

any one coming, he sets up a

loud

is

cry, and the whole company scan-per oft with
the utmost precipitation, and jumping from
tree to tree, retreat to the mouutais.
curiosily to

great

It is a

see these animals retreat

for the females curry four or five young ones
upon their backs, and with This heavy load,
leap with great agility from brinch to branch;
yet great nimbcrs of them are taken, by dif
feent snares,

Whcii

ning.

but

furiously,
tamed.
ud

iiotwithsanding all
lhey
by

are

angry,

coaxing, they

their cuu
they

bite

are easily

They do great damnage to the gardcn

firlils,

because they l)1ucl, pull down,
and
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tear up,

ever

whether

'

thing that, eoynes in theil
or

not, and often destroy
-norc than they can eat or carry
away. Those
that are tamed, perform things almost incre
way,

ripe

dible, and iriiitate almost every human action!"
Kolbe relates nearly

the same

facts with re

pect to the apes of the Cape of Good Hope:
but the description and figure he gives of them,
plainly prove they are baboons, having a short
la it, a long muzzle, sharp nails, &c.

they are

also much larger and stronger than the apes of
We may therefore presume, that

fauritania.

Kolbe only copied this passage from Marmol,
and applied the natural liabitudes of the Mau
ritania pigmies to

the baboons of the Cape of

Good Hope.
The pithecos, the magot, and the
ivre known

to

the ancients : these

baboon,
animals

are found in Asia Minor, Arabia, Upper Egypt
This
and in all the northern parts of Africa.
therefore, be applied
passage of Marmol may,
to all the three "; but it is clear it does not
agree

with the baboon, for it says these

have no tails ;

apes

and what makes inc of opinion

that it is not a magot, but a pithecos, is,

that

The former is notcasily tamed, that it common
two young ones, and not four
ly produces only
iT f V(b, like that of \VhICi) Ml-111o1 speaks
a i '1
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and the latter, being also less, must produce a
Besides the pithe

greater number at a time.

cos, or pigmy, is more gentle and docile than
the magot, or Barbary ape, which is scarcely
ever thoroughly tamed.

From these

reasons

I am convinced, that we must not apply this
passage in the above author to the niagot, hut
to the
pitliecos ; and the sane remark may be
made to a passage of .Lubruquis, who, in hiz
discourse of the apes of Cathay, says, " that
they nearly resemble the human form in every
panicular ; that

their height is not

above a

toot and a half, and their body covered all over
with hair ; that they live in holes ; that the na-'
lives take the:

by putting strong and

inebri-ating
Uquors in the places they inhabit; that
a

riuuber

of' them

quers, at the

come tOethN to (irilik Ii-'

same tire making a cry which

ouads like c,i;eJuii, whcncethcty have obtainPI
ICI the appetf-fion
of (-,7j ;)?.C I, (1
XCL 1
ing ill (OXicated

; and that hav-

themselves

they

fall asleep,

when thehuncrseasi!vsurj'rsc and carry thcu
away."

These characters agree with the

thecos, and

not. at all with

the Barbary ape.

We have seen one of the latter alive,
ver

heard

it pronounce

i-

the

hut

ne

word c/iiiieI,i;i.

Bes"Ides it was above a fbot and ahalf i:i height?
awl

had

a

less

rescluhhu!ce to

the buniari
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form than what;

hi

author asserts.

WTe 1iav

same reasons for a [ply ing Pros perA! pin us's
fi,rure and description t' the pt1l1eos, rather
than to I lie inagof.

He asserts, that the small

ape wi'hotit a tail,

which he saw

was

in Egypt,

sooner and more easily tamed, and

more

sagacious, lively, and diverting, than those of
any other kind.

This plahily distinguishes it

from the magot, winch is a filthy, suElen, viciIIS iiiitractablea-Dinial,
and is never fully tam02
cd,

so that the characters

given by

Prosper

Alpinus to his ape without a tail, do not agree
in any respect with the Barbary ape, and can
belong to no other animal than the pitliccos.
Distinctite Characters of this Species.
his
pigmy, has no tail;
canine teeth are not proportionably larger than
The

pithecos, or

those of man ;

his face. is flat,

as are

likewise

his nails,s'h ich are rounded at the top like those
of the human species ; lie wdks erect, is about
'eni le and trac.
a foot and a halt hi'1i, Iid Of
table dispstion.

The

n

( ns assert that the

female is subject to ,'I peid ea1 emanation, and
no reason to doubt the 1act
analogy leaves its
THE
This ape is about the size of a cat, of an olive browa
above, and yellowish beneath. Pennant.
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GIBBON,* OR LONG-ARMED APE.

THE Gibbon (fig. 196) always keeps itself
erect, even when it walks on all four feet, its
arms being as long as both ifs body and legs.
We have seen one of these animals alive;

it

was but young, and not more than three feet
high; we UM1Y therefore presume, that it had
not attained
free state,

its full

size, and that when in a

it may grow to

four feet.

It has

no appearance of any tail, and the cbaraclcr
which evidently distinguishes it from all other
apes, is the extraordinary length of its arms.
It

* Gibbon is the name
by which Mr. Dupleix sent us this
animal from the East Indies. I thought at first that this
was an Indian word, but in looking over the nomenclature
of the xppnlçey tribe, I found in a note of Dalechamp's upon
Pliny, that Strabo has described the cephus by the word
Kcipo.z, from which, probably, Gziibpn, Gibbon, is derived.
The passage of Pliny, with Datechamp's note, is as follows:
Pompeii magni, prirnum ludi ostenderunt ex Ethiopia,
quas vocant cepho
quaclem pedes poseriores pedibus hu
manis & cruribus, priores manibus fucrc similes; hoc ani
mal postea Roma lion vidit."
Cephos, Strabo, lib. xv. Keipon ocat esseque tradil fzeie
thlyro similem. Dal. Pun. [list. Nat. lib. viii. cap. 19. Nota.
The cebus of the Greeks, the cephos of .Pliny, wh.cb is pronounced
kebtis and kephus, might very possibly take its origin from koph,
or kophin, which is the name of an ape in the Hebrew and Ghaldean.
Bb
VQL.JX.
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it had a circle of white hair 1,1111-0 und the
face,
which gave it a very remarkable
appearance:
its eyes are
large but sunk (Jeep in the head ;
its thce is flat nearly resembling that of a man,
and

of a tawny colour, and

its cars, though

well proportioned, are naked.
next

to

the orangotitang

would approach
form, were it

the

This animal,

and

nearest

the

to

pithecos,

the

human

not (lcforuled by the cxccssive

lengili of its arms; for man in a state of nature
would have a

strange appearance;

his hair

and beard, if they were neglected, would encircle his

visage

not

unlike that which sur

rounds the face of the gibbon.
This ape appeared to be

of a

gentle

and

tractable disposition ; its motions were neither
It was fed on
too rash, nor too precipitate.
bread, fruit, almonds, &c. and calmly received
the

food

that

was

presented.

It

was

very

averse 10 cold and wet, and did not live long
It
after being brought into a foreign climate.
is a native of the East Indies, and particularly
along the coasts of Coroniandel, Malacca, and
the islands of Molucca.

This animal is not
to

10 P. Ic Cornte says, that he saw at the Molucca islands, a
on his two feet, and using
species of ape, walkin0, naturally
he
face
a
man.
nearly
resembled that (1 a
his arms like
was
covered
all
over with a sort of
flottentot, but the body
like
a
child,
It was exactly
and explebsed per
grey wool.
fectly
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to be met with in the less southern provinces,
and there is every rcastni to conclude thai the
ape found in the kingdom of Ganaura, on the
frontiers of China, ought to be referred to the
gibbon, although it is called by some travellers
This species varies- both in size and
íé.
colour, for there are two in the royal cabinet,
one of which, although adult, is rn cli smaller
than the other,
of the

and is brown

on those parts

body where the other is black ; but

as they perfectly resemble each other in every
other respect, we have not the least doubt that
they both

belong to the same species.

I)isiincti-ce Characters of I/i is Species.
The

gibbon

has no tail ;

callosities on his

there

are.

small

posteriors ; his face is flat,

brown, and surrounded with a circle of white
hairs; his canine teeth

are larger

tion than those of man ;

in

propor

his ears are naked ;

black, and round ; his hair is black, brown, or
sometimes grey with age; his arms excessively
long ; lie walks erect, mid is about two feet
and a

half, or three feet

high.

The

-is subject to. a periodical emanation.

female

TUE

fectlv its wants and its desires. These apes re of a very
nilddisposition, and to shew their affection to any person
whom they know, they embrace them and kiss them with
singular transport. One of them which P. Ic Comte saV
was at least four feet high, and very agile.
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THE MAGOT

THIS

animal,

OR BARBARY APE.

of all apes which have

no

tail, is that 'which can best bear with the tem
perature
many

of our climate.

years.

In the

We kept

one for

summer it remained in

the open air with pleasure; and

in the winter

might be kept in a room without any tire.
as filthy, and of a sullen disposition
use of grimrcc equally to shew
express its hunger:
its

its motions

mariners aukward,

and its

It

it made

its anger, or
were violent,
physiognomy

more ugly than ridiculous. Whenever offimdcd.

It put what
it grinned and shewed its teeth.
ever was given to it into the pouches of the
cheeks, and commonly eat every thing that
vas offered, excepi

raw flesh, cheese, or

any

a kind of firinenta
thing that had undergone
When inclined to sleep it was ftnd of
tion.
roosting
Z!3 on a wooden or iron bar.
kept chained,

It was al.

for, notwiihm1sanding its

it was neither cjvjLzcd nor
long domesticity,
attached to is keepers. Apparently it had bcen
badly
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for I have seen others of the

badly xlucated,
same

I11TOftY.

species who were more sicious, more

obedient
Ia ught

more giy,
to

dance,

and so tricLbIe as to b
time,

keeping

and

suffer

themselves qu!etly to be clothed.
is two feet and a half,

This ape, (flu. 197)

or three fcJ. h kph, in its erect post u re, but the
female is not SO large as the ;nale
all four

to walk on
it

M'Tlicii

sleeps

It prefers

rather than on two feet.

it is

aitnost

always sitting ;

supporting isei{ofl two very proni went callo
sites

on

its poteriors ;

anJ

the

anus

being

placed higher, his body is more inclined when
sitting than that, of nman.

Ii differs from the

pit ltecos ; iirst, in the form of its snout, which
is thick and long, like that of a dog ; whereas,
the pithecos has a flat visage.
having long canine teeth.
are nei! her so

Secondly, in

Thirdly, its nails

flat nor so round ; and,

because it is larger, and of a. more sullen
fourth-and
and utitractable dispo5i. ion.
There are also varieties
this species.

to be met with in

We have seen sonic of diffierent

sizes, with various coloured hair, and more or
less

bushy.

Even the five animals of which.

Prosper Alpiiius has given us the figures and
descriptions, under the name
seem to be all

of c1jnocepluili,

rnagos, difl'ring only iii

size,
and
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and some other cliaractcrs too slight to form
dstn1. species.

The magot seems t

over every warm

pCrc]

"Co:i tiln'n t,

be dis

climate in the Old

and is found in Tartary, Arabia,

Ethiopia, Malabar, Barbary, Mauritania, and
as tir as the Cape of Good [lope.
It

is,

probably,

this species of ape which

Robert Lade speaks 01 in the following terms :
" 'We travelled over a
large mountain in the
neighbourhood

of the

Cape of Good Hope,

-where we diverted ourselves with huiding large
apes, wh icli are there

in great plcnly.

I am

not able to describe the various arts practised
by these animals, wliile
fliern ;
with

vc were in pursuit of

nor their swiftness, nor the inpiidencc

which

they returned.

Sometimes

they

suffered us to approach so nigh, that I thought
them, but when
myself certain of securing
I made the attempt, the one I meant to seize
WOUi(l make a sudden leap, spring above ten
aces from me, cFnib LI

U tree with the great

est agility, and then looking down npon us
with perfect md ifTh reuce, seem to derive plea
There were SOflIC
sure from our astonishment.
so exceed inglylarge, that ifou r i ntcrprclcr had
noassUrc(l us that they were net ofa ferocious
nature, our number would not have appeared
utlicient to

have protected us from their at.
taks,
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As it would have been useless to kill

tucks.
them,

191

we made no use of our guns ;

bilt, tile

captain, taking aim at a very large one, which
was seated on a tree, after having tired us wih
a long pursuit, he had no sooner presented his
animal, probably frOfl the re-

piece but the
AMCM
. brancc

execulion. of son,c
A of his

of the

companions by the like manner, was so greatly
terrified, that, it

fell almost motionless at

our

feet., and we had not the least trouble in. secur
ing it; however-when it revived we had occa
sion for all our strenglh a:d address to keep it,
defending itself by biting those who came near,
and

were

we

at last

under the necessity

f

covering its head with our handkerchiefs."
D csl inctive Characters of this Species.
The magot

has no tail,

though

he

has a

small portion of skin, which has some appear
Tic has pouches on the sides of
ance of one.
his jaws, and thick callosities on his posteriors;
canine teeth much longer in proporl loll (halt
those of man;

and

the bottom part of the face

like that of a bull-dog: his visage
is hairy or rather covered with a down: he
turned up

is of a greenish brown on his body, and a pale
the belly : lie walks erect on his
yellow on
hind feet-, but oftener on all four. He is about
three
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three feet and a.
be

half high, and there seems to
'them still
The feinale
larger.

sonic o

have a pciioiiCLl emanation.

TILE PAPION, OR TII

BiLOON, PROPERLY

SO CALLED.

IN man the physiognomy may deceive, and
the figure ofthe body does not give an idea of
the qualities
z.ca,
ction

of the

%ve may

mind ;

always

but in

the brute,

ji0me of their dis-

ai,.d forin a jhist conI
A
looks,
I
o,; IR;ons
by their
qualities from

j,,~cture. of their internal
external frm. For exam

their

1e, if we compare the

we shitl at once decide, that
ape and baboon
differ
in their dispositions,
they
greatly

and that the latter are infinitely more fierce,
the
formcr.
malicious, than
savage, and
resembles ma .L.
The
oraii-outang, which
the

most

of any,

intclligcncc,
ancy of dis
set

further

proaches

approaches

also nearcst in

(re ntlencss of manners,
OStI wn.

The

of the

pli

inagot, which

Cro:n the human figure,

that

and

brutes

in

is

and ap

forui

of it
thee

This word is derived from P.pio, which is the name of
in modern Latin, ani which has been here
j-i

adop-ted
to distinguish him from tho other baboons.
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Lice and canine teeth, is'wild, impetuous, and
disobedient;, but the baboon, which only re
man

sembles

in

the hands,

approaches still

nearer, and is5 in fact, of t-lie
savage tribe, hay.
ing a tail, sharp nails, and a prominent muz
zle.

The baboon which I saw (fig. 198.) was
not so extremely ugly, yet it excited horror. It
seemed exceedingly savage and ftr )CIOUS7 Con
tinually gnashing its teeth, fretting with rage
and furiously restless.
It was obliged to be
confined in an iron cage, the bars of which it
so forcibly moved with its hands,that the spec.
tators
a

were struck with apprehension.

squat

It was

animal, whose short limbs and com

pact body indicated vast. strength and agility.
The

long

seemed

to

hair with
add

to

which it was
its

apparent

covered
volume ;

however it is in reality so great, that it could
easily overcome more than a single man, unless
properly armed.
cd

It constamitlyappeared excit

by that passion which renders the mildest

animals furious.

It was insolently lascivious,

and seemed fond of
affecting to gratifyits strong
desires in public.
In some nicasure we may
say that Nature seems to have provided him
VOL. IX..
C c
for

This probably is of the same species as the animal called
tré tré tr tré at Madagascar, which is
as
(says Flaccourt)
large as a calf of two years old ; the head is round, with the
face of a man; the fore and hind feet like an ape; the hair
ftizzly, the tail short, the ears like those of man: he resem
bles the larnac/j described by Arnbroisc Parc; it h a solitary
animal, the natives dread it very in ncb.
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for this dctctabIc and uncommon kind of im
for 111 all other aiiirnals these
parts
are somewhat covered vi1li a veil; but in the
pudence;

baboon they are naked, and more
conspicuous
from the other parts of the
body being covered
with hair ; its posteriors are quite naked ; its
genitals are pendulous,the anus uncovered, and
the tailalways elevated ; and instead of feeling
any shame it seemed to make a parade of its na
kedness, presenting its posteriors oftener to the
spectators than its

head,

particularly in

the

before whom lie displayed
presence of women,
a matchless impudence, which could pro
fron

coed only

the most immoderate desires.

The magot, and some others of the ape species,
have the same strong inclinations, but as they
are less in size, and not so petulant

they are

more easily corrected, -whereas the baboon is
and totally untractable.
quite incorrigible,
But however violent the desires of these
do not breed in temperate cliani-mals
may bc,they
mates The female brings forth usually but one,
youngat

a time, which she carries in

and clinging

as

her arms,

it were to her breast : she is

These
also subject to periodical emanations.
and feroc ions ,ar(
baboons though inischievious

feed upon
-not carnivorous ; they principally
corn.
They generally its
fruits, roots, and
in companies, for the purpose
together
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of sallying forth to commit their depredations
on the neighbouring vineyards or orchards.
Of these animals Kolbe speaks

in

the fol.

lowing terms:-" The baboons are extremely
fond of grapes, apples, and ripe fruit;
they
assemble together in great numbers, and
pro

ceed on their eiiterprize with previous delibe
ration.

The dogs

who are set to watch do

not easily conquer them, unless rendered inac
tive by excess in eating, as they are extreme
ly agile, and make dexterous use of their teeth
and claws.

On these occasions a pvart of them

enter the inclosure, while some of the compa
ny stand on the wall as centinels ; the rest are
stationed

without, at a small distance from

each other, and thus form a line, which extends
from the inclosure to their place of rendezvous,
which

is generally in some craggy mountain.

Everything being thins disposed the plunderers
-within the orchard begin their operations, and
throw the fruit of all sorts to them without as
fast as they can

or
gather it; or if the wall

hedge be veryhigh, then to those that sit at the
top,

who, with

great address, toss it to those

below; and thus the fruit is pitched from one
to another all along the line, till it is safely de
posited at their head-quarters.

They are so

dexterous and quick-sighted that they seldom
d wJile the business is going
suffer U to fall;
forward,
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Ibrward, which they conduct with great cx pea
dition, a most profound

silence

is

observed

among them.

The centinels during the 'hole

time

upon

continue

perceive

any

stantly set. up

the watch, and

if they

in
person approaching, they
a loud cry, and at this signal

the whole company retreat

with astonishing.

expedition.
Disl.inciive Characters of this Species.
The papion, or baboon, has

a

pouch

on

each side of his checks; he has callosities on
his posteriors, which are naked,, and of a red
colour; his tail is crooked, and about seven or
eight inches long.

The canine teeth are pro

his ears naked, his

body

thicker and longer than those
portionally much
His muzzle is very thick and long,
of men.
and limbs strong',

thick, and short ; his genitals are naked, and
of a flesh colour, his hair long, bushy, of a
reddish brown,
vho1e body.

and pretty uniform over the

He

walks oftener on four than
0111

middle of the face and forehead naked, and of a
bright vermilion colour, the tip of the nose of the same: the
sides of the nose broadly ribbed, and of a fine violet blue;
checks, throat, and goat-like beard, yellow; hair on the fore
head very long, turned back, and black; head, arms, and
legs covered with short hair, yellow and black intermixed

the breast with long whitish yellow hairs; the shoulders with
long brown hair. This description is from a stuffed
speci-men
in Sir Asliton Lever's Museum.-Pn,zz,t'j Synois
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When erect, he is from three to

four feet high.

There seem

to be

diflërent

sizes of this species; but after the most careful
comparison,

we could perceive

fererices between

them

no other dif

than the size,

which

does not proceed from their age; for the small
baboon seemed to be an adult as well as tLa

THE MANDRILL.

THIS

baboon

(fig. 199.) is an

ugly

dis

gusting animal; his nose, or rather two nos
trils, are flat, from which constantly issues a
thick matter, which he takes care at intervals
to lick off with his tongue and swallow.
head is large, and muzzle very long.

His
He is

of a squat form, and his posteriors are of a
blood red, his anus is placed almost as high a
his loins, his face is of a bluish colour, and
strongly

seamed

with

wrinkles, which still

increases his frightful and loathsome appear
He is larger than the baboon, but more
ance.

tame and gentle, and seemed to be more tract
able
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able and modest,

although as disagreeable

iii

every other respect.
This

baboon is found on the Gold Coast

mid in the other southern provinces of Africa,
-hcrc the negroes call him
boggo, and the Eu
ropeans iutndnul. This animal is the largest of
all the apes or baboons, the orang-outang ex
Smith relates, that a. female rnaiidrilL

cepted.

was given Ii mi, which was not above six months
old, and had then attained the size of an adult
he adds, that these animals walk al

baboon;

that

ways erect;

human s'cies;

they sigh

that they

and cry like the

have t violent pass

sion for women, 'liich they never fail to gram
them within their reach.
tify, if they get
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The
his
His

mandrill

chceks, and

has pouches on the
callosities

tail is very short,

on

sides o f

his posteriors.

not exceeding two or

three inches; his canine teeth are much thicker
and longer

than those of man.

is very thick,
sides with
face is

flat,

His ears,
feet,

long, and

deep

The muzzle

surrounded on both

longitudinal wrinkles.

naked,

and of a bluish

Ifls

colour.

palms of his hands, and soles of his

are also

naked.

ddisli brown over

His IHIIF is
long, of a

the body, and
grey U1)011
t lie
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He walks erect on two

sometimes

on

four feet to four feet

all

and

four ;

he is front

a half liih

when

The females are also subject to the

upright.

periodical emanations.

THE OUANDEROU, AND THE LOWANDO.

ThOUGh

these

btit one species,

two animals seem to be

we

have preserved the t%o

flt1llCS which they bear in Ceylon, as they
least cons I itute two ci ist.i nd
ok tne ouandcrou

breeds.

OO.)

(71g'.

white head of hair,
The

beard.

body

hair

There is

on

with

a large long

and a monstrous

vhie

of the lowan(lo, on

contrary, is Covered willi whultsh
the

The body

is covered

brown and black hairs ; lie has

his head

and

at

board

the

hairs, and
is black.

also a third race, or variety

found

in the same country, which may, possibly, be
the common stock of the oilier two, because it
is of a

uniform white

head, and beard.

colour over Ilie

body,

These animals are not apes

but baboons, of which they have all the cha
ractcr.,

as well in

shape as

iii disposifion;
U
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they are

o

the same savage

more ftrocious.
short

They have a long muzzle, a

tail, and are

the baboon,

but

more fe('ble.
(from which

nature, and even

nearly of the same size as

their hind

parts seem to be

rule person to whom this animal
our figure was taken) belonged,

told us it came from South America, and that
it Was caIk(l du?Jourassou.
collected that this

\ ord

I irnmcdiitely re

is a

Brasilián

term,

viiich is pronounced sajououassou, aud signi
fies sapajou; consequently, that this name was
misapplied, for all

sapjous have long tails,

whereas the animal we are treating of is a ba
boon with a very short tail.
is

riot a single

America.
often

there

species of baboon existing in

Errors,

happen,

Besides,

with

respect

to

climate,

among those who

es'eciaUy

exhibit wild beasts, who, when they are igno
rant of the real name of the
country it is a

animal,

and the

native of, seldom fail to apply

a fictitious denomination, which, whether true
or false, equally answers their purpose.
The ouanderous, when not tamed, are so
exceedingly

savage

and

mischievous,

to be confined in
they are obliged

that

iron cages,

where they are often agitated with great fury.
But when taken young they are easily tamed,
-nd even seem to be more susceptible of
edu-cation
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The Indians

take a pleasure in instructing them, and pre
lend that the rest of the ape and monkey tribes
pay a great deference to these baboons, who
are ;OsesSed of more gravity and know!edge.
In their free state they are
extremely wild,
and remain constantly in the woods.
If we
may

credit

travellers,

those

which

are all

white are the strongest and mot mischievous.
They have a violent pasLion for women, and.
are strong enough to ravish them wlicn found
alone, ad even to that degree that they often
kilt them.
"
The white

monkeys,

says

Forbin,

are

sometimes as big as the largest. bull-dogs, and
are more

dangerous than the blaek.

They

have a strong desire for women, and olten, af
ter having greatly injured them, fi1ish their
cruelty with strangling.

Sometimes they eve"

come to their houses, but the natives of Ma
of their wives,

cacar, who

are very jealous

take care to

prevent the entrance of such

hi-deous
ri als uio their habitations; and the
females not liking either the manners or figure
of such gallants, boldly assist their husbands
to oblige their ugly suitors to retire, but which
they are not able to accomplish before they
have damaged or plundered every thing that
lies in their way."
VOL. IX.

D d

Distinclive
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J)/i mci/cc Characters q

this Species.

The onanderon has pouches on each side of
his checks, and callosities upon his posteriors.
The tail is

seven or eight inches long.

canine teeth are much
those of man.

The

larger and longer than

The in iizzle is long and thick ;

his head is covered with long hair
a great beard of coarse hairs.
and seiier behind.

and be has

His body is long

There are some among of

this species which vary in the colour of their
lair

;mnc have it black on the body, with

white

beard ; and

wth

crcc

They walk more com
feet, and when

four than on two

they are about

and a h'tIf high.
a i

others, white on the body

a black beard.
on

a

three feet,

or

three feet

The females are subject to

rtuulcdi emanation.

THE. MALMON.

THE apes, baboons, and monkeys, form
three tri)CS, with intervals between each, the
first of winch
ccond by the

s filled by the
uiaimOn :

niagot, and the

the latter forms the
hide
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hadebetsveen the baboons and monkeys, as the
between the

magot does

The mairnori

apes and baboons.

resembles the baboons

by

his

thick and large muzzle, and by his sbort and
crooked tail;

but he (lifters

from

them, and

approaches nearer the monkeys, by his gentle
(lispositin and smallness of liis size. Edwards
has given a figure and description of this ani
mal by the denomination ofthe pig-tailed ape.
r1hi. particular character is sufficient to distinguish him, for he is the only baboon or monkey that has a naked tail, cuilcd like that of
a pig.

lie is nearly of the

same size

as (he

niagof, and so strongly resembles the macaque
that lie m iiit. be taken for a var-10ty of that
tail were not cnireiy dif}rent.

species, if his
His face

s naked, and ofa tawny cak)ur ; his
a

eyes are of

chesnu 1,

\V1U1 hiack eVcbr3v's.

TI is

nose is flat, his lips thin, arid furnished

with

some rough hairs, but too short to form
His

whiskers.

genital

parts

are

concealed

wiliin the skin, therefore the maimon, though
very spirited and full of fire, has none of that
impudent

petulance of the baboons.

gentle, tractable, and even fond.

He is

I Ic is found

in Sumatra, and probably in some other south
ern provinces of India; of course it is with
difficulty be

can endure the cold of our

clip

niate.
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mate.
a

That which we saw at Paris lived
but

very

short

and Edwards
says, that
dcscribcs lived only one year in Lon

which h
don.

"

time;

The pig-tailed
monkey (.:ays that au
thor) was bro ugh'
o England in 1752.
It

was ext ren ely siricd and ftiU of ad ion, and

VaS aUout the size of our Common house-cat.
It

as a

one year.
sarn

male, and lived under my care only
While 1 had mine, a female of the

'CiCS, NA

niich

Bar hoomew-fair,
two exiles

they

London.

o'H Iic

moment I hey
lest ie

larger, was shewn at
I

the

brought

o compare them, and the

came iri o each ol her's presence
their

mu ual

sati,thct ion,

and

seemed quite transported at the ifflerview."
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
Tb" maimon has
Ills cheeks, and

on

pouches

call:silics on

each side of

his posteriors :

his tail is naked, curled up, and about five or
six inches in Iengh.

The canine teeth are not

in 1roportion than those of men: the
muzzle is very large; the orhi s of the eyes are

longer

very prominent above; the lace, cars, hands,
and

f'0,

are

naked, and

of a flesh

colour.

The hair on the body is ola dark olive, and of
a re ddih yellow on the beiy :
walks erect,

and

at

others

he sometimes

111)011

all

fours.
\V hcr
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\Vhn erect he is about two icet, or two fct
and

a half high.

The

female

is suhject

to

the periodical emanation.

TIrE MACAQUE, AND THE EGRET.

OF all the guenons, or monkeys, with

loii'

tails, the ncaq ie (/Y'. '2C)2. ) a puroathes HI ITc-4 the ba hoji
and Co
his

i t It 1.L'J

Ia

ipct, his !cal;

OS(.

i1:i ,

his !)aiV i

h0Ft

1iic, his wi;zk Hroed,

his checks wriiided, and he

is

also 1arer rind taller thaii most 01 her nionJevs.
He

is so extremely

uJy

hat he in L'h

wdl

be loked upon as a sintller kind of baboon,
if his tail

were not loii

that of the baboon,

iii

azid I ufted ; i, hereas
<'nera , is

extroiney

This sI)CC1CS is a u,16 ve 01 Congo, aad
It is
o(Iier southern provinces ot AIica.
short.

and subject to niaiiy 'arie1 n's, wit Ii
nu-merous,
respect to is size, colour, and disposition of
The body of that (ieCribed by lS
selq U ist was more hen two ice. long ; and
the hair.

toot

those we have seen were not

above one

and a half.

term the Erci,

That which we

because it has on
(j/g. 20:).)

he tp is head a
tuft
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tuft

f hair, seems to be eidy a
variety of the

mac:cpw, which

it

aLle

!

; bii, ii

crL \ hici
so

oiis

e'c

dnd

arc . ra c n1)1e
of a

(1IO

eroun(i

so u.""'v, '-wk-1
ri

on

FMC;

111C)'

.Lr,

:

C_

i3C', that w' c nuot look

liouL horror a:ici d

'usL

) III troops,
esec:fly

I(y

ore tiards 01 1111%," fruit !11"l -,Plunk.
1;ifes,

ilint they

cach Ii and,
sonic in t

ex

131(1 sone ohcr slight ddler

(';:'_ in te !:i r,
(10W ii

resent Nc,

perkct y

inke

a

to

j)Iufl(!rr

Bo.rna!1 rc-

ii'iy of millet in

he same uneer

hcr

arms,

and

('ir mouths, wInch they go

1eapIn.T on 1 heir hind feet 1 if 1* iiruad they first
drop th :

frni

under

arms,

heir

then

that

fron their haiiS ; and this they do that they
may use more speed on their four lcrs, i)tt
thv
r11

always
tvcI

preserve

that

adds, that

fully all they pull, and
them

i

tlicii

mouths.

they examine ('archat do's not pleas

they throw away, and tear up others:

so

that by this nicety they (10 much greater
ries

than

by the quantities they Consume or

take a'ay.
j)is/nctive Glicii'aeiers of (1js Specie.c.
The iiacaqt1c has
:ouclics (m each side of
his

clice.s, and

callosities o-ji

his posteriors.
His
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h

rrst of the

riv a

s

lils tail

S

L (..hCU

bnk, l)Cifl
'
.
ills
in
Iii ick ;

ioii

01 1 ;:'- IIICIiCS

lis

his visa,'e n

nd

Lis cars, are covereI with
and COiL fldCt

au (.1 hs

iJed ;

hair ; hi 1,,_-.AY snort
L's S h(i t a rRf thick.

The hair on the uper part of the body is of a
greenish ash colour, and on the bie::st and belly
ofa yellowish.

lie has a kind of crest oF hair

on the top of his head.
sometimes

on

lie walks oii four and
The length

two feet.

of his

body, including the head, is about cidicen or
Them appears to be varieiies
twenty inches.
in this s:;ccies, some larger and others smaller.
The egret seems to be only a variety of the
lie is about a. third smaller in all
macaqu.c.
his (Innensions.

Instead of a small cre;t of

hair, which is found on the top of the head of
1 he macaque, this animal has

The hair on the forehead of this is

pointed.
black,

it sharp and

whereas that of Ihe macaque is greer

The egret also has a longer tail than the
macaque, in proportion to the lengt!i of its
ish.

body.

The females are subject to the period

ical emanation like women.

TI1
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TH 1

PATAS.

THIS animal .(fit.

2O5.) is a native of the

flnC c3untry, and is nearly of the same size a
the macaque

n 11 he hair in ucli finer,

mit so ugly,
ill,, ,*I,,..-

but the body is longer, the face

for

hc colour o! 'his hair, which is of

) brilliant, a. red as to
he were paited.
a is

He is re-

much

make him appear as if

We have seen two of these

varied;

the first had a line of

black hairs above the eyes,

from

extending

The Second di Ihred from the first

ear to ear.

only by the colour of this line which

was white.

11ie hair about I he cheeks and under the chin
of 1)0111
beards :
I he

and
O

was

lThtde them large

bet. the colour of the first was yellow,
other white.

jn(licate others

and

\v111Ch

long,

This

in the

va i'icty seemed

colour of the hair :

I am inclined to tliinF:., that

the monkey

which is a td to be of the
spoken o{ by MarmoT,
colour of the wiLl cat., and to be a native of
AFrica, is only a varkty of the Palms.
in Oi ke

These

S are fl. )t SO subtle as the ot her kinds,

bat. are possessed of an extreme curiosity.
jv

'' I

cen I hem, says I3rue, descc ud from the

top of V('

h

In, ('S

to

the ('xl rcmittes of

c branches to view the vessels on the Wa er ;
they
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them for some time and seemed
they admired
to discourse with each other about what they
had seen; and then quit their stations for their
to have the same
companions, who came after
Some even became so familiar as to
sight.
throw branches at the Frenchman, who return
ed their salute by the shots of their muskets;
Some were killed others wounded, and the rest
were

thrown

into the utmost consternation.

'while
party uttered most hideous cries,
another picked up stones to throw at their ene

One

mies, but

perceiving at length, how unequal

the

was, they desisted, and prudently

battle

retired."
It is to be presumed, that it is this species of
monkey which Ic Mairc speaks of.
ly

possible to express, says

"It is hard-

this traveller, the

liavock these animals make in Senegal, when
the rice, millet,

and other grains, on which

they feed, are rip.

They assemble together

in companies of forty or fifty:
remains as
commit

centinci

their

one of them

on a tree, while

depredations.

the rest

As soon as the

ccntincl perceives any person near, he utters a
loud cry, as a signal to the rest, who immedi
ately obey an] scamper off with their plunder,
leaping from tree to tree with prodigious agi
carry their young
the same
clinging to their breasts, retreat iii
manner
VOL. Ix.
lity.

The females, who
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manner as the rest, and leap as if they were ii'6f.
incumbcrcd with any burthen."
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The

patas has pouches on each

side of his

cheeks, and callosities on his posteriors.

His

tail is as long as both his head and body : the
crown of his head is flat.

His muzzle,

body,

He has black hair on

and legs, are long.

the

nose, and a narrow line of the same colour over
the

eyes,

extending the breadth of the face.

The hair on the upper parts of his body is of
a reddish colour;

and that of the lower, as the

'throal, breast, and belly, of a yellowish hue.
There is a variety in this species, vith respect
to the colour of the line over the eyes, which
is black in some, and white in others.do not make grimaces when they
like other monkeys.
more
a

are angry,

They walk on all

frequently than erect.

They
fours

They are from

foot and a half to two feet long,

muzzle to the origin of the tail.

from the

The females

are subject to a periodical emanation.

THE

MALBROUCK, AND THE BONNET CHINOIS,

MALBROUCK (fig. 904.) is (lie name
of this animal in its native
country, Bengal,
and Bonnet Chinois
(fig 207.) is a term given
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o the long tailed monkey, which has

a kind

of trencher cap on the crown of the head, like
the Chinese bonnets.
These two monkeys seem to belong

to one

dif
species; and this species,though somewhat
ferent from that of the macaque.,is nevertheless,
so far bordering

on

it, as to

make its

doubt

whether the rnacaque,thccgret, the maibrouck,

and the bonnet "chinois,are not merely four va
rieties, or permanent races of the same species.
As these animals do not propagate in our cli
mate, we

have not

been able to acquire any

knowledge respecting the unity or diversity of
their species, and therefore are obliged to judge
only by the difference oftheir figures, and other
.external

attributes.

The

macaque

and

the

egret, appeared to iii. so similar, that we pre
sumed them to be of one and the same species.
It is

the same with

respect to tile

malbrotick,

and the bonnet chinois ; but, as they (iiffcr in a
greater degree from the two first than between
themselves,

we

-them.
With respect

thought

it best

to separate

to the diversity of these two

Gpcclcs, our presumption is fuurided,l. On the
difference of their external form ; 2. On the
.Colour and disposition of the hair; a. On the
difference which is found in the
proportion of
their skeletons ; and 4. On the first two men
tiQncc)
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tioned being natives of the southern countries
of Africa, and the two that we are now treating
of, being natives of Bengal.

This last consi

deration is of as great weight as any of the rest,
for we have had sufficient proofs, that in wild
animals the distance of climate is

a sufficient

mark of the remoteness of the species.

Besides,

the maibrouck and the bonnet chinois, are not
the only species or breeds of monkeys which are
found in Bengal.

By the testimonies of tra

vellers there seem to be four varieties, \VhlitC,
black, red and grey; they likewise tell us that
the black kind are more easily tamed than any
of the rest.

Those we saw were-reddish, and

docile and
appeared very

familiar.

These animals, according
Plunder

whole

fields

tions of sugar-cane ;
centinel

on

a tree,

of
and

the

to

travellers,

grain, and p1anta
while

one

stands

others load

If any person appears,
them-elves
with the booty.
the centinel gives notice by crying Itoup, lioup,
lioup, wliicli the rest perfectly understand,ancl
all at once throw down the plunderh

which they

hold in their left hands, and scamper off
upon
three legs ; if close pursued they also throw
down what they havo in their right, and save
themselves from their pursuers
by Climbing up
which
is
trees,
their general abode.
They
leap
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tree, and even the

tree to

cap from

21.3
females,

ones, lei p like
though loaded with their young
the others ; but they sometimes, in their hate,
They are very dth

miss their aim and fall.
cult to render in any

docile, and are

degree

never so far tamed as to be suikrecl to go un
chained.

Even in their own country they will

not produce
woods.
feed

unless

at perfect freedom in

the

When they cannot procure fruits they
iiisecs, and

upon

sometimes go to

the

sides of the rivers, for the purpose of catching
fish and crbs, the latter of which they take by
atching the

opening of its

claws and then

putting their tails between ; the crab instantly
closes them, when they, with all speed, drag it
ashore, and eat it

at leisure.

They are fond

of cocoa-nuts, and are very expert in extract
ing the juice for drink, and afersvarb getting
at the kernel,

the shelf

o

which is generally

made use of as a snare to catch

them; a small

hole being made in one of them, the animal
who meets
difficulty,

with it

his

paw in

with

when those who have laid the trap

run and seize
himself.

thrusts

him

beibre

he can

disengage

They sometimes place bamboos on
the tops of trees for the
purpose of extracting
the ZiJ'I, whichi drops from them, and which
hev driII1i

lii the provinces of India, where
the
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the Bra inins reside, and whose religious tcnef
(10

not allow

are almost

monkeys
senible

them to kill any animals,
numberless.

the

They

as

in largc troops, come into the towns,

and enter l he houses with perfect freedom, and
hesitate not to take such provisions, fruits, or
herbs as

they can meet with, and which it is

very difficult to preserve from them."
are three kinds of hospitals

There

in the town of

Amadabad, which is the capital of Guzarat,
for animals, and where not only the lame and
sick monkeys but also such as are well, if they
use to live therc,'are plentifully supplied with
provisions.

It is said that the monkeys in the

neighbourhood regularly assemble twice a week
in the streets of the town, that they go to the
tops of the houses, which have a, sort of terraces
or flat roofs, where they lie in

the sua ;

and

that on these (lays the inhabitants are careful
to lay upon these terraces rice, millet, sugar
canes, and

other fruits in

season ;

for if by

chance they omit, to do so, these animals pull
off the tiles from the olier part of the house,
and do great damage to the inside.
not cat a single thing without

They do

smelling at

it

ftir a long time, and -When (hey have satisfied
their huncr they fill tl

pouches Oil the sides

f thier cheeks fr another occasion :
they deslrov
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and never fail. to throw
s&oy the nests of birds,
the eggs on the ground when they want appe
tite or inclination to eat them.
The most

formidable enemy these animals

have is the serpent ;

no

other animal of the

forest being able to surprise them, as they are
so exceed in (r]3- swift and subtle, that they climb
up and scat themselves on the tops of ihe high
est trees.

The apes, says a traveller, have

it in their power to be masters of the

furest,

for neither tigers nor lions are able to (INpute
the possession with them.

The

only animal

they have to fear is the serpent, which attacks
them

both

night and

day.

There are same

serpents in those forests of a Pr0(l'i01s Size,.
which wind up

the trees where the

monkeys

reside, an(] when they happen to surprise then
lecping, swallow them whole before they have
time to make a defence"
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The mathrol]ck has pouches on each side of
his cheeks,

and callosities

His tail is nearly as long a
head.

on

his

posteriors.

both the body and

The eyelids are of a flesh colour, and

the face a cinereous grey; they eyes are large,
the

muzzle broad
are

ears
They

and

turned upwards;

large, thin, and of a

have a

flesh

the

colour.

line of grey hairs on them like
the
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the mone, but the other
are of a uniform

parts of their bodic

colour, a yellowish brown on

the iii-per and a yellowish grey on the lower..
lie

goes on all fours

a halt long from

the

and is about a foot and
muzzle to the

insertion

of the thU.
The bonnet chinois seems to be a variety of
differ

in the hair on

the

nidbrouck.

the

crown of (lie head, 'which in the latter is

They

disposed in the shape of a cap or flat bonnet,
and in the tail which is larger.

The females of

both are subject to a periodical emanation.

THE MANGABEY.

-WE

have

two

seen

individuals

of

this

to

us by

the denomination of Madagascar apes.

They

species, both
are

of which

keys

easily distinguished
by

a

very

were

sent

from all

apparent

other mona

character.

The

has its eyelids naked,
mangabey (fig. 206.)
Their
and of a very striking 'whulcncss.
muzzle also is large, thick, and

long;

and

they
This is a precarious name which we have given to this
animal, until we know what it is called in its native country.
As it is found at Madagascar in the Vicinity of Mngabcy, this
name will make it familiar to travellers, who will thus b
led to observe it with more precision,
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Those we
a ring round their eyes.
They have
are speaking of varied also in colour, the hair
of one being of a blackish brown on the head,
neck, and upper parts of the body, and white
n the belly ; and in the other it was much
ofwhite
lighter over all he body, with a collar
Both carry
hair round the neck and cheeks.
their tails turned backwards, the hair of which
is long

and bushy.

They

are natives of t'hc

same country as the van, and as they resemble
that animal in the length of the muzzle and
tail, in the manner of carrying it, and
varieties
chasm

of colour;

betwixt

the

in

Ilie

they seem to fill up the
makis

and

gucnons, or

long-tailed monkeys.
L'istincthc clia'caciers of this Species.
The mangabey has pouches on each side of
-his cheeks,

and

callosities

on his

posteriors.

His tail is as
long as the bead and body :
has a

prominent

ring

lie

of hair over his eyes,

and his upper eyelids are
particularly shitc.
His muzzle is thick and lot,,(
r; his eyebrows
are rough and
bristly : his ears black, and
almost naked.
The hair of the upper parts of
his body is brown, and those below are
grey.
There are varieties in this
species, some being
of an 'uniform colour, and others
having a
VOL. ix.
circle
i: f
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circle of white
cheeks

in

the

hair round the

neck and

form of a beard.

the

They walk

on four feet, and are nearly a foot and a half
long,

from

the

point

origin of the tail.

of the

muzzle to

the

The females are subject to

the periodical emanation.

THE MONA.

THIS
mon

animil (M'"

of the

2090) is the most corn.

monkey tribe;

we kept

one of

them alive for many years, which, with

the

magot, scems to agree best 'with the tempera
ture of our climate.
to

prove

southern

the

mona

This alone is sufficient
is

not

a native of the

countries of Africa and

India.

In

fact, it is met 'with in Barbary, Arabia, Persia,
and other parts of Asia which were known to
the ancients, who denoted

it by the name

of

kc1os, cebus, and ccepli us, because of the variety
of
* Mona is the name this animal bears in the
Spanish and
The English word
provincial languages.
monkey is derived
from ,,wnicbi, and both seem to owe their rise to mQna, or me.
rina, the primitive name of these animals.
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The visage of this animal is
beard,
of a brown hue, with a kind of white
of its 'colours.

The hair
mixed with. yellow and a little black.
on the top of the head and neck is yellow and
black intermixed; that on the back red and
black;

the belly and the

thighs and legs whitish,

inner parts of the

though

the external

and the tail
parts of the two latter are black,
of a deep ash colour, marked with two white
its insertion.
On
spots, one on each side, at
its forehead there' are some grey hairs in the
form of a crescent;

from

the eyes to the ears

there is a black stripe, as there also is from the
ears to the shoulders and arms.

Some persons

have called this animal nonne, from

a corrup

tion of mone or mona; others have termed

it

the old man, from the grey colour of its beard;
but the denomination

by which the mona is

most generally know,, is that of the
variegated
monkey; and

this

perfectly agrees with the

imarne of kebos given it
by the Greeks, and the
definition of Aristotle, a
monkey with a long
tail, and of various colours.
In general the
disposition of the monkeys is
much more tractable than that of the baboons,
and not so sullen as that of the
apes.
They
are extravagantly
spirited, but not ferocious,
for they become docile
through fear the moment
they
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they find

themselves

subjected

by

restraint..

The mona is particularly susceptible of educa
lion, arid even
take

care

attached to

of him.

up would

That

those persons whoo
which

sailer himself to

be

we brought

stroaked

and

handled by those he knew, but would not per
mit this freedom to strangers, whom
often bite.

lie would

He was kept chained, appearing

very desirous

of liberty,

for

ivlicn

he

either

broke his chain, or got loose, he would fly to
the fields, but he would suffer himself to be re
taken by his master.

He ate every thing that

was offered him, roasted meat, bread, and grain;
but his favourite food was fruits; and lie would
also search

after

spiders,

ants,

and

insects.

Whenever several pieces were given him toge
ther he put them in the pouches on each side
of his cheeks.
This practice is common to
all the baboon and monkey kind, Nature hay
ing furnished them with those reservoirs, where
tG
they can store a quantity of food sufficient
suppoit them for one or two days.
Dislinctive Characters ofthis Species.
The mona has
1113
pouches on each side of
His
jaws, and callosities on his -posteriors.
tail is about two feet
long, which is longer by
six inches than both his
head. The
body and
head'
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head is small and round, and the muzzle thick
and short.

The colour of his face is a bright

on the forehead,
tawney; a stripe of grey hairs
another of black from the eyes to the cars, and
from the ears to the shoulders and arms.

lie

has a kind of grey beard formed by the hairs
on his throat and breast, which is longer than
in any other part.
His hair is of a reddish
black on the body and whitish under the belly.
The outside of his legs and thighs are black,
and its tail of a (lark ash with two white spots
on each side of is insertion,
fours, and

his

He walks on all

length, from the snout

origin of his tail,

to the

is about a foot and a half.

The female is subject to periodical emanations.

THE CALLIIIIIX, OR GREEN MONKEY

CALLITRIX is a term made use o

by Tb-

mer to express in
geiieral the beautiful colour
of the hair of animals.
It was not till many
ages after Homer's time, that the Greeks ap
plied this name to some particular kinds of
monkeys, and which, from the propriety of
such
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such a pplication ,we must suppose to be the a ii
anal ni question ('/7g. 21) .).

The body is of a

fine green colour, the neck and belly white,
and the face of a beautiful black. lIe is found.
ill

hiuritania, and in Ancient Carthage ; so

there is reason to suppose he was known to the
Greeks and Romans; and that lie was one of
the long-tailed monkeys, to which they gave
the name of clIitrix.

There is also a species

of white monkeys in the adjoining provinces
of Egypt, both on the side of Ethiopia and of
Arabia, which the ancients have also described
by the

name of callitrix.

Prosper Alpinus

Valle, speak of this

and Pietro della

white

muonkey, but we have never seen this species,
vliich, perhaps, is only a variety of the green
monkey, or the mona, which is very common
in. those countries.
The callitrix, or green monkey, appears to
be known in Senegal, as well as in Mauritania
and in the Cape Verd islands.

M. Adansori

relates, that the woods of Ponor, along the
river Niger, are filled with green monkeys.

"I

discovered these animals, (says this author)
only by their breaking off the bra tidies of trees,
and throwing them down ; for

they were so

very quiet and nimble in their tricks, that it
was scarcely possible to perceive them.

I did
no
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far, before

I

killed
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three of them.

without in the least terrifying any of the rest
however, when numbers felt themselves wou ndbegan to retreat ; some concealing
themselves behind large branches, and others
ed,

they

descending to the ground and running away ;
but the greatest number
of one tree' to another.

leaped

from the tO1)

During this bustle I

firing at (hem and killed about

kept

twenty-three
in less than an hour, without any of them

uttering a

single cry,

times assembled

although they several

together, and

made

an.

ap

pearance of attacking me."
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The callitrix has pouches on each side of his
checks, and callositics on. his posteriors.
tail is

much

than both the head and

The head is small,

body.
and

Iongcr

the face

The

and ears

the muzzle long,

are black :

instead of

eyebrows, he has a narrow stripe of black hairs
across

the

forehead.

The

body is of a fine

lie walks
green mixed with a little yellow,
on four feet,; and the
length of his body, in
cluding the head, is about fifteen inches. The
'femak i

ubjet to the piodical emanation.

THE
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THE

MOUSTAC.

seems to be a na
fig. 210.)
tive of the same country as the macaque, be
THE, moustac

cause its body is, like that, shorter and more
compact than
This is,

the rest of the monkey tribe.

probably, the same animal

who have been

as those

to Guinea call White Nose,

from its upper lips

being of a white colour,

and all the rest of the face of a deep blue.

It

so two tufts of yellow hair below its ears,

l'a'

vihich give it a very
and

remarkable appearance,

s iL is hul small, it seems to be the most

beaLilt. itul of the monkey kind.
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The moiistac
his c1ieek, and

has

callosities on

The lad is much
body, being
inches.

pouches on each side of
his

longer than the

sometimes

nineteen

posteriors.
head
or

and

twenty

TI is face is ofa deep blue, with a large

broad white mark that goes entirely across the
ipper lip dirccfly

under the

nose, which is
naked.
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naked, except a slight edging of black hairs
His body
both on the upper and under lips.
is short and compact.

There are two tuffs of

hair, of a bright yellow, below the ears, and
another tuft of bristly hair upon the top ofthe
head.

The hair on the body is of a greenish

cast, and that on
ash colour,

the breast and belly of an

lie walks on all

about a foot and a half long.

fours, and is
The female i

subject to a periodical emanation.

THE TALAPOIN.

THIS monkey, (fig. 211.) though small, is
a beautiful animal. Its name seems to indicate
that it is a native of Siam, and other
provinces of Asia;

eastern

but though we cannot po

sitively assert this, it is, however, certain that
it belongs to the Old Continent, and is

not

found any 'where in the New, because it has
pouches on each side of its cheeks, and cal
losities

on its

neither

belong to

JOLI IX.

posteriors,

which

the sagoins nor
G g

characters
sapajous,
which
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which are the only animals of the New World
that can be compared to the monkeys.
Wliat inclines me to think, independently
of its name, that this monkey is more common
in the East-Indies than in Africa, is, the tra
vellers affirming that most of the apes in this
hair of a brownish
part of Asia have their
" The
monkeys of Guzarat,
green colour.
brown, with long
they say, are of a greenish
These animals,
vhite beards and eyebrows.
which the Banians suffer to multiply in great
numbers, from
familiar that

a

they

religious

j,rinciplc, are so

enter the houses in

numbers that the fruiterers and

such

confectioners

have no little difficulty to preserve their mer
cnandize.
Edwards has given a figure and description
of a monkey by the name of the middle-sized
black ape, which seems to approach nearer
to the talapoin than any of the rest. \Ve have
made a comparison between the two, and, ex
colour, they have such a
cepting the size and
resemblance to each other, that there is at least
a very great approximation between them, if
of the same species.
In
they are not varieties
this

case, as we are not certain that our tala

native of the East-Indies, and as that
poin is a
Mr. Edwards is described
spoken of by
by him
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animal belonging to Guinea, we shall
our talapoin to the same climate, or at

least suppose that this species is common in the
It is
southern parts both of Africa and Asia.
also probable, that this is the same as the spe
cies of black monkeys mentioned by Bos man
under time name of baur(hnanneUes, the skin
of which, he informs us

TilE

THE

Douc

makes a good fur.

DOtTC.

is the last among
(fig. 21g.)

that class of animals

which

we have

Apes, Baboons, and Monkeys.

called

This animal,

without belonging to any one of these three
precisely, yet paitakes of them all.
momikeysby the length of his tail;

Of the

of the ba

boons by his size; and of the ape by the flat
ness of his face.
ter he

By a very particular charac

seems to form the shade between the

These two tribes
monkey and the sapajous.
differ from the
monkeys, having naked poste
riors, and all the
sapajous having them co
vered with hair; and the douc is the
only
monkey which has hair on the posteriors like
the
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the sapajous.
flatness of the

He resembles them also in the
muzzle;

but lie

is

infinitely

nearer to the monkey than the sapajous, from
his long tail, and other very essential charac
ters.

Besides,

the

interval which separates

these two families is immense, for the douc,
and all the monkeys, are

natives of the Old

Continent, whereas the sapajous are only found
in the New.

We

might also remark,

that

as the douc has a long tail like the monkeys,
callosities on his posteriors, he forms

but no

the link which connects the orang-outang and
the monkeys, as the gibbon does in another
respect, having no tail, like the orang-outangs,
but only callosities on the posteriors.

Inde

pendently of these general relations, the douc
has particular characters which render him
very remarkable, and distinguish him from the
apes, baboons, monkeys, or sapajous, at first
sight.

His skin, which is variegated with dif

ferent colours, seems to indicate the ambiguity
of his nature, and distinguishes his species in a
very evident manner.

lie has a purple collar

about his neck, a white beard, his

lips are

brown, and lie has a black ring round his
eyes;
and
ears
his face
are red, the top of his head'
and body grey, and the breast and. belly yel..
low.

His legs are white downwards and black
upwards
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His tail is white, with a large spot
pwal(lS.
of the same colour on his loins; and his feet
are black, intermixed with shades of different
colours.
This animal,

which we were assured came

from Cochin.China, seems to be likewise found
at Madagascar, and is the same as

that indi

cated by Flacourt by the name of sfac in the
" There is,
(says he) ano
following terms:
ther kind of white
which has

monkey at Madagascar,

a brown collar, and is often seen

erect on its hind feet :

its tail is white,

two brown spots - on the
than the

van

flanks:

it

with

is larger

(maucauco) but less than

the

varicossi (van) and this animal is called sifac.
It lives upon beans.

There are great numbers

of them towards Andrivoura,

The brown collar, the

and Ranafoulchy."

white tail, and the spots
characters

which

Dambourlomb,

on the flanks, are
indicate

clearly

that

this

sfac of Madagascar is the same species with
the douc of Cochin-China.
Travellers inform us that the large apes of
the southern parts of Asia produce bezoars in
are superior to those of

their stomachs, which
the goats and gazelles

These large apes are

the ouanderou and the douc;
fore, we must

refer

the

to them, there

production

of the
bezoar.
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bezoar.

It

is pretended that the

bczoars

the ape are always round, whereas the

of

other

bezoars are of d iIlèrcnt Ilgit res.
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The douc has no callosities on his posteriors,
and is cloatheci all over with hair :
not so long as his body and head :
c'werccl

a.

with

reddish down :

naked, and of the

same colour

the lips are brown,

as are the

eyes.
and

The colour of the hair
variegated :

collar 101111(1

he

has a

his neck :

his

his tail is
his face is

the ears
as

are

the face :

orbits

of the

is very bright

purple

coloured

forehead,

body,

arms, and legs, are 'white, an(l on the chin.is a
kind of yellow beard:

he is black on the top

ofthe forehead and the upper part of the arms:
the parts below the body are of an ash colour:
the tail, and tinder parts of the loins, are white:
he as often walks on two feet as on four:

he

is three feet and a half, or four feet, high when
he is upright.

I

do not know whether the

females in this species

be subject to the Pe

riodical emanation.

CONCLUSION OF THE APES OF THE OLD
CONTINENT.
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THE SAPAJOUS AND THE SAGO! NS.

o

all the four-handed animals which

the other;
we have

from one continent

SS

WE shall 110W

and

described,

which

we compre

llefl(iC(i under the generic names of A peS, Ba
boons,
the

and

Old

Monkeys, belong exclusively
and

Continent;

all

those
o

remain to be spoken of are only
in the

New

pajous

and

which

he found

We shall first distin

World.

giiish them by the

two

generic names of Sa
Both

Sagoins.

these animals

have their feet nearly like those of the
baboons, and monkeys;
the

to

apes,

but they differ from

apes by, having fails,

and from the ba

boons and monkeys by not having a pouch in
each cheek, nor callosities on their posteriors;
in short,

they differ from

the apes, baboons,

and monkeys, by having a broad division be
tween their

nostrils, and

on the sides and not
fore

the

sapajous

specifically,
from

but

the apertures being

under the

nose ;

there

and sagoins are 'not
even

generically

only

the apes, monkeys, and baboons.

different
When

compared together they are also found to differ
in
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in some generic characters, for every sap ajou
has a long tail, which he can make use of to
seize or lay bold of any object.

This tail they

bend, extend, and curl at pleasure, and by the
of which they suspend themselves

extremity
from

the branches of trees to reach whatever

they 'want : the under part of this tail is com
monly without hair, and covered with a smooth
skin.

on the

tails of the sagoins,

The

con

trary, are propottionably longer than those of
and are weak, straight, and enthe sapaous,
3
tirely covered with hair, so that they cannot
make use of them either to

hold of any

lay

of suspending them
object, or for the purpose
This difference is alone sufficient to
selves.
from the sagoin.
distinguish the sapajou
We are
which

acquainted with

sapajous,

should be reduced to

probably

species.

eight

five

The first is the ouarine, or gouariba,

of Brasil.

This sapajou is as large as a fox,

and

differs from that 'which

only

alouale

in

its

hair,

black

colour.

and

the

The

alouate

is

called

ouarine
red;

and

each other in
they perfectly resemble
other respect, I consider
to

the

coaita,

same
which

not so large:

species.

has
as

every

them as belonging
The

second

is

the

is black like the onarine, but
the

exquima seems to

be

a

variety of this species. The third is the sajou,
or
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"i sapajou, properly so called. This is small,
has brown hair, and commonly known by the
name of the cap zacitin monkey.

There is

a

variety in this species, which we shall call The
grey sajou, and

which

only differs from the

brown sajou by this difference of colour.

The

is the sai, called by some travellers the

fourth

howler; he is larger than the sqjou, and his
muzzle is broader: there are two kinds, which
one

differ only by the colour of the hair, the

a
being of a reddish brown, and the other of
lighter colour..

The fifth is the samiri, corn

rnorily called the orange monkey. This last is
the smallest and

most beautiful of all the sa

paj ous.
We are acquainted with six species of sagoins.
The first and largest

is the saki, whose tail

is

covered with hair so long and so bushy that it
has acquired the name ofthefox-tailed in o nkey.
There appears to be a variety in this species,
for I have seen two, both of which
to

be

appeared

adult, and yet one was almost twice

big as flue other.

The second is the ianzarin,

which is generally black, with four yellow feet,
but they vary in colour, some
being found of
an olive brown, spotted.
The third is the
ouiti1i., remarkable for large tufts of hair round
his face, arid an annulated tail. T1fourth is
VOL. IX.

H I

the
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the rnarildna, which has a kind of mane on the
neck, and a bunch of hair, like the lion, at the
end of the tail, whence it has been
small lion.

The fifth is

the

called the

pinclie,

wbose

face is of a beautiful black colour, with hairs
descending from the top and sides of the head,
in the form of long smooth tresses.

And the

sixth is the mico, which is the most beautiful
animal of this kind;

its hair is of a silver co

lour, and its face as

red as

vermilion.

We

sl.ialI now give the history Of each of these sa
pajous and

sagoins, most of which have been

little known.

TII1

OUAItINE AND THE ALOUATE.

THE Ouarne and the Alouate are the large
st four-handed animals
belonging to the New
Continent: they
surpass the size of the largest
monkey, and approach that of the baboon.
They haveprehensiletails and are consequent
ly of the sapajous family, in which they hold
a very distinguished rank, not onlywith regard
to
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voice, which resounds

like a drum, and may be heard at a very great
distance.
morning

us," that every
Marcgrave informs
and evening the ouariiics assemble in

that one among them seats himself
on an elevated place, makes a sign with his
to seat themselves round him;
hand to the re
the woods;

that as soon as he sees them all seated, he be'
and loud a voice
gins an oration with so quick
as to be heard at a great distance, and it might
be imagined they were all making

a noise to

gelber, but during the whole time

the rest

keep a profound silence; that when he has ends
ed, he makes

a signal to the others to reply,

and immediately they all set up a cry together,
till such I iine as by another sign with his hand,
he orders them to be silent, and
instantly obey ;

which

they

that then the first renews his

discourse, or song, which, when finished, and
the others have paid the utmost attention to it,
the whole
assembly breakup." These circum
stances, of which
Marcgrave says, he has many
times been an eye-witness,
may possibly be
exaggerated,
marvellous.

and

seasoned a little with the

The whole,

probably,

is

only
founded on the
frightful noise these animals
make; they have in their throats a kind of
bony drum, in the cavity of which the sound
of
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of the voice thickens, encreases, and: fOrilis' t:
kind of howling reverberation ;

upon which

account these sapajous have been distinguished
from the rest by the name of bowlers.

We

have never seen the ouarine, but we have the
skin and the dried ftus of an alouale,in which
the instrument of the loud-noise he makes, that
is to sty, the bane of the throat, is very appa
rent.

According to Marcgrave, the face of the

ouarine is hroad,tho eyes black and sparkling,
the cars short and round, and a tail naked at
the extremity, which holds firmly whatever it
encircles ; the hair of the body is black, long,
and glossy; it is much the longest under the,
chin, and forms a kind of round beard; the
hair on the hands, feet, and a part of the tail,is
brown.

The female is of the same colour as

the male, and
smaller.

only differs from him in being:

The females carry their

young

on

their backs, and thus loaded leap from branch
to branch and from tree to treee.

The young

ones clasp the mother round the narrowest part
ofthe body with the bands and arms, and thus
xemain firmly fastened, while she keeps in mo
tion
These animals are so wild and mischiey
ous,that they can neither be tamed nor subdu
ed; they bite dreadfully, and although they are
not among the carnivorous animals, yet
they
excite
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voice and ferocious
,'.
txcl te fear b'y their fri(rljtFjjj
'In
air. As they live only on fruits, grain, and some
" The
insects, their flesh is not bad eating.
bring

home

in the

evening the monkics they have

killed

in the

hunters, says Oexmclin,

Cape

they roast one part

Gracias-a-Dio;

these animals and

boil

the other; its flesh

of
is

that of the hare, but
very good, and resembles
a good quantity of
being of a sweetish flavour,
salt must be put to that part which is roasted ;
the fat is yellow like that of a capon, and isvery
good.

We lived on these animals all thetirne

we remained there, because we could procure
and

no other food,

our hunters brought us

every day as many of' diem as we

could eat.

My curiosity led me to see the method of hunt
ing them, and I was surprised at their sagacity,
not only

in

theirparticularly distinuishiug
n-

eenemies, but also in the manner in which they
defended and

secured themselves.

When

we

approached towards them, they assernLlcd together,
threw

set up

loud

and

frightful cries, and

branches at us which

the trees; some

voidcd

they brake from

their excrements in

their hands, and threw them at our

heads.

I

also remarked, that
they never forsook each
other ; that they
leaped from tree to free with
an almost imperceptible nimbleness
; anti that,
though
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though they took the most desperate leaps, tlie
seldom fell to the ground ; because they never
catching hold of the branches either

missed
with

their hands or

tail,

which rendered

them,
'very difficult to lake

even

after

it

they

were shot, unless absolutely killed ; for if only
wounded, they remain clinging to the branch
where they often die, and do not drop off until
I have seen them hangi

they are putrefied.

this manner for four or flvedays after death ,and.
it is not uncommon to shoot fifteen
without
three.

to get more than two or

able

being

or sixteen

What appeared still more singular, the

moment one

of them

was

wounded, the rest

and clapt their fingers 'into

assembled round,

the wound, as if they were desirous of sounding
its depth;

and if the blood flow in any quan

tity, some of them keep it shut up, while others
thrust into
get leaves, which they chew and
the

orifice.

I

have

several times with
bring

forth

seen

this circumstance
The females

admiration.

only one at a time,

which they

carry on their backs in the same manner as the
do their

children.

When

they

suckle their young,they take them in

their

Negresses

paws,

and present

woman.
young

the

breast

to them like a

There is no other way of
taking the
than

by

shooting its mother, for she
never
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when she is killed, it

but

and

tipnbles to the ground,

then it is easily

taken."
Darnpicr

confirms most

of these circum

stances; but asserts, that these animals corn
niony bring forth two at a time, and that the
mother carries one under her arm arid the other
upon her back.

The smallest species of sapa

jolis do not bring forth many, and it is there
fore

probable that the largest produce

very

not morethan one or two at a time,
Distinctive Characters of this
Species.
The ottarine has the apertures of the nostrils
placed

on the sides, and not under the nose;

the partition which divides the nostrils is
very
thick.
He has neither pouches on the sides of
his jaws, nor callosities on his
posteriors, those
parts being
the body.

covered with

hair like the rest of

His tail is long and
prehensile.

His

bair is long and black, and in his throat is a
thick concave bone.
greyhound.

The

lie is about the size of a

long

hair under his

forms a kind of round beard, and he
walks on all fours.

neck

generally

The alouate has the same character as
the
ouarine, and seems to differ from him
oily in
ving a Jrger beard, and a red dish. coloured
hair.
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hair.

I (10 1)Ot know

'whether

the females of

this species are subject to a periodical ernana
lion ; but from analogy, I should presume the
contrary, for I have generally observed, that
the apes, baboons, and monkeys, with naked
posteriors, alone are Subject to this emanation.

THE

COAITA, AND THE

EXUIMA.

NEXT to the ouarine and the alouate, the
coaif a (/1g. f213.) is the largest of the sapajous.
I saw one alive at the Duke of Bouillon's,
where, by its familiarity and forward caresses,
it deserved and obtained the affection of those
'who had it under their care; but
all the good treatment and attention paid
notwithstand-ing
to it, it could not resist the cold of the winter
1764.

regretted by its master, who

It died

was so kind as to send it to me to place it in
the

Royal

Marquis
male,
were

saw another at

Mont Lnirail's, the latter

(IC

and

I

Cabinet.

the

cqually

This sapajou,

former
tractable

by its

a

female,
and

gentle

well

the

was a

and

both

tamed.

and docile dis
J)OSi1iOfl
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differs greatly from the ouarine and.
un
the alouate, which are extremely wild and

position,

It

tameable.

differs from them

also

the throat.
having a bony pouch in
ouarine, its

hair

coaia also ditfers

is black,

in not

Like the

but rough.

The

them, in having but

from

four fingers and no thumb to the fore paws:
tail it is
by this character and its prehensile
who
easily distinguished from the monkeys,
have all five fingers and a flaccid tail.
The animal which Marco-rave calls exquiina
is very similar

to the coaita, and, perhaps, is

.only a variety of that species.

This

author

seems to have been deceived when he said that
the exquima was a native of Guinea and Con
go.

The

has given of it, is alone

figure he

sufficient to demonstrate his error; for the ani
mal

is there

represented with a tail curled at

the extremity, a character which belongs sole
ly to the sapajous; co!sequent1y, the exquima
of Marcgrave is not,
of Guinea,

as he tells us, a monkey

but a sapajou

with

a prehensile

tail, which, without doubt, had been
transport
ed there from Brasil.
The word exquina, or
quinla, expunging the article ex, ought to be
pronounced

quoiina,

and then it is not very

ditant from quoaila, which is
by many authors.
VOL. IX.

written coaita

Every circumstance, thereIi

fore
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fore, concurs to

prove,

Marcgrave was a

that

this exqzthna of

sapajoti of l3rasil, and only

a variety of the coaita, which
nature,

size,

colour,

it resembles in

and the prehensile tail.

The only material diffirence consists in the ex
quirna having a. whitish hair on the belly, and
a white beard under the chin, about two inches
long.

Our

coaitas

hair nor the beard :

have neither

this

white

but what makes me still

presume that this difference is not sufficient fo
constitute

two distinct species is the testimo

nies of travellers,

who tell us,

that there are

both black and white coaitas, and that some of
them have beards, and others are without.
" Thore are
(says Danipier) in the isthmus of
America, great numbers of monkeys, some of
which are white, but the most of them black ;
some have beards,

others

none

they are

of

a middling size, and in dry 'weather when the
fruits are in season they are very fat; their flesh
is then extremely good, and we ate great num
bers of them, which example was after a time
followed by the Indians, who were shy of eatfirst.
In the rainy seasons these
ing them at
animals have a quantity of worms in their
bowels, and I have seen some of them

several

feet long.-These monkeys are very droll, and
thousand grotesque tricks as we tra
1yed a
versed
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versed

the woods;

branch with
making flices,
opportunities

leaping

43

from

branch to

their young upon their backs,
chattering,

and even

to make water upon our heads.

When they are unable to leap from
to another,

seeking
one tree

account of the distance, their

on

dexterity is very surprising; they form a kind
of chain, hanging down by each other's tails;
one of (hew, holding the branch above, the rest
swing to and
undermost

is

fro

like a pendulum, until the

enabled

to

catch

branches of the other free, when

hold of the
the

first lets

go his hold and thus comes undermost in his
turn; and then, by degrees, they all get upon
the branches of the tree without ever coming
to the ground."

All these particulars perfectly
M. Daubenton, in hi.s
agree with our coaitas.
dissection of these animals, found a great quan
tity of worms in their entrails,

some of which

vere from twelve to thirteen inches long.

We

cannot, therefore, have any doubt but that the
cxquima

of Marcgrave is

a

sapajou

of the

same, or

at least of a very proximate
species
to that of the coaita.
We must likewise observe, that if the

ani

mal indicated by Linnus, under the name of
diana, be, in fact, as he

says, the exquima of

Marcgrave, he has Qrnitted the prehensile tail,
which
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'vhich is the most essential character, and which
alone will decide whether this diana

belong to

the sapajou or
monkey genus, and of course,
whether it be found in the

01(1 or New Con.

tine n t.
Ii dependently of this
variety, the characters

of which are

very

apparent, there

varieties, though less striking,
of the coaita.

are other

in the species

That described by Brisson had'

'whitish hair on all the lower parts of the
body,
'while those which we have seen were
entirely
black, and had but very little hair on those
parts, the skin being plainly seen, which was.
also ofa black colour.

One of the two coaitas

spoken of by Mr. Edwards was black, and the
other brown: they are termed, says he,
spider
monkeys, on account of their tail and limbs
being so very long and slender.
Some years ago a coaita was presented to me
by the name of chaineck, which I was informed
came from the coast of Peru.

I had it measured,

and made a description of it', in order to com
it with that which M. Daubenton had
given
ofthe coaita, and immediately discovered that

pare

this chameck of Peru, a few varieties
except
ed, is the same animal as the coaiia of Guiana.
The sapajous are very sagacious and
terous:

dcx

they go in companies, and mutually
'warn
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Their tail serves

them exactly like a fifth hand; and they seem.
even to einploy that more than either their hands
or feet.

Nature by this addition seems to have

recompensed them for the

want of a thumb.

it is asserted that they catch fish with this long
tail, and which does not appear incredible, fo?
we have seen one of our coaita's lay hold of t
squirrel, which

had

apartment, with

been put. into the same

his tail, and drag him

out.*

Russel, in his History of Jamaica, speaking of
this animal, says, "this creature has no more
than four fingers to each of its fore paws : but
the top of the üiil is smooth underneath, and
on this it depends for its chief actions, for the
creature holds every thuiigby it, and flings it
self with the greatest ease from every tree and
branch

by its

means.

It is a native

of the

main continent, and a part of the ibod of the
Indians."

'ri

have the address to break the

shell of the oysters, in order to cat them;

and

it is certain that many of them suspend them
selves to the tail of each other, either to
pass
over a brook, or to
swing froth one tree 1°
another.
The females bring forth
only one or
two young ones at a time, which
they always
upon fish,
carry on their backs.
They feed
worms, and insects, but fruit is (heir common
too 1,,
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food, and they grow fat when it is ripe, when,
it is

said, their

flesh

is

good and

exquisite-eating.
Distinctive G/iaraPers of this

Species.

The coaia has neither pouches on the sides
of his jaws,

nor callosities on the

posteriors :

he has a very long prehensile tail.

The pare

tition

of the

nostrils is very

thick, and

the

apertures are placed on the side, and not under
the nose.

lIe has

four fingers

only

on

his

hands or fore-feet : his hair and skin are black:
Ibis face is naked and tawny: his ears are also
naked, and
race.

of the same

form

as

the

human

lie is about a foot and a half long, and

his tail is longer than the head and

body to

gether ; he walks on all fours..
The exquima is nearly of the same size as
the coaita, and, like that animal, has a prehen
site tail; his hair, however, is not black, but
variegated.

There are some which are black

and brown on the back arid white on the belly,
with a very remarkable beard.

These diflbr

cnces, however, are not sufficient to consiut
two different species,
coaitas not entirely

especially as there are

black, but which have a

wh.jtish hair on the throat and belly.
THE
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THE

WE are

SAJOtT.

acquainted with

two varieties in

this species, the Brown Sajou, (fi..
rnonly called

217

14.) corn-

the capuchin monkey ; and the

other only
(trey Sajou, which diffirs from the
in the colour of its hair.
They are of the
same size, the same shape, and the same dis
active, and

very

amusing, by their tricks and nimbleness.

We

position :

both

are

lively,

have had them alive;
they appeared

and of all the sapajous

to be those with

which

the

temperature of our climate seemed least to
They live here for riny years with
dis-agree.
out much trouble, provided they are kept in a
warm room (luring win ier.

We can even give

examples of their producing in this country.
Two were brought forth at Madame de Porn
padour's, at Versailles, one at M. de Reamur's,
at Paris, and another at Madame (Ic Pourscl's,
in Gatinois;

but

ductions, whereas

these were only single pro
in

often bring forth two.

their own climate

they

These sajous are very
fantastical

This word is abridged from cayozlassoz or ajouassou; the
ne by which these animals are called at Maragnon.
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thnasical in their tastes and affections:

they
arc vxreincly fond of some
persons, and have
as great ai aversion for others.
'We observed a singularity in these animals,
which causes the females to be often taken for
lie males.

The clitoris is prominent outward

ly, and is as much

seen as the sexual organ of

the male.
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The sajous have neither pouches on the sides
of their jaws, nor callosities on their posteriors.
Their fhce and ears are of a flesh colour, with
a little

down on them.

The partition of the

yiostrils is thick, and their apertures are placed
pretty close to each other.

Their tail is

naked underneath at the extremity, and
pre-hensile,
cry bushy over every other part.

Some have

black arid brown hair, as well about the face as
on all the upper parts of ihebody.
grey about the face, and
the body.
naked.

of a

Others are

light brown on

Their hands are always black and
They

are but

a foot

long

from

the

extremity of the muzzle to the insertion of the
ai1.

They walk on all fours.*

In a description of Tvl. Vosrnaer,
printed at Amsterdam
in 1770, there is an account of a
singular species of the flying
American ape, &c. which, however,
appears to be the same
nirnI a our brown sajou.
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SAl.

THE

OF the Sai (fig

215.)

we

have seen two

AyJjjcli seem to make a variety in the species.
The hair of the first was a deep brown, and
that of the second, which we have
has

White-throated Sai,

called the

hair

white

on

the

breast, neck, ahd round the ears, and cheeks ;
and

it

differs also from.

being less hairy;

but

perfectly resemble each

the first, in its face

in other respects they
other;

being of the

same disposition, size, and shape.
have

described

Travellers

these animals by the name of

moan.
weepers, from their plaintive

Others

have called them musk monkeys, because like
the maucauco they have a musky odour. They
have likewise been termed macaque, borrowed
from the animals so called in Guinea; but the
nacaquc is a monkey.with a flaccid tail; while
the animals we are

speaking of belong to. the

The f&
apajous, their tails being prehensile..
males have only two teats, and
bring forth but
one or two at a time.
They are gentle, docile,
VOL. IX.
K k
and
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and so timid, that their common
cry, which re
sembles that of a rat, becomes a kind of
groaii
'ing when they are threatened with
danger.
Their food in this climate is
principally snails
and beetles, which
they prefer to any other;
but

in

their native country

of Brasil,

they

chiefly live upon grain and wild fruits which
they pluck from the trees, from 'whence they
seldom

descend till they

have stripped

their

habitation of its treasure.
Distinctive characters of this Species.
The sai has' neither pouches

on the sides of

his jaws, nor callosities on his posteriors.

The

partition of the nostrils is very thick, and the
apertures are placed on the side, and
neath the nose.

The face

and the ears almost naked.
sUe and naked

not be

is round and flat,
The tail is prehen

towards the extremity.

hair on the upper

The

part of the body is a deep

brown, and on the lower, parts, of a yellowish
grey.

These animals are not above fourteen

inches long, and their tails are longer than the
head and body together.
on four feet.

The females

the periodical emanation.

They walk always
are not subject to

Tit r
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THE SA1MIRI.

The Saimiri

is

known by

commonly

amc of the Aurora, the Orange, or
SftpaJou.

the

Yellow

It is very common at Guiana, for

which reason many travellers have s.ylcd it the
Gajjenne Sap ajou.

From the gracefulness of

its motions, the smallness of its size, the bril
Jiant colour of its coat, the fullness and brightness

of its

eyes, and its small

the saimiri has ever taken the

round visage,
lead

of every'

other sapajou, and it is, in fact, the most beau
tiful and pleasing of this tribe;
the most delicate and
transport

and

preserve.

the

but it

is also

most difficult to

From

these

cha

racters, and particularly from that of the tail,
which may be said to be but half prehensile,
for though it makes use of it to climb up trees,
yet it can neither strongly hold, nor firmly
fix itself by it, it seems to form the shade be
vccn the sapajous and the
sagoins.

Distinctive
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Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The saimiri has neither pouches on each side
the cheeks,
The

nor callosities
which

partition

on

divides

the posteriors.
the

nostrils

is

thick, and the apertures are placed on the side
and not

under the

nose.

forehead.

His

no

have

yellow colour;

root,

hair

is

of a bright.

and he has two flesh-coloured

-rings round the eyes.
the

He may be said to

His nose is elevated at
The

and flat towards the nostrils.

mouth is small, the

face

flat and

naked, aiid

hair and a little'

garnished with

the ears

are

pointed.

The tail i's half- preb ensile and longe'r'
He 'is scarcely more than tek

than the body.

or eleven inches in length.
hind

He stands on 1ii

feet with great' ease, but he

commonly

ivalks on all fours.

THE

SAKI.

'tHE Saki, (fig. 2I6.) cornnioiily called the
Fox-tailed Monkey, from its tail being cIoath
ed with very
sagoins,

long hair, is the largest

being

above

seventeen

of the

inches

long

ihen full grown, whereas the largest of the
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ether five species is

not above

25
nine

or

ten.

The saki has very long hair oii its body, and
still longer on its tail :

a whitish clown :

vered with
known

its face is red, and co

and

distinguished

it is

from

easy to be
other

every

the following
sagoin, sapajou, or monkey, by
characters:
Distinctive Characters of this

Species.

The saki has neither pouches on the sides of
his jaws, nor callosities on his posteriors.
tail

His

is not prehensile but flaccid, and half as

long again as his head. and body.

The aper

tires of the nostrils 'are placed on the

side of

the nose, and the partition is very thick.
face is brown,

and covered with a

hitis1i down.

The

fine short

The hair on the upper parts of

the body is of a deep

brown, and those of the

lower of a reddish white.

Vile

hair. is very

long on the body, and still longer on the tail,
extending near two inches beyond the point;
this

hair on

the

brown colour.

tail

is generally of a

deep

There seems to be a variety in

this specks with
respect to colour, as there are
akis to be met with whose hair is of a reddish
yellow colour.

This animal goes on all fours,

and is about a foot and an half
long, from the
tip of the nose to the insertion of the tai-I.
The females àf this
dical emanation.

species have not the pcrio'
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THE

THIS is

TAMARIN,.

the name which the animal bears

in Cayenne: it is called the little black
monkey
some,

by

ethers.

and

It

the

great-cared

is much

monkey by

smaller than that which

we have just described, and differs from it in
characters,

many

particularly

the

in

tail,.

-which is cloathed only with short hair, whereas
that of. the saki

is furnished with very long.

The tarnariii has

also

It is a

feet.

large

ears

pretty and lively

and

yellow
and

animal,

so exceedingly delicate.
very easily tamed, but
as to be unable long to resist the intemperance
of our climate.
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The

tamarin has

sides of his jaws,
rioTs.

neither

pouches

on

the

nor callosities on his
poste

His tail is flaccid, and as long again as

his head and body.

The partitions

between

the nostrils are

very thick, and the apertures
are on the sides, and not under the nose.
The
face

is of a

dark flesh colour.

square, large, naked,

The ears are

and of the same colour,
and
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The upper lip
and the eyes are of a chesnut.
The body,
is slit, nearly like that of the hare.
head, and tail, are covered with a dark brown
hair, and the hands and feet with a short hair
of an orange colour.

The body arid legs are
lie

well proportioned.

walks

on

all

fours,

and measures not above seven or eight inches
in length, his

head included.

THE OUTSTITI.*

THIS animal (fig. 217.) is smaller than the
tamarin, being not above six inches long, in
cluding the head ;
that

length,

and

his tail is more than double
annulafed

white rings, like that

with

black

and

of the maucauco, yet at

the same lime it is more
bushy than that ani
mal's.

The face of the ouistiti is naked, and

of a flesh colour.
tufts of
ears,

He has

two very

singular

long white hair on the fore part of the
which
entirely conceals them when we

look at the animal full in the face.

Mr. Par

sons has given a
good description of this ani
inal in the
Philosophical Transactions; and
Mr.
So called fom a noise made
by this animal which ht
that sound.
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it:

Edwards has given a very good figure of
he speaks of having seen several of them,

and says that the largest did not weigh above
ix ounces,
half:

and

the smallest only four and a

he very judiciously observes,

that the

supposition of the small Ethiopian monkey,
vhicli
fonlccs,

Ludolph

speaks

of by

the

name

of

or guereza, being the same animal as

the ouistiti, has no foundation.
neither the onistiti,

tairl that

to be met

sagoin, is

with

in

It is very cer
nor

any

other

Ethiopia ;

and

it is very probable that the fonkes, or guereza,
of Ludoiph, is either the maucauco, or the loris,
-which are common in the southern parts of the
Old Continent. Edwards farther says, that whea
the ouistiti (sanglin) is in good health lie has a
of.hair, and very bushy; that one of
great deal
those which he saw, and which was healthy,
fed

upon

several

things,

herbs, insects, and snails;

as

biscuits,

that being
?1

fruits,
day

unchained, lie darted at a little gold fish in a
whicbhe killed, and devoured with
glass globe,
Lhataftcrwards some small

the greatest avkhty

eels were presented him, which frightened hint
at first,
lie

soon

by twisting about his neck,
conquered

and ate them,

but that
Mr. Ed

wards adds a fhct which proves that these little
animals might be

multiplied in the southern
parts
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where the climate is

in Portugal,

vourable to them.

fa

At first they have an ugly

hair on their
appearance, having scarcely any
bodies; and they cling close to the teats of
dam.

their

they grow a

When

1itt1t

older

on her back or shoulders,
they fix themselves
and when she is weary of carrying she releases
herself by rubbing them off against the wall,
which being done, the father, if he is by, will
allow them to get upon his back.
Distinctive characters of this Species.
The ouistiti

has

neither

prmches

on

the

sides of his jaws nor callosities on his posteriors.
His tail is flaccid, very bushy, with alternate
annulated bars of black and white, or rather
brown and grey, and is as long
head and body.

again as the

The partition of the nostrils

is very thick, -in(] the apertures are placed at
the side. The head is round, and cloathed with
black hair above

the forehead, and above the

nose is a white spot without hair.
almost all naked, and

His facc is

of a deep flesh colour.

He has a tuft. of long white hair on each side
of the head before the ears. His ears are round,
flat, thin, and naked. His eyes are ofa chesnut
colour.

His body is covered with a soft, grey,

%QL. i.

L 1

ash-
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iurro's

ash-ColoLlre(l hair; his throat, breast, and bel.
ly, of a

light

yellow.

He walks on

not

grey, with

above six

inches

a slight tincture of

all fours, and
long.

is often

The females are

not subject to the periodical emanation.

TIlE

THE

MARIKINA.

Marikina

(/7g. 218.)

known by the

name of the

We reject this

compound

is

little

commonly
Lion

Ape.

denomination, be

cause the marikina is not an ape but a sagoin,
and no more resembles the lion than a lark re
sembles an ostrich, there being no affinity be
tween them, except in the long hairs that sur
round the face of the
hair at the

marikina, and a tuft of

end of his tail

His hair is long,

soft, and glossy. His head is round, face brown,
and naked, and concealed
eyes red, ears round,
under the long hairs which surround his face.
These hairs are of a bright red, and those on
the

body and tail of a

proaching

a white.

very pale yellow, ap
This animal has the same

manners, the same vivacity, and

the same in.

chinations as

lie seems t

the other
sagoins.

he
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be of a more robust temperament, for we have
'seen one which lived five or six years in Paris,
other particular care than keep

without any

a chamber, where
ing it during the winter in
in there was a tire every day.
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The

marikina has

neither pouches on the

sides of his cheeks, nor callosities on

his pos

1-us tail is flaccid, and nearly as long

teriors.

again as boli his head and body.

The aper

nostrils are on each

side of the

tures of the
nose,

and the

very

thick.

Partition
His

which divides them

cars are round

arid

naked.

The hair is long, ofa yellowish red colour about
the facc*,

and bright yellow hairs,

an equal length, over every
his tail

body;

nearly of

other part

of the

is tcrminacd with a consider*

able tuft of hair,

lie walks on all fours, and

is not above eight or nine inches long

THE

"

THIS
larger
mann.

animal,

than

PINCH.

though

either

the

very

small,

onistiti,

Including the head and

or

is

still

the

ta

body, lie is
about

The face is flat, and of a dull purple colour.

Pc'im.mt.
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about nine inches long, and his fail is full eight
lie is remarkable for a

teen.

kind of

white

smooth hair upon the top and sides of the head,
more cspccially as this colour
contrasted

with

of

that

is

the

wOfl(lCriUlly

fhce,

black, shaded by a small grey down.
are black; his tail

which

i

His eyes

is of a bright red from i.s

insertian to near the middle, where it ch aiges
to a deep brown, and continues so to the end.
The lair on the upper parts of the body is of
a yellowish brown colour ;

that on the breast,

belly, hands, and feet , is white.
black,

even where

covered

His throat is niied and

with

The skin is
white hair.

like

black

his

face.

This anina, though of a very siagular figure,
is flCVFtl1('lCSS
soft, and

very handsome.

resembles more the

His voice is

cilaunling of a

little bird , than the cry of a quadruped.
is

very

from

delicate, and

cannot

be

lie

transported

America to Europe, without the grcatcst

precaution.
Distinctive Characters of this Species.
The pinch has neither -,,,ouch(,s oil the sides
of his cheeks, nor callosities on his posteriors.
His tail is flaccid, and as long
and body togelher.
trils is

gairi as his head

The PuIti10ll of the ;ios

thick, and the apertures are
placed at
the
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the side, and not under the nose.
throat, and cars
lfc-ad is white ;

are black.

The face,

Th.c hair on the

the muzzle broad, and the face

The hair on the body long, and of a
rc.id isli

colour,

u titil it approaches

and then it becomes of an orange
I- ;
11 111 shorter
(:u.

The

on

the

tail is

the

tail,

it is white

breast, bclty, hands, and

of a

red at its in

bright

sertion, darker as it proceeds towards the mid
dle, and entirely black at its extremity.
on four feet, and is not

lie

above nine hi-

dies Iodg.

THE

WITCO.

WE are indebted for the knowledge of this
anitntl

(fig.

219.)

to III.

de la

Condiimine,

and shall therefore give his account of it in his
'' flie mOt1
Voyage tip the river Amazon.
a
key, of which the governor of Pam made me
present, was the only one of its kind that had
buen seen in the country. The hair on its body
was of the most bea'ntiful silvery white Colour
and that on its tail was

of a

glossy

chesnut

app1a cli ing
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approaching to black.
muzzle,

Ps

cars, cheeks, and

were tinctured with so

bright a ver-

mill jon, as to have the appearance of bciug the
work of ari.

I kept it a year, and it was alive

at the time I was writing this account
within sight

of the French

coast ;

alulost

but, iiot

that I
withstadi!g the continual precautions
took

to preserve it froni the cold, yet the

ri

it before my arrival.
gour of the season killc:l
I preserved it in aqua vitr, which will prove
not exaggerated."
my description is

By lhi5

recital of M. de la Condamine, it is

obvious

that his

description

animal than

will

the mico;

apply

to

no oilier

and that it is a differ

ciii, and probably, scarce species, since no au
thor

or

traveller

before

him

has made any

mention of it, though it is remarkable for the
and for the
bright red which animates its face,
beauty of its hair.

Distinctk'e Characters of this Species.
The mico has neither pouches on the side of
his checks, nor callosities on his posteriors.

lie

has a flaccid lail, which is about half as
long
head and body. The
as
the
again
partition of the
nostrils is not so thick as in oilier
their apertures are at their sides.

sagoins, but
His face and
cars
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of a vermilion

short,

the

eyes

are

colour.

the ears are large;

distant
his htir

is of a beautiful silver white colour, and of a
glossy brown

on

the tail,

lie walks

on

all

fours, and is about seven or eight inches long.
The females are not subject to
emanation.

the

periodical
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ACCOUNT OF SOME ANIMALS NOT EXPRESSLY
TREATED OF IN THIS WORK.

WE have
0111
in

now finished,

ability, the history

to

the

utmost of

of Quadrupeds, but
more

order to render it still

complete, we

shall not

pass over

in silence those of w'hicli

VC have

riot

able

kno\1edge.

been

to

of those species we

have

as a duty to

or could gain a knowledge

an

exact

and of those

They are but few,

few, many must be looked

yet feeling it

obtain

upon
before

as varictics
IflCfl ionid;

state all we k;uw,
c;

i

n

to add fl
kingdom, we dctcrmncd
ing, afl(l in which we have been

animal
f')IJoT,r

as particular

as pos1bic.

T.11 Z.
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1.

THE

WHITE

BEAR*'

THIS is a noted animal in our
em

climates.

mention it,

265

most north.

Martin and some other tr, iellers
but none of them give a sufficient

description of it to enable us positively to pro
vhether it be a different sjecies from

nounce,

the common bear.

Supposing everything they

have written to be fact, then that must be the
case: but as we know that the species of the
bear varies greatly according to the difference
of climate; that there are brown, black, white,
and others variegated, the
character

nugatory

in

colour becomes a

constituting

different

species; and, consequently, the denomination
of white bear is insufficient to prove the species
different.
brought

I have seen two small bears that were
from

Russia

entirely white;

never

theless, they were most certainly of the same
species as our

bears of the Alps.

These ani

mals also vary greatly with respect to size; as
they live a long
fatter 111
voi.ix.

time, and become larger and

those parts of the world where they
Mm

find
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find ample provision, and are

not

(liSturbec

the character drawn from the size is still more
we have not a sufficient

equivocal; therefore,

foundation to assert,.tbat the bear ofthe north
em

seas is a particular species, merely because

it is white and larger than our common bear.
The difference of habits
more

than

decisive

not seem to b

does

that

of colour and size..

The bear of the northern seas lives upon fish;
1e never quits the sea coasts,
inhabits

islands

the floating

and even often
of ice.

But if

we consider that the bear in general is an ani
mal which feeds indifferently on every
and that wlierr

pressed

with

thing,

hunger, he has

no particular choice, and that he has not the
least dread of water, these habits will

not ap

different to conclude that the
pear sufficiently
The fish 'which the
species is not the same.
bears of the northern seas feed upon, may
Tather be termed flesh, as it chiefly consists of
the carcasses of 'whales,. seals, &c.

and

that

too in a climate which produces no other ani
inals,

nor even grain

consequently,

the bear is

of subsistIng on the
Is

it

not

nor fruits;- and

probable,

where,

under the
necessity

productions
therefore,

of the sea.

if the bears of

to the mountains
Savoy were transported
Spitzbergen,

not

finding

any nutriment

of
on

land1
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.knd, they would plunge into the sea to seek
-for subsistence?
Colour,

size,

and method

of living, being

therefore insufficient, there remains only those
essential characters which nay be derived from
their figure.

Now, all that travellers have said

of the sea-bear is simply, that his head, body.,
and hair, are longer than in our bears, and his
head
real

much

If these differences be

harder.

and striking,

they would suffice to con

stitute a different species:

but I am doubtful

whether Martin examined them with accuracy,
and whether the others, who copied from him,
" These white bears
have not exaggerated.
(says lie) are shaped quite otherwise than those
in our country; they have a long head like that
of a dog, and the neck is also long; they bark
almost like dogs that are hoarse; they are not
so clumsy,

and more nimble than our bears;

they are nearly of the same size; their hair is
long,-'and softer

than wool.

It is said, that

common bears have a very tender head, but it
is

quite

contrary

though we

with

gave one

the 'white

several

bear, for

blows over the

head, he was not in the least stunned, although
they were sufficient to have knocked down au
x.*"

We may remark from this description,

rst, that the author does

not speak of these
bears

10 Martin's
Voyage to Spitzberen.
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bears as being larger than ours, and that, con
we ought to suspect

scquently

the

testimony

of those who have affirmed, that the sea-bears
were

thirteen feet long.

Secondly,

that the

hair being as soft as wool does not constitute a
specific character, since an animal's going fre.Q
quently in the water is a sufficient cause for the
hair becoming softer, and even more bushy, as is
seen by the land and water beaver: those that
live upon land, rather than in the water, having
a rougher and thinner hair; and what make
me suspect

that the other

differences are

not

real, nor even so apparent as Martin speaks of',
is that Dithmar Biefklein, in his description of
Iceland, speaks of these white bears, and asserts
having seen one

f them killed in Greenland,

which reared itself on his bind feet like other
bears;

but in

word which

this recital, he does

not say

a

indicates that the white Green

land bear is not

entirely like ours.

Besides

'when these animals find prey upon land, they
do not seek for

food in the sea : they

devour

rein-deer, and any other beast they can seize;
men, and dig up dead bodies.
they even attack
But when almost famished, as they often find
themselves

in those desart and

barren lands,

to frequent the water, in quest
they are o!1iged
of seals,

and small whales.
young walruses,
'1' h
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the islands of ice, where they
get upon
wait for their prey; and as long as they find

They

abundance of subsistence, they never quit (heir
post;

so that

when the
suffer

spring, they

away with it, and

ice begins to float in

themselves
as they

be

to

carried

regain the

cannot

land, nor even quit the ice on which they are
embarked for a. long time, they frequently pe
rish

in the open sea.

the coasts of

Those which arrive on
with

Norway or Iceland

floats of ice, are so nearly famished,,

these

that they

devour, with the greatest voracity, every thing
they meet; and this may have occasioned the
prejudice that

these sea bears are more

and voracious than the common kind.

fierce
Some

authors have been persuaded that the sea-bears
were amphibious, like the seals, and that they
an remain as long as they please under water;
but

the contrary is evident, from the manner

in which they

are hunted.

but a short time

together,

They
nor

can swim

can

they go

above the space ofa league: they are followed
by a small boat, and are soon weary.
could

dispense

plunge

to the

selves;

but

with respiration

If they.

they would

bottom, in order td rest them

when

they

dice

it is only for a

short time, being obliged to rise to the surface
of the water for fear of
drowning, and then the
hunters kill them.
The
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common prey of these

The

white bears I

seals, but the walruses, from whom they some..
times take away their young, wound them

with

their tusks and oblige

The

whales

them to

retreat.

also drive them from

the plies they

frequent by their weight and magnitude, but
they sometimes devour the young whales.- All
bears

are

naturally

very fat,

and the white

bears, which feed only on animals loaded with
grease, are much more so than the rest.
fat is also nearly like that of the whale.
flesh of these bears is
ing, and

said

Their
The

not to be bad eat

their skin makes a

very warm and

durable fur.

SUPPLEMENT.

I HAVE

since

received

a

drawing

of a

White Bear*, from Mr. Collinson, and if that
be perfect, the land and sea-bears are certainly
distinct species, the difference in the length of
their heads being sufficient to constitute them
such.

it also appears that the.
By this drawing

feet of the sea-bear are formed like those of dogs,.
mid other carnivorous animals, whereas those
of
For which see vol. vi. page 270, of this Edition.
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shaped like the humam

of the land-bear are

From the assertion of several travellers

hand.

understand, that the former

we also

of these

bears are much larger than the latter;

Gerard

de Veira says, that the skin of one which he
killed

measured twenty-three

length,

three times the length of a common

which is
bear.

feet in

In

the

of

collection

Voyages to

the

North it is stated that thesebears are larger and
more ferocious than those of our parts;
the

same

work it

but in.

is said, that although they

are of a different shape, their heads and necks
being much

longer,

slender, yet

they are

and

their

bodies more

of the same size

nearly

with the others.
It is generally admitted by travellers thattlie
heads of these sea-bears are so hard that a blow
which

would fell an ox

does not stun

them,

aid that

their voice is more like the barking

of a dog

than that

of a common bear.

bert Lade says, that
near

the

river

which were
the

so

lie killed two

sea-bears

Rupper of a prodigious size,
ferocious

that they attacked

hunters, wounded two

killed several savages.
third

Ro

Englishmen,

and

It is mentioned in the

Dutch Voyage to the North, that a sea

bear was killed by the sailors
Nova Zembla, whose

skin

on the coast of

was

thirteen feet
.Jon.
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From all which I am inclined to believe

that this animal, which has been so freqnently
distinguished fonts ferocity, is amucli larger
species than the common bear.

C)

THE TAIITARIAN COW.

M. GMELIN,

in the New Memoirs of the

has given a descrip
Academy at Pete rsburgh,
tion of this animal, which seems, at first sight,
different

to be quite

from all those which we

have spoken of under the article buffalo. "This

and of which
cow (says he) 'which 1 saw alive,
came from
! had a drawing made in Siberia,
It was about the length of two
Calmuck.
Russian ells

and a half;

by this standard we

other dimensions, the propor?
may judge of its
iion of which the designer has well executed.
The body resembles that

of a commOn

the horns bent inward; the hair on

cow:

the body

and head is black, except on the forehead and
spine

of

the

back,

neck is covered

where it is white.

with

The

a mane, and the rest of

the body with very long hair, which descends
to
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appear very

legs
in

raised

form of a

the

resembles that of a 1iorsc, is

white, and very bushy; the forelegs are black,
ones

the hind

resemble

white, and

those

of

there are two tufts of long hair upon

the ox ;

the hind feet, one before and the other behind,
the fore-feet there is but one, which is

but on

The excrements are

placed on the hind part.
more

solid thai those of the

common cow;

and in discharging its water the animal bends
its body backward.
ox, but grunts
even

It does not

like

ferocious,

a

It

hog.

low

like an

is wild, and

for, excepting the

man. who

gives it food, it strikes with its head all those
that come near

it.

It dislikes

of domestic cows, and when
it grunts, which

it

occasion."

this

adds,

"

To

the compmy

it sees one of them

seldom does on any other
description

MI. Gmclin

that it is

the

same animal

spoken of

by Rubruquis in

his

Travels

Tartary :

into

that there are two
species of these animals in
that country ;

the first called sarluk, which is

the same as lie describes;

the second ciwinuk,

which differs from- the other

in

of the head and horns, and also

the largeness
by

the

tail,

which resembles that of the horse towards
VOL. IX.

N n

its

insertion,
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insertion, and tcrminae

like

that of a

ow

but that they both have the same dispositions."
There is

but

a

single character in

all this

description which indicates that the Calinuck
Cows are of a particular species, which is their
gruniag

instead

of lowing, for as to all the

rest, they so strongly reseLnble the bisons, that
I doh

not doubt they are of the same species, or

rather the

same race.

author says

Besides,

that thcse cows

do

the

though
not

low

but

grunt, yet he acknowledges they do that wily
'very seldom ;
cular aflèction

and this was, perhaps, a i1rti
of the

individual he saw,

lir

thrbruqui, and others whom he quotes, (10 not
speak

of this

when they are

grunting;

perhaps the

irritated,

have also an

bisons,
angry

grunt; even our bulls, especially in the rutting
season, have a hol low interrupted voice, which
much more
I

resembles grunting than
loing.

am, therefore, persuaded that this
grunting
cow (iacca grunnicus) of M. Grnelhiii is no
other

than a bison, and does not

constitute a

particular species.

TILE
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3.

THE

75

TOLAIS

TillS animal, which is very common in the
country which borders. on the Uilce

in

Tartary, is a Iile larger than a rabbit, which
it. resembics in figure, co1or of the hair, taste
of the flesh, and iii the habit of
burrowing in
the earth

to

iseif.

conceal

Their

i;ternal

structure is aho the same, arul they clifLr only
in the tail, which is

considerably loig'cr than

that

it, therefore,

of the

rabbit ;

probable that

it

does

different. species,
of the

not. really

but i

seews

very

constitute a

only a vari('ty in that

rabbit.

Rubniqtns, speakinr of the
animals of Tarry, says, '' There are rabbits
with

tails, which have

long

hairs

at

hares,

the cid.

many

There

gazcUes,

not

to

be met

flat it has
climate,
tail;

are

&c."

seems to' indicate that. our
is

black and white
no,

stags,

This

passage

short-t.-,tiled

willi hi rFart.Y

for as

Cspeciaiy

the

tolai

in

rabbit

or rather

undergone some variations

and

few

in

that

the Ic;gth of the

resembles the

rabbit in
every
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I do not think it
every oilier respect,
necessary.
to consider them

as

a

distinct

and

separate

species.

4.

SOME
nus,

i-ii

authors, and among the

have

doubted,

(cilillus) were

ziesel,

the h!ms1er
ble each

ZISEL.

whether

zisel,

or

a different animal from.
It. is true they resem

(cricetus).

other in

the

rest, Lin

many respects,

nearly the same country;

and inhabit

but they differ by a

sufficient nuiiiber of characters to convince us
they are realJy different species.
smaller than the hamster;
slender like the weasel;

but

its body is long and
that

of the

It has

no ex

whereas

hamster is thick like the
ternal ears,

The zisel is

rat.

only

auditory passages con

cealed. under the hair.

The hamster has short

ears,

but they are

very broad

and

apparent.

The ziscl is of a uniform cinereous grey colour,
but the

hamster is

marked

with three

large
white

s found in Misnia, Thuringa, and Ha
The zisel is found in Hungary, Austria, and Poland,

The hamster
nover.

where i is called suit.
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white snots on each

These

side of the breast.

diffeicnces, jOLned to that of their not mixing
of the same COU ntry,
together, though natives

are sufficient to decide the fact of their being
two

different

species,

each oiler in the
legs,

in

their

they resemble

though

shortness of their

teeth,

like

being

tails and

those of the

rat, and have the same natural habits, such as
burrowing in the earth, laying

up magazines

of provisions, destroying grain, &c.
to leave no

doubt

on this

subject,

Besides,
we

shall

observe, that Agricola, an exact and judicious
author, in his little Treatise
Animals, gives
clearly
possible

a

descriptioi of both, and so

distinguishes
to

of Suberraneous

them,

confound

that

them;

it

is

therefore,

iim
we

may

certainly affirm that the hamster and the

zisel

are two different species ;

and, perhaps,

as distinct from each other as the weasel and
the rat.

5.

THERE

THE

is another

ZEMNr.

animal

'Russia, called zieinni, or

in Poland and

cmni, which is of the

same genus as the zisel, but
larger, stronger,
and
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ttniil mere mischievous.
than

It is somc'y1utf
smaller

the domestic cat.

Its

head is
large,

its

body slender, and its cars short and round.

It

L:s iour large incisive teeth which
project out
of the mouth, the two in the lower
jaw being
thrice as long as the two in the
The
upper.
feet are

short,

very

and

covered with

hiir;

they are divided into fiVC toes, and armed with
crooked claws.

The

of a mouse colour.
The

soft, short, and

The tail moderately large.

eyes small and

mole.

hair is

hidden like those of the

Rzaczynski has called this animal the

small subterranean

dog.

This

author seem

s

to be the only one who has spoken of the zcmn
iii, though

it

is

very

Y!uees 01 the North.

common
Its

ill

natural

Some pro
dis1ositwn

and habits are nearly the same as those of the
hamster and zisel.

It bites dangerously, eats

greed thy, and p1uders orchards and gardens.
It

borrows

an

habitation

in

the

earth,

and

lives upon giain, fruits, and pot-herbs, which
it stores in magazines for its winter support.

Tilt
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THE

TIlE

same author,

279

POUCH.

iLzaczynski,

mentions

another animal, called by the Russians pouch :
it is larger than the domestic rat;

its muzzle is

in
long, it burrows, and commits depredations
There were

the gar(ie.us, &c.

such numbers

near Suraz and Volhinia,

that the inhabitants

obliged to ab:iiidon

the culture of their

were

gardens.

This p)L1Cl1 is posib1y the same as

what Seba calls the Norwegian rat, of which
he gives a figure and description.

7.

THE

PEROTJASCA.

THERE is also in Russia and Poland,
cspc
in
Volhinia, an animal which the Ruscially
sians call perewiaka, and
przewiaska by the
Polanders,

a

name

we

may

translate

ihe

girdlal
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This animal is not so bicr as

the pole-cat ; it is covered with a whitish
hair,
transversally
hiJ

sripe(1

appears like so

In die wood's, and

with

a

yellowish

It, lives

many girdles.

burrows in

S0-in
h
is so,,ifrlit ,(I fier and
Z:3

the

red,

earth ;

its

inakes a very beauti-

Ilit fur.

S.

THE

SOUSLIK.

ThERE is found at. Casan, and in the provinces watered by the MTelga, and even in Ans
tria, a smad animal called souslik in the Rus
sian language, which furnishes a beautiful fur.
In figure and shortness of tail, it greatly re
hat
sembles the short_tailcdficld-mouse; but
from the mouse orrat kind, is
distinguishes it
its coat, which
small

spots

is in every part sprinkled with

of a

glossy and

shining white;

these spots areexceedingly small, and placed at
each other;
a little distance from
they are more
the loins, than on the shoulders
apparent upon
Mr. Pennant, an English gentle
and head.
man, thoroughly versed in Natural

History,
favoured
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one of these sousliks, which

.avo tired me with

had been sent him from Austria, as an animal
I soon

naturalists were not acquainted with.

as that of which I
recognised it to be the same
had a skin in iii

posesion,

and of which M.

Sanchez had furnished me with the following
" The rats called sousliks, are. taken
account.
in

vessels in the river
great numbers in the salt

where

descends

which

Xa;na,

the

salt

are,

pits

Solikamski,

from
and

falls

Wolga above he town of Casan.
from

Simbuski

Sorntof, is

to

these salt vessels, in
taken,
on

as

those

well as
rivers.

into

The WTolga
covered

with

which these animals
the

in

They

the

are

lands which border
have

been

named_

souslik, that is, dainty- mouth Ccl, because they
are very fond of salt."

SUPPLEMENT.

WE have

since learnt, that

generally live in

the

desert,

these animals

and

burrow

the sides of the mountains where the
blackish;

in

earth is

that some of them make (heir holes

zeven or eight feet
long, at the end of which
'VOL. ix.

100

they
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they 101111 different apartments for
poviioiis

for

the

vi-inter,

storing up

which

consist

cars of corn, peas, lint, and hemp seeds :
be Dot cultivated lands

they

of herbs,

aU

diffircnt

of

or if
kinds

c Ijicli they keep separate in.

of

diHrent parts of

their

to

holes,

viiicli they

have from two to five entrances, always wind
ing', and the mouths of them sometimes seven
feet asunder;

they also dig holes for their ha
Be

bitations separate from their magazines.
sides grain and
mice,

but

are

grown ones.
five

young

herbs they
unable

feed

upon young

from two to

The females have
ones

full

to encounter the

at a

time,

first

which are

blind, and without hair ; nor do they begin to
see till after the hair appears.

GOLDEN-COLOURED MOLE.

9

is said that there is in

IT
called

Siberia a mole,

the golden-coloured mole,

and

whose

be different from the or
pccies may probably
dinary mole, because the Siberian his no tail,
and a
with

very

short muzzle ;

red and green,

and

the hair is mixed
of a

gold

shade;
only
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toes on the fore-feet, and four or
only three
mole has
those behind: whereas the common
five

toes on each foot.

We are

ignorant

of

cba

the proper name of this animal, of which
has given a figure.

10. THE WHITE WATER-RAT.

THE

European

Water

Rt is found

in

Canada, but its colour is different; its back is
hite, and in some

brown, the rest of the body
few

places

extremity

yellow.
of the

The

tail,

head, muzzle, and

are

whit.

The hair

seems sofer and more glossy t ha' that of our
water-rat : but they are perfectly alike in
every
other respect, atd 110 doubt

are

of the same

The whiteness of

the

hair

species.

is

duced V'the coldness of the climate:

pro

and, it

is highly
probable, that in the northern parts
of Europe, there are white water rats as well
as in Canada.

Ii.

TILL
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11.

TJJOUGTI

THE GUINEA-HOG.

this

animal

differs

from

the,

COIfltflOfl hog in some characters, nevertheless
I presume it to be of the

atne spccics, arid that

these difibrences are only varieties proclucc(1 by
the influence of the climate.

Of this we have

an example in the Siam bog, which also differs
it is certainly

from that of Europe, althoigli

since they intermix

of the same species

and

The Guinea hog is nearly

produce together.

of the same figure as ours, and about the same
size as the Siam hog, that. is, smaller than the
It is a native

wild boar, or our domestic huge

of Guinea, and has been transported into Bra
zil, \vhere ii has multiplied

and quite tame.

J.L is .domesti

country.

as in its own native
Its

hair is short, red, and gIosy: it has no bristles,
on

not

ever'

the

crupler

hair

its

from which

but

the

neck

and

the tail, are covered

longer

Its head is

ears,

turn

near

somewhat

body.
hog',

back;

the

than

the

not so big

rest

with

of

the

as that of our

it also (iiIFeFs in the shape o"

liich are

very Ion,,-

backwards '11 poll

point(.'11, and

the neck.

Its . tail

is

I
P;4
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almost

longer,

85

touching the

ground,

This race of'Iiogs, which,

and without hair.

according to Marcgrave, origir;ally belonged
o Guinea., is also met wi!li in Asia, and
in the island of Java, from whence
par-ticularly
they have

been

transported

to

the

Cape

of

Good hope by the Dutch.*

12.

THE_ WILD BOAR OF CAPE NERD.

THERE is another hog,
Cape Yerd,

or

wild

boar, at

hich, by the number of is teeth,

and the enormous size of the tusks in the up
of a different race, if not
per jaw, seems to be
of a different

species

from every other

and approaches nearer the babiroussa.

hog,

tusks
they

resemble ivory
are

half a

horns of a bull.

horns more than

toot. long,

round at the base,

and

and

teeth ;

fi'e

bent nearly

inches

like the

This character alone would

be insufficient however, to constitute
cular species ;

These

bnt

what supporlts

sum- ptiun is, that he differs

a parti

this

pre"

from every oilier
hog

* The
hogs, says Kolbe, which hare been broubt from
ava to the Cape of Good [-lope, have
very short legs, are
black, and without bristles ; their
belly which is very big,

bangs almost on the ground. The flesh is very good to eats
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in the length of the aperture of his noslri1,

the largenes and form ol' his jaws, and in the
number and fonii of his grinders; iieverheless
we have seen

t!e tusks of a. will

boar,

taken

the forests of burg'iindy, \\hiC!1 somewhat

in

appronclwd Chose of
Verd.

the

ill

These tusks were

and a half lon,

boar

about

and four iiiclies

of Cnpc

Ibree inches
i

at the base
were turned like the
circum-ference
horns of a bull, that is, they had a double
whereas the corm-ion tusks have Ofliy
cur-vature,
a. single one.

T1ey likewise

solid as ivory ;

and it is certain that this wild

boar must have had

cemed

the jaws

to be as

larger than the

common kind. Therefore we may presume that
this wild boar of Cape Verd is a simple variety,
a particular race in the wild boar species.

SUPPLEMENT.

WE have received an engraving of this ani.
mal from the celebrated M. Ailainajid,

profcs

or of Natural history at L'ydcii, and who has
alo written to M. Daube!lton in the
terms :-" 1

conceive,

Sir,

that

following

the

animal

represented
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in the plate which I sent you, is the

epr(SCfle(l

arnc as that which you have treated of under
The

the name of the wild boar of Cape Verd.
one whence it was taken is now living
5,

1767)

Orange.
receive
form

menagerie of the

(May

Prince

of

in

the

I

and always
frequently visit him,

pleasure

from

of.his head.

admiring the singular

It was transrnifled by ihie

Governor of the Cape of Good Hope, to whofli
I have written, requesting him to send me ano
ther, l)ut of

which

I

have Utile hopes, since

even at the Cape it was regarded as a monster;
yet should 1 succced, I will send it to France,
that you and AT. de Buffon may have an op
portutity of examining it.

We put a common

ow to the one we have, for the
ing

of try-

hether they would copulate, but the.

staiit she carne near him
tore her to pieces."

he darted at her, and

In another letter M. Al

lam. and remarks, that the most rnatria.l (lifTer
ence between this and the common boar is in
their heads, and in this boar's
having two very,
singular protuberances in the form
Ilie side of each
eye.
this animal

of ears at

The aversion ,.hewn by

to the sow, as well

as

the diffr

ences, both external and internal, in the forms
of their heads, tends to
prove it a distinct spe"ics from our hog; yet as it
approaches nearer
to
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o that than to any other animal, and is found
riot only near Cape Yerd but also in the

eiu'li

bourhood of the Cape of Good Hope, we shall
call it. the .African boar.
%'osmacr calls it the wild African boar, and
very justly

distinguishes

it from the

Guinea

the Indian
hog, the America., pecan, and from
babirousa.

This author,

'' M
marks, iliat,

in his account, r(-,,.b

de Bulfon, speaking of the

wild boar of Cape Verd preserved in the royal
cabinet, says that it had cutting teeth; but no
such teeth appear in the one l have. The anima'
came to me in a cage, but being informed he was
not Mischievous) I opened the door, and he came
shewing the least sign

out, without

of rage ;

lie iiut1ed about in search of food, and greedi
ly devoured

hatcver was given him.
few moments, and

him alone for a

I

left

on my re

turn found him busily employed in digging up
the floor, in which, although paved with

small

bricks, closely cemented, he had made a very
not wi hout the assistance
large hole, and it was
of several men

that I

could

make

him

give

over and return to his cage, for he made much
resistance, and

expressed

mourn ml cries.
sharp and
been Taken in

The

his

resentment

by

He appears to liav

woods of Africa

when

he

was very young, for lie has grown considerably
since
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since be was brought here ; lie is sti11 alive, and
was not much affected laf winter, though the
frost was very

and

far more agile

He allows himself to be strok.

than our hogs.
ccl,

He is

severe.

fond

appears

of

friction.

rough

When made angEy lie retires backwards,

al

ways facing his assailant, and shakes his head
very

After

forcibly.

having been

confined

for any length of time, on being let loose he is
very

the deer, or
sportive, leaps and pursues

other animals, and then carries his tail erect,
He has a

which at other times is pendulous.

I da
very strong odour, not disagreeable, yet
not know any
be

other smell with which it
fle

compared.

eats

while bringing him
maize,

and

as

could procure;
barley and

fresh

but when

wheat

all sorts of grain;

over they

much

he

caii

fled

him

with

herbage as they

he had

tasted

our.

preferred them to other

food', excepting root sdug out

f the earth.

lie

is so fond of rye-bread that he follows any per
son who holds him

a piece

upon the knees of his fore

of it.

He sinks

legs, when

he cats

or drinks, and in which position be orflea rests.
He hears and smells
the smallness and
is very limited ;
and. near each
VOL.

1X-,

very acutely,

but front

ituation of his eyes h is sight
they are placed

other,

v:ry high,

and have two large cxP p

CreSCencc'
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crccences underneath them, so that he canno
perceive the objects which are round him.
Ills flgure is 'very like that of the

conhinOr

hog) but lie appears less, from his back being
more flat and his kgs shorter; compared with
them

also,

very (Ieformcd.

he appears
flat,

muzzle is large,

and

hard ;

nose

the

and
moveable, bent towards the base,
the

nates obliquely ;

are

nostrils

His
is

termi-

large,

and

distant from each other ; the upper lip is hard
and thick, very prominent round the tusks, and
of the muzz1e
hangs pend ulons over the corners
He has no front teeth, but the
and hard.
crooked,

The tusks
five

'unis are smooth

of the

inches and

a

upper jaw
half in

pointed at the ends, and an. inch

are

length,

thick at

the

base; those of the under jaw are much smaller,
and from a constant friction against the upper
appear to

be cut

permit us to

He would

obliquely.

examine bib grinders.

are small, the

iris- of a

not

His eyes

deep brown, and the

cornea white.; the upper eyelids have a brown,
stiff, close

cilia,

longest

in

the middle,

there are no cilia on the under.
pretty large,
with

but

The ears are

rather round, covered on the in

yellow hair, and bent backwards.

Besides the protuberances under the
eyes there
are two more, one on each
side of the head,.
Tb
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arc se.
T1ie skin appears to be thick; and there
The
vcral tufisof hati' ¬1 is peised over his body.
is

forehead

with

covered

brown

and

white

from thence is a narrow band of (lark

hairs ;

grey down

to

he

beginning

of the muzzle,

where it divides and extends on each

side

of

the head; the bristles are the longest and closest
on IIIC nc6k and anterior part ofthe back, they
ac

of a

grey, and some

brow nisil

of them

seven or eight inches long; they are not thicker
-than those of the corrimonhog, and split in the
same manner;

they have so

few on the other

1art of the back, that it has the appearance of
being naked ; there are small white bristles on
the flanks, breast, belly, and sides of the head
and neck.
black

pointed

hangs

feet are

hoofs;

the

perpendicularly.

blackish
icddisli
nose,

Their

divided
tail
The

is

into

two

naked,

and

head

is of

a

colour, and the back and belly of a
grey.

together

The width and flatness of the
with

the length

of the snout,

the protuberances under the eyes, and time
long
tusks, give this animal a dteadful
aspect.

lie

is about four ihienish feet in
length."
Notwithstanding all these differences which
M. Vosmaër

has described,

and the aversion

which M. AIleimiid states it to have shewn to
ihc common sow, I still have
my doubts whether
it:
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it be

than
any thing more

European hog;

a

variety of the

for we know that this
species

varies greatly in Asia, Siam, and China;

and

liese doubts seem to be somewhat
supported,
jy having found about thiriy years since, an
enormous head of a wild boar

that had been

killed in our own woods, the tusks of which
were nearly as large as those of the Cape boar.
To This may be

added the

information I re

ceived from M. Comerson, who says there are
mild boars in Madagascar, whose heads are like
the common kind from the ears

to the eyes,

but that under the eyes they have a

protube

rance, which decreasing gradually to the end
of the snout, gives the animal the appearance
of having two heads, the one being, as it were
partly sunk in the other; and this information
also made inc conclude that the animal I have
mentioncl under the

appellation

boar of Cape

is

Vcrd

the

of the wild

same as

what is

found in Madagascar.

1E
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13. THE MEXICAN WOLF.

AS the wolf' is a native ofcold climates, 1i
'must have passed northerly into America, since
We have
he is met with in both continents.
spoken of the black and grey wolf
America.

It

of North

appears that this species is dis

persed as far as New Span and Mexico;
that

in this warm climate it

and

has undergone

many varieties, without having changed either
its disposition or nature, for the Mexican wolf
has the same figure, appetites, and habitudes,
as the European or North

American wolf, and

they all scent to be of the same species.
wolf of Mexico,

or

rather

of New

The
Spain

where lie is much oftener found than in Mexico,
has five toes on his fore-feet, and four on those
behind.

The ears are long arid strait, and the

eyes sparkling, like our

solvcs ; but the head

is larger, the neck thicker, and the tail not so
bushy.

Above the mouth there are some thick

bristles, as large, but not so stiff as thoseof the
w'Jge-hog.

The body is covered with
greyish
hair,
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hair,

nmrked with sonic

yellow

The

spots.

head is of the same colour as the
body, crossed
-with brown stripes, and the forehead adorned
,with

sallow-coioureJ

The

spots.

grey, like the head and body.

ears

are

There is a long

yellow spot oil the neck, a S(COfld onrthe breast,
and a third on the belly.
viih transverse

from

the

back to

the

The tail, is grey with a yellow spot in

belly.

the middle.
bottom
the

bands

The flank is marked

The legs are striped from top to

with grey and biowir:

most

This

beautiful of the kind, and

wolf is
its

fur

ought to be valued for its variely of colotirs.`~3
ii-i Wher respects
L there is not theI least in13LIt
dtic,-ition of its
the common

a different

being

which

wolves,

sjecics from

vary

in

colour

from grey to white, and from white to black,
species ; and we see,

v'ithout changing th
the testimony

of Fcrnmdes, that these wolves

of New Spain
SIJ1CC

even

i narked

by

vary like

in that

agreeable

some being found

the

European

courIry they are
to

the

wolf,

not

all

above description,

of an uniform colour, and

even all white.
r * It might have been suspected, from its
Variety of co
lours, that this Mexican wolf is a lynx, which species, as well
as the wolf, is found in both continents.

But it is sufficient

to cast one's eyes on the figure which Rccchi has given, to
discover that it resembles totally the wolf and not at all the
lynx.
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14. THE ALCO.

observed that there were

We have already

of the

in Peru and Mexico, before the arrival

aico, which
uropeans,domestic animals called
were of the same size, and nearly of the same
and which the

disposition, as our small dogs ;
Spaniards called

JIcxican or Periian dogs,

from this similitude,and from their having the
same attachment Uand fidelity to their masters.
In fact, the species of these animals does not
seem to be essentially different from that of the
dog; and besides, the term aico may probably
be a generic and' not a specific term.

Recchi

has left us the figureaf one of these alcos, which
is called

yjtzcuintc

poi'zotli

in

the

Mexican

tongue; it was prodigiously fat, and probably
degenerated

from its

domesflc

great an abundance of food.

state and too

The head is re

presented so small, that it has not any propor
tion to the size of the body;
its ears are
which is

hanging,

The

ticity.
dog;

the

ud the

another

muzzle

fore-part

ears

are

mark of domes

resembles

of

partly

that

the head
yellow.

is

of

a

white,

The neck
is
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is

short

so

as

to

leave

no interval befween

the head and shoulders.
anti

covered

with yellow

hair.

The tail is

short and pendulous, but does not de

shitc,
scend

The back is curved

lower

the

than

The belly is

thighs.

large, tense, and marked with black spots; it
has six very" apparent

The

legs

and

like

those of a

armed with long and pointed claws.

dog, are
Fabri,

the toes,

white, and

feet are

tits.

who has

given this description, con

cludes, after a very long dissertation, that this
animal is

the same as that

called alco, and I

think his assertion well founded ;

but we must

not look upon it as conclusive, for there is stiff
another

race of dogs

in America, t

as well.
applies equally

which it

" Besides the
dogs,

ades ,wh ich the Spaniards have trans
says Ferna
America, we met with three other
ported into
resemble ours both in. their
species, which
natures and manners, and which do not essen
tially differ in figure.

The first and the largest

of these American dogs is called xoloiztcuinlii.
This is frequently three cubits long, and what
is particularly remarkable, he is entirely with
out hair, and only covered with a soft, dose
skin, marked with yellow and blue spots.
second

is cloathed

with hair, and

The

in size re-

g(, ml)lCS our little Maltese dogs. He is marked
with
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His deformity

with white, black, and yellow.
is singular but not disagreeable.

His back is

arched, and his neck so exceedingly short, that
the head seernsto shoot immediately out of the
in

shoulders;

his own

country

he is

nzichuacanens, from the name of his

called

country.

The third, which also resembles our little dogs,
called

is

techichi,
The

savage,
From

his look is (lull

but

Americans eat his flesh."

comparing the testimonies

and Fernarides, it is clear that
the

last

and

author

calls

of

Fabri

the second dog

inicituacanens,

is the

same as the ytzcuinteportzot ii , and that this spe
cies of animal existed in America before the ar
and it must have been

rival of the Europeans ;

the same with the tec/iic/ii.

I am therefore per

suaded that this word alco was a generic name,
which equally applied to both, and perhaps to
more races or varieties which
known to us.

still remain un

But with respect to the first, Fer

iiandes seems to be deceived both with regard to
the name and subject.

No author has spoken

of any naked
dogs in New Spain.

This race,

commonly called Turkish dogs, comes from the
Indies, and other

warm

climate

of the

Old

Continent; and itis
probable that those %ihich
Fernandes

saw in

America, were transported

thither, especially as lie
expressly mentions that
VOL. IX.
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he had seen this species in Spain, before his de
parture

for America.

MThat further
proves it

to be so is, that this animal had no American
name, and Fernandes, in order to give it one,
borrowed

that of xoiottzcuwtij,

name of the Mexican wolf.
cies

which is the

Thus of three spe

or varieties of American dogs, there only

remain

two, which are

indiscriminately cal

led by the name of alco;

for independently of

the fat alco, 'which served as a lap dog for the
Peruvian

alco,

choly
and

ladies, there was a lean and melan
used for the purpose

it is not

impossible

f hunting,

that these

animals,

though very different to all appearance from
that of our clogs, nevertheless spring from the
same

stock.

The

Siberian,

Lapland,

and

Iceland dogs, may, like the wolves and foxes,
have passed from one

continent

to the

other,

and afterwards degenerated by the influence of
The first alco,

climate and a domestic state.
with

a

short neck,
and

dog;

the

techichi of

same
probably the
crab
fox

dog
in

He is

its

of

and

denominated the

principally

New

Iceland

Spain,

is

animal as the koupara, or

Guinea,

shape

the

approaches

which

resembles

the jackal

the

in its hair.

crab-dog, because he

feeds upon crabs and other crusta

ceous animals.

I have only seen a skin of one

of these Guiana animals, and I

am unable to
decide
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a particular species, or

it be

'whether it be related to those of the dog, fox,
or

jackal.

15.

THIS

THE TAYRA;

OR GALERA.

animal, of which

Mr.

Brown has

the size
given a figure and description, is about
'
of a small rabbit,
and greatly -resembles the
weasel or marten. He burrows in the earth, and
his fore-feet are very strong, but coisiderably
shorter than those behind.
a little

pointed,

His muzzle is long,

and adorned with whiskers;

the under jaw is much shorter than the upper.
He

has

six

incisive

and

two canine teeth in

each jaw, without reckoning the grinders.
tongue is rough, like that of a cat.
is oblong, as

are also the

His

His head

eyes, which

are

at

an equal distance from the ears and the extre
mity of the muzzle.
semble those of a
and made for

I-us ears are flat, and re

man.

digging;

His feet

are strong

the metatarsus is elon-

gated, and he has five toes on each foot.

His
tail
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tail is long' and decreases gradually to a point,
his body is oblong, andgreatly resembles that
lie is covered with brown hairs,

of a large rat.

some ol which are pretty long, and others much
shorter.

This animal appears to be a small spe

cies of marten
some

or pole-cat.

probability,

supposed,

Linnaus,
that the

with

weasel of Brazil, might be the

black

galera of Mr.

Brown, and in fact, the two descriptions suffi
it.
ciently agree to give us reason to presume
This black weasel of Brazil is also found in
Guiana, where it is called tayra, and it is sup
that the word galera is a corruption de

posed

rived from tayra, the true name of this animal.

16. THE PHILANDER OF SURINAM.

THIS animal belongs to the same climate,
and

is

of a

possums.
who gave

similar species to the other op
Sibillas

a

figure

Merian,
and

is

the

description

first
of

it.

Seba considered that of Merian's to be the fe
male, and gave another figure for that of the
male,

with

a

kind of description; this ani

mal, he says, has

very sparkling eyes, stirrounded
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a circle of brown hair.

rounded with

covered

body is

The

With a soft hair, or rather a

kind of wool ofa reddish yellow colour, which
is mostly red on the back, and of a yellowish
white on the snout, forehead, belly, aiid feet:
the ears

are

nakczi

and pretty hard.

There

are long hairs in form. of whiskers on then per
I
are pointed
jaw and above the eyes; it teeth
and very sharp.
If pon the tail oi the male,
which is naked, and of a pale red, there are
dark red spots, which are not seen on
of the female.
thee ape;
a

hie tail

The feet resemble the hands of

the fore-feet having four fingers and

thumb with short and

obtuse nails,

while

only the thumb, or great toe, of the hind-feet
is

fiat and obtuse, the rest being armed wihi

small sharp

claws.

The young of these aid

inals grunt sGnewhat like pigs.

The teats of

the fnalc resemble those of the marine opos
sum.

Scb

es!y o!)servcs, that in the figure

given by Mari:m,
represented.
at a time.
sile,

like

the feet and toes are badly

The females produce five or six
The tail is very long and prehen

that of the sapajous.

The young

ones get on the beck of their mother, and 1i
themselves securely
round
by twisting their tail
her's.

In this situation, which is familiar to

them, they
carry them with mach

swiftness

and safety.
17. Tim
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17.

THE AKOUCHI.

Akouchi is common

in Guiana, and

other parts of South America.

It differs from

THE

the agouti by
has

not.

having a tail, which the

The

akouchi

is

latter

generally smaller

than the agouti, and its hair is not red, but of
These are the

an olive colour.
ences

we are

acquainted with

differ

only

between

two animals, which, however, seem

these

sufficient

to constitute two distinct and separate species.

SUPPLEMENT.

BESIDES

our

former

remark

that

the

akouchi was a different species from the agouti
from having a tail, the difference in size may
also be added, in support of this opinion, as
the former does not exceed the size of a young
rabbit.
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rabbit.

The akouchi confines itself solely to
he feeds upon fruits, and has the

large forests;
same

803

as

habits

natural

called by the name

the

of agouti

in

lie

is

the islands

His flesh is very

of Grenada and S. Lucia.
white, of a

agouti.

and

good flavour,

he

is reck

oned among the choicest game of South A me
rica ; when pursued they will sulfer the dogs
to take them rather than attempt their escape
by taking to the water.

According to M. de

time, but this I doubt,.

They are very easily

la Borde they have but one or two young at a
tamed,

and sometimes, though very seldom,

make a cry somewhat like 'a Guinea pig.
I have been assured by Messrs. Aublet and
Oliver,

that

in

agouti, and the

Cayenne

is called

rabbit akouchi, and that the

former is the best food ;
that

the hare

and they farther add,

the flehi of the armadillos, except the

nine-banded

is still better;

that

the

paca is

esteemed the best game next to the armadillo,
and after them are ranked the agouti and akou
clii; and these gentlemen also assert, that the
inhabitants of this
country eat the red cougar,
and that its flesh
nearly resembles veal.

THE
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IS. THE

FEPNAXDES gives the name of Thean to
an animal of New Spain, whose natural habits
approach nearer to that of the
any other animal.

mole than

to

It appears to me to be the

same animal as that described by Seba, by the
riimc of the American red mole;

at least the

descriptions given by these two authors agree
sulhcientiy to admit such a presumption.

The

tucan is perhaps a little larger than our mole;
tike that it is flat and fleshy, and has such short
legs, that its

belly touches the ground.

tail is slioit, its cars small and round ;

The
and its

eyes so very small, that they are, in a manner
of speaking,

useless.

But it differs from the

Mole in ihe colour of its hair, which is of a red
dish yellow; and by the number of foes,
having
three
to
the
fore-feet, and four to those
only
behind, whereas the mole has five toes on each
foot.

It seems still farther

to differ from the

mole by its flesh MOM good to eat;

and in not
hayin
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instinct of recovering its re
having the same
treat when it is once come out, but each time
is obliged to burrow
certain soils, which

a fresh hole:

so that in

agree with these animals,

the holes made by them are so very numerous,
and so near each other, that

great precaution

is necessary to walk in safety.

19. THE FIELD-MOUSE OF BIASIL.

WE call this animal by this name because
we are ignorant of the real one it bears in its
native laud, and because it resembles more the
field-mouse than

any

other

animal.

It

is,

however, considerably larger, being about five
inches long, from the extremity of the muzzle
to the insertion of the tail, which is only two
inches,

and,

proportion than
mouse.

that of the

Its muzzle

very sharp.

much

consequently,
is

shorter in

common

pointed,

field

and its teeth

There are. three very broad black

stripes on a ground of brown hair, which ex
tend longitudinally from the head to the tail,
below which the scrotum
appears hanging beVOL. IX.

H r

It Cell
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tween the hind legs.

This animal, says Marc

grave, plays with the cats, who never appear
inclined to cat them ;
which it has

and this is another thing

in common with

field-mice, which the

the European

cats will kill, but they

never eat them.

20. THE APEREA.

THIS animal,

which is found

in Brasil, is

neither a rabbit nor rat, yet seems to partake of
1)0(11.

It is about afoot long by seven inches in

circumference.
hares

It is of the same colour as our

bt white upon the belly.

It has also,

like that animal, a slit lip, large incisive teeth,
and whiskers about the mouth and sides of the
eyes;

but its ears arc rounded like those of a

rat, and very short:

the fore-legs are not more

than three inches long, those behind area little
longer.

The fore-feet have four toes covered

with a black skin, and
short claws: the

hind

furnished

with

feet

only three

have

small

middlcmost of which is longer than
The aperea has no tail ; its
the other two.

toes, the

head is a little

longer than that of the

hare,
and
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and its flesh is like that of a rabbit, which it
It conceals

resembles in its manner of living.

itself also in holes, yet it does not burrow like
the rabbit, but retires into the cavities of rocks,
where it is very

easily

animal

and after him Charle

spoken of by Oviedo,
voix and

The

taken.

Montfrasier,

name of con,

by the

appears to be the same as the apereas.

In some

part of the West Indies these animals may be
reared in liouss or warrens, as we do rabbits,
and which may be the reason why some are
red, white,

black, and others

lours.

This conjecture is

dation,

for

Garcilasso

of different co

not without foun
says,

expressly

there are wild and domestic rabbits

that

at Peru

which have no resemblance to those of Spain.

21. THE TAPETI.

Til E Tapeti seems to be very similar to, and,
perhaps, a variety of that of the

rabbit or

hare.

It is found at Brasil, and other
parts of
America.
It resembles the
European rabbit
in figure, and the hare
by its size and colour,
being
very

only somewhat
long, and

browner.

Its ears are

of the same
shape as those of
the
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the hare.

Its hair is red

whitish on the

throat;

on the forehead, and
some have a circle of

white hair round the neck; others are all white
on the throat., breast, and belly.

They have

black eyes, and whiskers like the rabbit, but
no tail.

The tapeti resembles the

they

have

hare

in its manner of living,

quality of its flesh,

'which

fecundity, and

is excellent food.

It lives in the fields, or woods, like the
and

does

not burrow like the rabbit.

hare,
The

animal of New Spain, mentioned by Fernande
the same a
by the name of cit ii, seems to be
the tapeti ofBrasil; and possibly both are only
-varieties of our European hares,

which have

passed by the north from one continent to the
other.

THERE are still some animals which might
be added to those in
but they are

our preceding account,

so badly indicated as to be very

uncertain; and I rather chose to confine my
self to what is known with some degree of cer
tainty, than deliver myself up to conjctures,
and treat of fabulous for existing beings. Not
withstanding this limitation it will easily be
our HISTORY OF QUA
perceived, that
DRUPED
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DRUPEDS is as complete as could be expect.
It comprehends a great number of ani
ed.
mals not observed o1 described before, and not
known, have
any of those which were before
we omitted to take notice of in the course of
this work.
The preceding account, though composed of
twenty one-articles,

yet

cofflains only

really

nine or ten distinct species, for all the rest are
only varieties.

The white bear is only a variety

of the common kind;
bison;

the Tartary

cow of the

the Guinea and Cape Verd hogs of the

common hog, &c. therefore, by adding

these

ten species to about one hundred and eighty
before spoken of, the sv hole number of qua
drupeds, whose existence
ascertained,
two

does

is

certain and well

not amount to

hundred species

on the

more

than

surface of the

known world.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE QUADRUPEDS.

THE

CRAB-EATER.

THIS animal has bee:

called

Crab-cater,

or Crab-dog, from his
principally living upon
crabs.

Some travellers have compared him to
the
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the dog and

the

fox, but he has much more

affinity to the opossutus, than whom, however,
lie

is

much

larger, and

the 1eniale

does not

carry her young in a pouch under her belly;
therclore the crab-cater appears to be a diflërent
animal heretofore described.
species, from any
There is a skin of one of these animals pre
served in the royal cabinet, which when trans
mitted to us was very young;

it was a male,

and measured from the nose to the origin
the tail seventeen inches ;

of

the tail rather more

than fifteen inches and a hail, and which was
ofa grey ish colour, scaly, a rid naked, grad ually
tapering to the point,
and a half high.

lie was about six inches

He was very short, and at

a distance much resembled a terrier, his head
that of a dog.
bein,g considerably like
eyes

were

His

small, the edges of the eye-brows

black, and above the eyes there are hairs more
than an inch long:

he has similar hairs near

his ears, and his whiskers were an inch
half long, and black.

and a

lie bad a large crook.

canine tooth on each side the upper jaw,
which reached below the under. his ears were
cd

brown,

naked, and round at the ends.

His

woolly, of a dirty white at
the bottom, and dark brown at the ends, which
hair on thebody

is

intcrmixcd with long coarse black hairs ;
the
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length

01 lI

upon the thighs

and spine of the back, u poi the last of which
mane
they are so long as to form a kind of
from the middle of it to the tail.

On the sides

and belly the hair is of a yellowish white, in
din ing more to yellow on the shoulders, thighs,
neck, breast and head, mixed

ii

some places

with brown; and the legs and feet of a blackish
brown.

five toes on

There are

each

foot;

they are a little bent like those of a rat, the
the latter oil the

thumb alone being straight ;
hind

feet.

is broad, thick,

and

at a distance

from the toes, as in apes, but on the fore-feet
it is not separate from them ;
nails are flat, while

and the

those on the

hiunib

other

toes

are crooked, and extend beyond the points.
I have

been assured by

that these animals

M.

are very

de

la

Borde

common

iii the

marshy places at Cayenne, and
speaks in the

following terms :

of \vhlom

he

" These ani

mals are very dexterous in climbing trees, upon
which they remain much

lunger than

the ground, especially in day-time.

upon

They have

very fine teeth, and defend themselves from the
iogs.

Their

principal food is crabs, and yet

they are always fat.

If they

cu;not get the

crabs out of the holes with their feet, Owir then
make use of their tails, as a kind of hook;

but
the
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the crabs sometimes lay hold of it, and
the animal

cry out;

his cry

make

resembles

that

of a man, and is heard ata great distance, ho'
its common voice is like the grunting of a pig.
in the hollows of old

The females bring forth

trees, and generally have four or five young at
a tine.
Hesh,

The natives of the country eat their
which

is not unlike

that of the

hare.

They are casily tamed, and then are fed in the
houses

like dogs

victuals;

and cats, with any kind of

from which

it is certain

that their

taste for crabs is not exclusive."
Tierc

is

erab.cater

said

in

to

be

another

differs

which

Cayenne,

of

species

from.

Mat we have described in the shape and pro
portions

of its body, in the structure

feet and claws,
covered with

and in

its tail

hair; and

of it

being entirely

vbicIi besides seizes

the crabs with its paws only.

ANONYMOUS

ANIMAL.

'i'iri; animal, which we shall

call

anon?/-until
its real
name
shall
become
knovi;, has some similarities to the 11:u-e, a
ot 1 ei
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\Vehad the following
account of it from Mr. Bruce: "On the south
others to the squirrel.

side of the lake anciently called Palms Trito.,
in Lybia, there is a very siiinlar ani.

nides,
inal;

it is from nine to ten inches in length ;

its cars are nearly half as long as its body, and
proportionally broad, which

is the case with

no, other quadruped, except the
bat.

long-eared

Its muzzle resembles that of the fox, and

yet it seems to approach nearer to the squirrel.
It lives on the palm-trees, and feeds upon their
fruit.

It has short, claws, and is a beautiful

animal.

Its colour is white, intermixed with

a little grey and

a bright yellow.

Only the

middle-of the inside of the ears is naked, the
other parts being garnished with large white
hairs, and are covered with brown hair inter
mixed with yellow.
black

The tip of the nose is

the fail yellow, and black at the end ;

the tail is pretty long, but differently formed
from that of the squirrel ;

and all is hair, as

well on the body as the tail, is very soft.

VOL. IX,

Ss

TEiF
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MADAGASCAR

'WE
from

have seen a figure

RAT.

of a small animat

Madagascar, which was taken from one

alive in the possession of the Countess of MRr
san.

To me it seemed

to approach iicrcr the

sj)ccies of the palm-squirrel than that
rat;

1

was

1)alm-11es ;

assured
but I

that

t

of the

frequented

the

have riot been able to pro

cure further information concerning this ani
mal.

From its claws not projecting we may

infer that it constitutes a species different from
that of the rat, and approaches nearer to that
of the palm-squirrel.

The Dutch

voyagers

mention rats on the south-west coast of Mada
live in the palm-trees,
gascar, which they say
and eat the dates, and describe them to have
long bodies, sharp
Long spotted

tails;

muzzles,

short legs,

and

so

per

which cliaracteis

those in
fectly agree ivith

the animal

which

we are now speaking of, that we are induced
to consider them as the

anc species.
The
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ihe one which the Countess of Marsaa -bad,
-lived several years;

it was extremely brisk in

its movements, and its cry was nearly similar to
that of the squirrel, but weaker.
:ere also like the squirrel,
food

to

its

mouth

would

desperately :

bite

fruits and almonds;
cage at night,
from our

its

for it carried it
fore-paws,

and

but it could never be tamed ;

erected its tail;
it

with

Its manners

and

it only
it

it

was

fed with

came out of its

felt no inconvenience

being kept in a chamber

winters,

vvith a small fire.

OF

THE

DEGENERATION

OF

ANIMALS.

W11 EN man began to disperse himself from
climate to climate, his nature underwent seve
ral

alterations;

which

we

in

the

suppose to

temperate countries,

be near where he was

originally produced, these alterations were but
slight; but they increased in proportion as the
distance was greater; and alter many cent tines
"iad passed away,

after

confincnts had been
t.ravcrsc(L
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traversed, and generations degenerated by the
influence
to

the

of different climates,

extremes,

he ventured

and habituating himself to

the scorching heats of the south, and the fro
zen regions of the north, the changes have be
come so great, that there is room to imagine
the Negro,

the

and the

Laplander,

White,

different species; were it not certain that there
was but one wan originally created, and, that
the White, the
can

unite

and

Laplander, and

propagate the great family of

the hum,-ii kind.
original,

Thus their colours are not

their dissimilitude

ternal and superficial.
is

which

tinctured

torrid zone,

the Negro,

and

It

with

rendered

being only

ex

is the same being
black

under

tawny,

with

the
con

tracted limbs, by tile rigour of the cold under
the polar circle.

This fact is alone sufficient

to demonstrate that there is more strength, ex
tent, an
being;

flexibility, in man than in any other
for vegetables, and almost every ani

mal, are confined to particular soils and

cli

of our nature

de

mates.

This

extension

the properties of our bodies than
pends less on
those

of our

been

enabled

minds.

By the last.,

man

has

to seek those
things which are

necessary for the delicacy of the body ; by that
he has found out the means of bearing the
ncIemencjcs
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nclcmcncics of the weather, and of
He may be
the barrenness of the earth.
conquer-ing
said to have subdued the elements: by a single
ray of his intellect he produced the element of
fire, which before did not exist on the surface
of the earth :

he has

cloathed, sheltered, and

lodged himself, thus providing against every
external attack :

lie has compensated by his

reason for every deficiency; and although not
so strong, so large, nor so robust, as many aiii
mals, yet lie has found means to conquer, sub
due, enslave, and deprive them

of those spaces

which Nature seems to have resigned for their
Use.
The earth

is

divided into

two great

conti-nents:
and though this division is more an
human structures and

dent tha;i all

monti.

ments, yet mart is still older, for lie is found
the same
pear),

both.

in

and

The Asiatic, the Euro'

the Negro,

propagate alike with

the American. Nothing' proves more strongly
that they have issued from
vith which

facility

common stock.

they

The

the germ is the same.
features,

and

one source than the
re-unite

bloo-a

ajuJ

The skin, the hair, the

the size,

common,

the

is different,- but

have varied, but the

internal form has not changed.
general

with

aijd

The type is

if it should ever.
happen,
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happen, by some revolution not to 1

foreseen,,

but within the possibility of things, that man
should

be

obliged

to

forsake

those climates

which he has possessed himself of, and return
to his native country, he would in lime resume
his original

features,

his

primitive size, ail(i

his natural colour.

But the mixture of races

would produce the

same

shorter time.

eiThct

in

a

much

The conjunction of a white male

with a black female, or a black male with a
\vh itc female, equally produce a m uiatto,wliose
colour is brown,
and white.

that is,

a mixture of black

The mulatto intermixing with a

white, Produces a second mulatio not so brown
as

the

former;

unites with
have

a

and

a slight

mulatto

one

tincture

of the

nireiy disappear in suc

vll

ceeding generations.
-with a 'white,

second

white, the third mulatto will

no more than

brown, which

if this

Hi LI S

by this rnixt nrc

hundred and fifty,

or tvo

hundred years is sufficient to bleach the s1in of
the Negro ;

but it would,

pcrlthps,

require

many centuries to produce this efleci by the
influence of climate alone. Since the
cgrocs
to
were transported
America, which is abo
two hundred

years, not-, the smallest shade of

difference is perceivable in the colour of those
families which have preserved theinsc1'cs from
flu Xi U IC,
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It is true the climate of South Ame

mixture.

rica being hot enough to give

the natives a

brown tint, we ought not to be astonished that
he Negroes retain their colour in that part of
the world.

Indeed,

to make a proper expe

riment of the change of colour in the human
species,
should

some

individuals of this black race

be transported

mark, where the

from Senegal to Den

people

have generally

fair

skins, golden locks, and blue eyes; and where
the difference of blood, and opposition of co
lour, are the greatest.

WC

must keep these

Negroes with their females apart from the in
habitants, and scrupulously prevent all cross
ing of their breed.

This is the only method

of learning how much time

it would require

to change a Negro into a White, or a White
into a Black, by the influence of climate.
This is the greatest alteration that the
mosphere, has

made on man,

only superficial.

and

at

yet this is

The colour of the skin, hair,

and eyes, varies solely according to the influiice of climate..

Time other changes, such as

that of size, features, and
hair, do not

seem.

to

the quality of the

depend on this cause

alone, for among the Negro race, the greatest
part of whom have frizzled wool on their heads,
fkt nose, and thick lips, we meet with whole
nations
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nations with long and
features.

Again,

real

hair,

And rc'griar

it we conpare,

among the

white race, the Dane with the Calmuck Tar

bar, or only the 1inLuider with the Laplander,
who are so near tacli other,
much

difference h:: wern

we shall

them,

to size and fa.tnr
groes ;

with

respect

is aniohig the Ne
v'

corLsequcmtft

nist snotu

other cause to that of II,,"

ate

for these alteratiws, wli c
the former.

find as

ar

some

to account

stronger than

The mos gnera1

nd direct cause

is the quality of the food, for it is principally
through

the

aliments

influence ()f the soil

that

man receives

which

he

inhabits,

the
the

ir and atmosphere acting more snperflciaUy.
While the latter alter the etcrnal surface by
changing

the colour of the

acts

skin, food

upon I he internal form by its properties, which
are constantly relative to these
by which it is produced.
COUntry

we

find

men who occupy

strong
the

who live in the low.

of the

earth

Ev&'n in the same
di flercii ces

high

bet wecii

lands, and those

The inhabitants of the

mountains are always better made, more spirit
ed, and

handsomer than those of the
valley :
therefore, in coiinrics far distant from the ori
where
herbage, fruit, grain, and
ginal climates,
the .flesh of animals difkr both in quality and
Substance,
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substance, the men who feed

must

These impressions

undergo greater changes.
are not suddenly made.

on them

Time is required for

man to receive the tincture of the atmosphere,
and still more for the earth to transmit its qua
lities to him.

Ages, joined to a constant use

of the same nutriment, is necessary to influence
the form of the features, the size of the body,
the substance of the hair, and to produce those
internal

alterations which,

being afterwards

have become the
perpetuated by generation,
which
general and constant characters, by
the races, and even the different. nations, which
compose the human race, are distinguished.
animals these effects

In brute

are

quicker

and greater; for, partaking more of the nature
of the

soil than man, and their food

more uniform and unprepared, the

being

quality is

more decisive, and, consequently, its influence
stronger;

and because as the animals cannot

clothe nor shelter themselves, nor make use of
the element of fire, they remain constantly' ex
posed to the
clemencies

impressions of the air, and in

of the

climate.

For this reason

every animal has chosen its zone and country
according

to its nature;

for the same reason

and instead of extending or
they remain there,
themselves, like the human rare,
dispersing
T t
VOL. n.
they
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they generally continue in those places which
are

most

agreeable

When driven by

to

man,

their

constitutions.

or carried away,

or

forced by any revolution of the globe to for
sake their native country, their nature under
and strong alterations, that

goes such great

they arc no longer to be known, except. by at
tentive inspection, experiment, and analogy,
If to these natural causes of alteration in free
animals we add that of the empire
over those 'which

of man

he has reduced to slavery,

we shall be surprised to see how far tyranny is
able to degrade and disñgure Nature; we shall
animals which are reduced
perceive on all the
to

the

slavery,

stigmas

of their captivity,

and the impressions of their fetters;

we shall

find that those wounds are deeper, and more
incurable, in

proportion

to their antiquity;

and that in the state wherein we have reduced
domestic animals it would perhaps be im possi.
ble to reinstate

theta in their primitive form,

and to restore to them those other natural at
tributes of which we have deprived them.
Thus, the temperature of the climate, the
food, and the evils
quality of the
arising from
slavery, are the
and degeneration
each

deserve

to

three causes of the
changes
of animals.
The effects of
be

particularly considered,
and
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and their relations, when viewed in defail, will
present a picture, in the foreground of which
we shall see Nature such as she is at
present,
and in the distant perspective what she was
before her degradation.
Let us compare our
sheep with the muflon,
from whom they spring.
swift as a stag,
and

This last, large and

armed with

defensive

hoofs, and covered with

a

horns

rough hair,

dreads neither the inclemency of the sky, nor
the voracity of the wolf.

FIe not only escapes

his enemies by his swiftness, but can even stand
against them by the strength of his body, and
the solidity

of the weapons with which

head and feet are furnished.

his

What a differ

ence from our sheep, who scarcely have any
power to

subsist

in flocks, and. who cannot

defend themselves even by numbers; who are
unable to withstand the rigors of our winters
without

shelter, and who

it were

not

man? In

for

would all perish if

the care and

protection

of

the hottest climates of Africa and

Asia, the mufton, who is

the common father

of all the races of sheep, seems to have suffer
cd less degeneration than in any other coun
try;

for, though reduced to a domestic state,

he has preserved

his stature and his hair, anI

has only suffered a loss, in the size of his wea.'
The sheep of Seaegal and India ar
pons.
the
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the largest

of all

domestic

sheep, and trios

whose nature has experienced the least degra
dation. The sheep of.Barbary, Egypt, Arabia,
Persia, Armenia, &c. have undergone greater
changes;

they are, relatively speaking, with

regard to the human species, improved in some
respects, and vitiated in others ; but improve
inent and degeneration are the same thing with
regard to Nature, as they both imply an alter
ation from the originalformation. Their coarse
hair is changed into fine wool; their tail, load
ed with

a lump of fat, has become so large and

inconvenient a bulk, that the animal drags it
along with pain and difficulty; and while thus
charged with superfluous matter, and adorned
with a beautiful fleece, their strength, agility,
and weapons are diminished;

for these broad

and long-tailed sheep are scarcely half the size
of the muflon;

they cannot fly from danger,

nor make resistance against an enemy; and are
in continual need of the care and assistance of
man to preserve and multiply their species.
The degeneration of the original species is still
greater in our climates.

Of all the qualities be

longing to the mufion, our ewes and rams re
tain nothing but a small portion of
vivacity,
and even that yields to thevoice of the
shepherd.
Timidity ,weakness, resign ation, and stupidity,.
are the only sorrowful remains of their
degraded
nature.
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If we would

nature.

restore

3T5

their strength

and

size, our Flanders sheep should be united

with

the muflon, and be 110 longer suffered

to

propagate with the inferior species; and if we
would devote this species to the more useful pur
poses of affording good meat and fine wool, we
must imitate
pagating the

some of our neighbours in pro
Barbary

race

of sheep,

which,

being transported into Spain and England, has
been attended with such great success. Strength
and

magnitude are the masculine attributes ;

are feminine
plumpness and beauty of the skin
qualities.

If we would have fine wool, there

fore, our rams should be supplied with Barbary
ewes:

and if the restoration

object,

the

the

to

our

The same effect might be produced in

our

mufloii

should be

of size be
given

sheep.

goals.

We might change the nature of their

hair, and render it as useful as the finest wool,
with the goats of Angora.
by intermixing them
The goat species, although greatly (legeflerat
ed, is less so in our climate, thaii that of the
sheep;

and in the

warm countries of Africa

and India, it appears to be still more degener
ated.

The

smallest

and weakest

those of Guinea, Jnda, &c.
countries we find
sheep.

the

goats,

are

and yet in tiios

largest

and

strongest
The
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The species of the o, of all domestic ani
mals, seems to be that on which its
with the greatest influence.

It

food

acts

attains a pro

digious size in those countries where the pasture
is rich and nourishing.
the oxen of Ethiopia

The ancients called

and

some provinces of

Asia by the name of bull-elephants, because in
those

countries they

size of

the

effect,

The

elephant.

herbage, and its
this

nearly

succulent

great

An ox fed

plenty

of

quality, produced

proofs of which we

own climate.

the

approached

have in our

on the tops of the

verdant mountains ofSavoy or Switzerland ac
bulk of our oxen ; though the
quires twice the
oxen
in

of

like ours, are shut up

stable during the greatest part of the

the

year.

Switzerland,

The diilèrence arises from their being

admitted to free pasture as soon as the snow is
melted ;

whereas in our provinces they are not

till after the
permitted to enter the meadows
the horses is carried
crop of grass reserved for
off;

they are, therefore, neither amply fed nor

properly

nourished,

tremely useful to

and

it would prove ex

the nation in

general,

made to abolish these
regulation were
to encourage
pastures, and
mate

also

of the ox.

has

if a

useless

enclosures.

Cli

great influence on the nature

In the northern parts of both con

tinents, it is covered with a long soft

hair

re

sembling
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sembling wool ; and on its shoulders is a large
is found

in all the

oxen of Asia, Africa, and America.

Those of

hunch,

which deformiy
alone

Europe
are the

have no hunch.

The

last,

primitive race to which the hunched

race acend by intermixture in the
cond generation.

What still

first

or se

further proves

this hunched race to be only a variety of the
first, is its being subject to great degradations.
There is an uncommon
The

lifircnce in their size.

little zebu of Arabia is not more than a

tenth part the size of the bull-elephant.
In general, the influence of food
and

produces

animals

more

which feed

is greater,

sensible effects on
on herbage and

those
fruits.

Those that live only upon flesh, vary less from.
that cause than from the influence of climate;
because flesh is an aliment, already assimilated
to the nature of
devours it;
duct

the carnivorous

animal that

whereas grass being the first

pro

of the earth, possesses all its properties,

and immediately transmits the terrestrial qua
lities to the animal.
Thus the dog on which food seems to have
but slight influence, is, of all carnivorous uii
mals,

the

to follow

most

various

exactly the

species ;

difference

it seems

of climate
ill
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in its

it

degradation ;

is

naked in

the war

mest climates; cloatllc(1 with a thick and coarse
hair

in

the

norliern

regions,

and

adorned

with a beautiful silken coat in Spain and Syria,
where the mildness of the air changes the hair
into a sort of silk.

of most animals

But in

dependently of these external varieties, which
are produced by the influence of climate alone,
the dog is subjected to other alterations which
is state of

the

is

caused

great with

shortness

respect to mart.

society 'with

The augmentation,
size,

its captivity, or

from its condition,

proceed

of

by
the

the

or

the

diminution, of

care taken

its

to

unite

small individuals.

The

ears and

tail proceeds also

from the hand of man.

Dogs 'which have had

their tails and ears cut

for a few generations

transmit those defects wholly, or partly, to their
descendants.
out

I have seen dogs whelped with

tails, which I at first took for individual

monsters; but I am since assured that this breed
exists, and is perpetuated by generation.' The
which is
long and hanging ear,

the mostgenc

ial and certain markofdomcstic slavcry,is it not
common to almost every dog? Among thirty
different races of which the species is at present
or three have
preserved their
composed,onlytwo
primitive

cars; the shepherd's dog,

the wolfdog,
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dog,

and

the dog of the

erect ears.

329

north, alone

The voice of these

animals has

.-o
a,1
underuoi'e
'ˆ~ 1 strange
al!erations.
.17)
seems

to owe

have

its 'vociferous nature

The do(r
Z:P
to

man,

who, of all beings, uses his
tongue the most.
in a state of riiture the
dog is almost dumb,
and seldom even howls,
except when pressed
with h i n gor; it acquired I-he
faculty of
by intercourse wit-h men in polished so
bark-inncieties,

for when -transported

mates, where the

to ex-treme cli

people are uncultivated, as

the Laplanders, or Negroes, he ceases to bark,
assumes Ii is

natural

howling,

comes absolutely dumb.

and

often

be

Dogs with erect cars,

particularly the shepherd's (log, which is the
least degenerated

is

ako

that which

makes

the least use of his voice, passing a life of so
litude

in the country,

course but

and

having, no inter

with sheep and a few simple pea

sants, he is, like them, of a serious and silent
disposition, tli&ugh at the
active and sagacious:
lbwest

acquired

tural talents;
serve good

same

time

very

of all dogs this has the

qualities, and

the

most na

it is also the most usefulto
pre

order,

and

to

protect the sheep;

and it would prove more advantageous to in
crease this breed than to extend that of other
are of no other service but for our
clogs, who
U u
amucnwnt,
VOL. IX.
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amusenint, and whose numbers are so great,
that there -is

not

a

town

or

village where a

number of families might not be fed with the
aliments co ;tsumed by these animals.
The (lomestic state has

gready contributed

to vary the colour of a!HiflalS, which was originally, in

all, ciher brown or black.

The

dog, the ox, the goat, Ille shep, and the horse,
have inibid all kinds of colours.
has changed

from

white, without

Liack to white;

an

inonly accornpanicd
In

with
the

hog

and pure

seems to mark the

spot,

eneraton, and

last degree 01 d

The

hich is coni

iniperfections or CE
nce of white

men,

sential

dcficts.

those

ho are remarkably so, and whose hair

bear1, and eye-brows, are white, are often deaf,
and also have red and weak eyes.
iace, the f.tirest

In the black

negroes are of a nature still
All those animal

more weak and defective.

-which ate absolutely white have the defects of
being hard

of

heaving and having red

eyes.

This kind of degeneration, though more com
mon in domestic
j

animals,

tile \ild species ;

is

as in the

Sometimes seen
elephant, stag,

falio'-deer, moukies, 1uo1e5, and mice, in
of

hjchi this

Golour is

all

always accompanied

with ci her a greater or a less weakness of
body
of
sensation.
and dulness
130
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But of all animals the camel seems to have
the greatest and dcepes impressions of slavery
made uprn him.

lie comes into the world with

prom inetices on his back, and callosities on the
breast and kees;
by

these cahlusities are formed

the continual friction on those
parts, as

plain from their being filled wit' i pus arid
blood.
As he never travels without
cor-rupted
being heavily loaded, the pressure ofthe burden
has prevented the free extension awl unitbrn-t
f the muscular parts of the back, and

growth

produced a swel!ing in the surrounding flesh ;
the camel likewise beg constiairiecl a
rest or

sleep in a

becomes

first to

kneeling posture, in time it

habitual;

and

from

supporting the

whole weight of his body, for several hours in
the day, on his

breast and

those parts is rubbed

knees, the skin of

off by pressing against

the earth, and by degrees they become bard
The lama, which passes his life,

and callous.
like the

camel, under the

pressure

of heavy

burdens, and likewise rests on his breast and
knees, has similar callosities, which
petuated

by generation.

The

are

per

baboons and

monkies, which, whether sleeping or waking,
are generally in
callosities

on

skin is even

a sitting

also
posture, have

their posteriors.
adherent

to

the

This callous
bones, against
which
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winch it is continually pressed by the weight or
the

body.

But the callosities of the baboons,

and wonkies are of a dry and healing nature,
S they (10 not proceed front the oppression of
any

superabundant weigh, but,
are only the

trary,

for these

auuiinals reimthi

monkey are like the

sole ot a mail's loot.
sity, which our

the con

efkcts of natural

than in any other posture.
the

on

longer in

a

habits,
sitting

The callosities of
oub1c

skin on

the

This is a natural cailo

habit of walldng or standing

thicker and harder, according to the

rcndcis

greater or lesser degree of friction we effect by
excrcs.
%VikI animals not being immediately subject
TO the empire of man, are not

liable

to such

great alterations as the domestic kinds.
nature

seems to vary

climates, though

according

Their

to c1iffircnt

they are no where degraded.

If they were at liberty to

chuse their climate

and food these alterations would be still less ;
but

s they have at all times been hunted and

exiled by man, or

even by those
quadrupeds

wliichn have greater strength, and are more fe
ToCiOUS

the greatest part of them have

been

their native
obliged to quit
country, and to live
CIIflIILtCS less favourable to their constitu.1
j
tons.

Those which

had sufficient

flexibility
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of nature to accommodate themselves to their
new situation have dispersed to great. distances,
whereas others have no resource but to confine
themselves within the
neighbouring desarts of
their native country.

There is no

animal, except man, universally
the face of the
indeed

parts of the

southern

spread over

terrestrial globe.

great numbers,

are
Old

species of
Some, and

confined

to

Continent,

the
and

others to the southern parts of the new ; while
others, though fewer

in number, are confined

to the cold regions of the north ; and, instead
of extending themselves
they have passed

towards

from one

the south,

continent to

the

other by roads which have hitherto remained
unknown

to

us.

There

are

other

species

which inhabit particular mountains or valleys,
and the alterations of their nature are so much
the less apparent the more they are confined
to a srnall.spce.
Climate and food having little influence on
wild animals, and the empire of man still less,
their principiI varieties proceed from another
cause.

They are relative to the combination

of their number

in

individuals, as

those which produce as in
produced.
roe-buck,

well

those which

in
are

In those species, like that of the
where the male attaches himself to
one
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one fimale , and never changes, the young on
demonstrate the ticlelity

o

their entire rescmhlauce

their

to

species, on the contrary,

them.

as there is not

in

In

where the

often change the male, as in
Stance, there are a

parents

those

females

the stag, for in

number of varieties ;

nature

a

by

and

individual

single

which perfectly resembles another, the number
of varieties in animals is in proportion to the
greater or less frequency of their produce.
species where the

In

female produces five or six

young ones, three

or four times a year,

the

number of varieties must necessarily be greater
than in those where the produce is annual, and
a single one.

The inferior species, therefore

which produce oftener, and in greater numbers
than the larger, are subject to more varieties.
Size of body, which seems only to be a relative
quality,

nevertheless

The Lirge SC

butes in the laws of Nature.
cics

is

as

fixed as the small

We shall be

positive attri

possesses

convinced

of

is

changeable.

this fact

by cnu

merating the varieties which take place in the
large and small, animals.
In Guinea the wild boar has very long ears
Ia China he has a large
turned backwards.
pendant belly, and very shori
Verd7 and in other

At Cape

places, his tusks arc very
large
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large and crooked like the horns of an ox.
a domestic

state, and in

In

cold and temperate

climates, his cars are somewhat pendent., and
his bristles are white
1(10 not place the pec
can, nor the
babiroussa., among the varieties of
the wild boar,

because iieithcr belong to that

species, although they approach very near to it.
We find that
mountainous

the

stag,

in

dry,

countries, such as

hot,

and

Corsica and.

Sardinia, has lost above half his original size ;
his

hair has-become brown,

blackish.
Bohemia,

In cold and
and

at the

and

his horns

wet countries, as in
Ardennes,

his

greatly increased, his coat and horns

size

is

are be

come almost black, and his hair is so greatly
lengthened as to form a kind of beard on his
chin.

In North America the horns of the stag

are extended and branched by crooked antlers.
In a domestic state his coat changes from
yellow to

a white;

and when not at

a

perfect

his legs are deform
liberty, or in large parks,
I do not reckon the axis
ed and crooked.
among the varieties of the stag ; it approaches
nearer that olthiei;diow-deer, and is, perhaps,
only a variety of it.

It would be a'(1 ifhcuIt point to determine
It i
the original species 0! the fallow-deer.
domestic,
pot in any part of the globe entirely
nor
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nor absolutely

wild.

It

varies

indifferenty,

from a yellowish brown to a pied, and from a
a white.
pied to

His horns and tail, in differ

ent, races, are longer or sliotcr, and his flesh i
or bad, according to the. soil and climate.
Lihc the stag lie is

found in both continents 5

and he seems to be larger in Virginia, and the
other

of America, than
temperate provinces
ft is the same with the roe-buck;

jil Europe.

he is of a larger size

in the

the New than

Old Continent; but in other respects, his varie
ties are confired to some differences in the co
lour of the hair, which changes from a yellow
to a deep brown.

The smallest roe-bucks are

a fallow
generally of
brown.

The

colour, and the

roe-buck

and

largest

fallow-deer, are

the only animals common to both coittinents,
and which arc larger and stronger in the New
than in the Old.
has undergone but

The ass

few

changes,

even though subjected to the most rigid servi
tude, for his nature is sostubborn, Ihatitequal
ill treatmcnt,and the incori yen ieiiccs o1
ly resists
a foreign climate and coarse food.
Though lie
isa nativeof hotcountries, he can 'live anti even
assistance frorii
multiply without any
temperate
onagreS,

climates.

Formerly

or wild asses, in the

juor, but

man in

there

were

desarts of Asia

present there are very few, and
1L
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are only to be found in numbers in the desarts
of Tartary. The Daurian mule, called czigithai
by the Mongol Tartars, is, probably, the same
animal as the onagre of the Asiatic
provinces;
as the former diffirs
only from the latter by
the length and colour of the hair, which, ac
to Mr.

cording

Bell, seems to be

with brown and white.*
found in

undulated

These czigithais are

the forests of Tartary, even to

51st, and 5'2d degiee of latitude.

the

They must

not be confounded with the zebra, whose co
lours are more bright, and quite otherwise dis
posed; besides
species,

as

the zebra forms a

different

from the horse.

from

particular

that of the ass, as

The only remarkable degra

dation of the ass is that the skin, in a domes
tic state has become more pliant and lost those
small tubercles which are found scattered over
the onagre, and

of

which

the people of the

Levant make what is known here by the name
of S/ia green.

The hare is ofa flexible, yet firm nature, for

though dispersed over almost every climate of
the Old Continent, yet it continues nearly the
VOL. IX.

X x

same,

the skins of
Perhaps Mr. Bell, who says he only saw
the
zebra
instead.
have
seen
the
skins
of
these animals, may
czitI,ais
or on
not
mention
that
the
do
For other travellers
white
like
the
and
streaked
with
brown
Dauria are
agrs of
at
St.
are
in
the
cabinet
Petersburg,
zebra; besides, there
ofwhich are
skins
ofthe
and
egithais,both
zebra
skins of the
,hewn to travellers.
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same, its skin only becoming rather whiter du
ring

the winter in very cold climates, but it

resumes its
only

natural colour in summer, which

varies from

a fallow to a reddish

hue.

The qualities of the flesh vary also, for the red
hares are always the best eating.
bit, though not of so flexible a

But the rab

nature as

the

hare,being less diffused,and seemingly confined
to particular countries, is, nevertheless, subject
to more variations; because the hare is in every
part of the 'world wild, whereas the rabbit is al
most every where half domesticated. The wild
rabbits have varied in their colours, from fallow
to white or black; they have also varied in size,
and in
This

the quantity and quality of their fur.

animal, which is originally a native

of

and
Spain, has acquired a long tail in Tartary,
a thick bushy coat in Syria.

Black hares are

often found in cold countries. It is asserted also
that in Norway, and some other northern re
horns.
gions, there are hares 'with

Klein has

given figures of two of these horned hares. It is
easily seen, from an inspection of these figures,
that the horns resemble those of the roebuck.
This variety, if it exist, is only individual, and
in those places alone where
probably appears
the hare cannot meet with grass, and is obliged
to feed on the bark, buds, and leaves of trees.
The elk, whose species i,

confined to the
northern
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northern part of the two continents, is
only less
in America than in
Europe, and we see by the
enormous horns found under the
ground in
Canada, Russia, Siberia, &c. that these animals
were formerly much larger than
they are at pre
sent. This difference of size
proceeded perhaps
from the perfect
tranquillitywhich theyenjoyed.
in the forests; and, not
being disturbed by the
human species, which had not at that time
pe
netrated into those climates, they were at liberty
to chuse their residence in those spots where the
air, soil, and water agreed best with their con
stitutions. The rein-deer, which the Laplanders.
have

rendered

domestic, is, on this account,

more changed than the elk, which has not yet
been reduced to slavery. The wild rein-deer are
their hair is blacker than
larger, stronger, and
the domestic kind : the last have varied in the
colour of their hair, and also in the size of their
horns.

The lichen, or the rein-deer liverwort,.

constitutes the principal food of these animals,,
and seems, by its quality, to contribute greatly
to the nutritive growth of the horns, which are
in the rein-deer than in
proportionally larger
and it is, perhaps) th is same
any other species;
horns
nutriment which in this climate produces

as
on the head of the hare, in the same manner
for
it does upon that of the female rein-deer;
no horned
in every other climate, there are
hares,
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hares, nor any female animal that is furnishel
with horns like the male.
Theelephant is the only quadruped on which
a domestic state has never had any influence,
because in that state it will not propa (rate. and
consequently

cannot transmit

to

its

specirs

those defects which its servile condition might
The varieties

occasion.

in the elephant are

its natural
only slight, and almost individual:
colour is black; some of them, however, are
red, and others white, but those are very few
The size of the elephant also va

in number.

rather than the
according to the longitude
latitude of the climate. TTndcr the torrid zone,
ries

'where it is, as we may say, shut up, and under
the same line, in the eastern parts of Africa,
it attains

fifteen

feet

in

height;

whereas in

the western parts of the same country it only
arrives to the height of ten or eleven feet,
which proves, that thou all great heat is neces
of its body, yet ex
sary to the full expansion
cessive heat reduces it to less dimensions. The
rhinoceros seems to be of a more uniform and
less variable

size, and only differs in its own

breed by that singular character which
it from every other animal, namely,
distin-guishes
the

great

horn

on

its

nose.

This horn

is

the Asiatic rhinoceros, and double ii
single in
the African.
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I s!iafl not speak here of the varieties which
are found in every s'ecics of carnivorous ani
mals,

as they are
exreine1y slight ; because
all animals which ftc(l on flesh are ihe least
dependent

on

man.;

and besides, this 11106

being already prepared by -Nature, they
receive scarcely any of the qualitics of the

soil they inhabit ; besides,
being endowed with
strength arid weapons, they have the power of
cliusing their own climate :

consequently the

three causes of change, alteration, and (legCflC
ration , of which we have spoken, caw have but
very slight and trivial effect on them.
After this 'glance at the variations peculiar
to each species, a more
important-considera
tion

presents itself, that of the change of the

species themselves ;

that ancient

and immc

morial degeneration made in each family, or
in every genus,

under which we

PreiretRi the proxirnaling species.
terrestrial
tached

animals

species,

once compose
elephant,

the

may

Among all

there are only a

which,

corn

few de

like the human,

both species and genus.

at

The

rhinoceros, the hippopotamus,

and the giratk, form genera, or simple species,
which propagate only in a direct line, and
have no collateral branches ; every other appears

to form families, in which one principal

trunk 'is

generally

to

be

recognized,

and

whence
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several

different

branches,

much the more or less nii;icrous as the

so

indi

viduals in each species are barren or
prolific.
1 nder this point of view, the horse, the
zebia, and the ass, are all of the same
family.
11 the horse is the source, or principal trunk,
the zebra and the ass will be collateral branches.
The number of their resemblances

being in

finitely greater than that of their differences,
we may look on them as constituting only one
genus, the pvincipal characters of which are
clearly announced, and common to all three.
They are the only

animals which

have solid

hoots without any appearance of toes or nails.
distinct species
Though they form three very
they are not

absolutely

separated, since

the

male-ass will produce with the mare, and the
horse with the she-ass; and it is probable that
if we were to tame the zebra, and mollify his
would likewise produce with
savage nature, it
the horse and the ass.
This

mule,

therefore,

which has

been regarded as a vitiated

hitherto

production, as

a

monster composed of two different natures, and
of reproduction, is not
consequently incapable
so base as might be imagined from the above
it is not really unprolific, and
prejudice, since
its sterility depends on certain external and pe
culiar circumstances.

It is well known that
mules
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produce in

wanui

countries,

and

we

have some examples of their producing CVC!I
in

our

know

temperate climates.

But

we

do n.:t

-whether this generation ever proceeded

from the 11111011 of a male with a female rnuhc,
or whether the producioa

were

not effected

by the junction of a male with a ware,
male-ass with a 1T ale.

or a

Thce are two kinds of

males, the first is the great mule, wh 1db pro
ceeds from the

junction of a male-ass with a

mare, and the

small mule, proceeding

the horse and the she-ass, which

from

we shall call

bardeau, to distinguish it from the other.
ancients were acquaincd with

The

both, and

them by two (lifiCreilt names; they
dis-tinguished
called the first n?zths, and the second 1i1is.
They assert that the mulus produced with the
mare, an anitna.l called ginnus*, or

hinnus ;

that the she-mule conceived very readily, but
seldom brought the ftus to perfection : and
that, though they have had frequent examples
of mules bringing forth, yet such productions
were looked oii as prodigies.
prodigy

But what is a

of nature,
except an eve,,

winch hap

pens
The word gnnus is used by Aristotle in two senses: the
first to denote in general an imperfect animal, an abortion,
a dwarf animal, proceeding sometimes from the horse and
the ass; and the second to signify the particular produce
the mule and the mare.
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pens more rarely than

sonic others ? The he

mule, therefore, can engender, and the female
conceive, and bring forth, in certain circum
stances

hence

it

is

only

required to know

-what these circumstances are,
fu ithcr

information

and to acquire

concerning degeneration

by a mix*ure of species, and consequently oit
diversity of each genus.

To

in these enquiries, the lie-mule

must,

the unity- and
succeed

be joined with a she-mule, a mare, and a she
ass ;

the same shoiId be done with the

deaii, and then the result of these six
lations ought to

be carefully

marked.

bar

copu
The

females of the ass, mule, and bardcau, should
also be paired with a horse.
These experiments, however simple,

have

never yet been tried with a view to explain the
I regret that it has not
nature of generation.
been in my power to try them, as I am per
suaded consequences would result from theni,
which at present we only conjecture, and speak
of as presumptions.

I imagine,

for example,

that of all the above copulations, that of the
great mule with the female bardeau, (the ani
mal produced by the horse and ass) and that of
the male-bardeau and she-mule might possibly
not succeed:

that the junction of the lie and

she-mule, and that

of the intile and female
bardeau.
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bardeau, might sometimes be attended with
success, though not often.
produce with

would

That the lie-male

the mare with

greater

ccrtainy than with the she-ass, and the male
bardcau with more certainty
than with the mare;

and

that

iiii the she-ass
the horse and

lie-ass might possibly produce with both

the

she-mules, but that the ass would be more suc
than

cessful

the

horse.

These experiments

should be made in a country at least as warm
as the

south of France; and the age of the

mules should be seven, the horses five, and the
asses four years, because those different periods
are necessary before those three aniuaIs acquire
their full vigour.
These then are
which the

above

the

analogical

reasons on

presumptions are founded.

In the common course of nature, it is not the
males but the females
unity of species.

which constitute the

We know from the example

of the sheep, which propagate alike with

the

the goat, that the female has much

ram, or

more influence than the male, on the specific
qualities

of the

production,

since the only

issue from these two different males are lambs,
that is, individuals which have a specific re
semblance to the mother.

Thus the mule re

sembles the mare more than she does the ass,
VOL. IX.

Y y

and
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the bardeau more

horse; therefore the

she-ass than

the

nule ought to produce

with

more certain4'

the

the

mare than with

the

she-ass, and the bardeau still more so with

the

she-ass than with the mare, so the horse and
he-ass might possibly produce
because

she-mules;
somewhat

being,

with both the

females,

though

vitiated, each retains more specific

qualities than the male-mules;

but the he-ass.

should produce with them more certainly than
the horse,

it is

because

observed,

that

the.,

he-ass possesses stronger prolific powers than
the horse,

even

with

the mare, for the

first

the generation of
corrupts and totally destroys
We may be convinced of this fact
the latter.
by first taking a stallion

to a mare,

the

and

next morning, or even some days after, serv
ing her with

a male-ass, and her production

will always be mules,
fact, of which
attention,

and not horses.

every circumstance

This

deserves

seems to indicate, that the ass and

not the horse, is the stock, or principal root of
the family, since the first predominates by its
prolific

powers over the latter even wi h

own female,

especially as, if the

ass is

its

first

the mare and the horse afterwards.,
given to
the latter does not destroy the generation of
the former, for even: then the production is still
a mule
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other hand, the like effect

does not happen when the he-ass precedes the
horse, with

the she-ass, for the latter never de

stroys the operation of the former.

With re

spect to the copulation of mules among theme
selves, I
we can

have presumed it to

be sterile,

for

expect nothing else from two natures

already debased by generation, and which by
their union cannot fail of being still more de
based, than a production entirely vitiated, or
absolutely none at all.
By the mixture of the mule with the mare,
of the bardeau with the she-ass, and the horse
and he-ass with she mules,

we should obtain

individuals which would ascend towards the
original species; they would be only half mules,
and, like

their parents, would not only have

power to engender with their primitive species,
but perhaps have the faculty of propagating
among themselves; for being but halfdebasecl,
their production would not be more vitiated
than the first mules;
half mules were

and if the union of these

sterile, or their productions

rare, it appears almost certain, that by bringing
them a degree still nearer their original species,
the individuals which would result from such
a union, and which would be no more than a
fourth part debased, would produce among
hemselves and form a new stem., which would
be
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precisely neither that ofthe horse nor theass-,

Now as every tiling possible has been accom
plished in time, and either does exist, or has
existed in Nature, I am inclined to think that
the

prolific

and which in

mule spoken of by the ancients,
the days

of Aristotle existed in

Syria, beyond Phoenicia, might be a race of
these half or quarter mules, which have been
produced by the commixtures here spoken of:
for Aristotle expressly says, that these prolific
mules perfectly

resembled the barren mules,

He also very clearly distinguishes them
the onagres, or wild asses,
in

the same

chapter:

only refer these animals
but little vitiated,
ductive

faculties.

mule of Tartary,

from

which he mentions

consequently

we

can

to mules which were

and preserved their repro
The czigithai, or

prolific

of which we have before

not be the onagre,
spoken, may also possibly
or the wild ass, but only this Phoenician mule,
the race of which perhaps still remains.
first traveller who is able to

The

compare them,

will confirm or destroy this conjecture.

The

zebra itself, 'which even bears a greater
to the horse than the ass, might pro
resem-blance
bably have the same origin;

the constrained

regularity of his colours, alternately disposed
in black and white stripes, seems to indicate
that they proceed

from two different species,
which
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which in their mixture have separated as much
;is possible;

for Nature, in no!e of her works,

is so abrupt, or so little shaded as on the coat
of the zebra, where it
suddcily and alternately
changes from white to black, and from black
to

white,

without

throughout the

aay

intermediate

shade

whole extent of the animal's

body.
But however that may be, it is certain from
what

we

have

said, that mules in

which have always

been accused of sterility,

are nevertheless neither
o;

general,

really nor universally

and that this sterility is only manifested

in that

particular kind

from the

of mule

proceeding

connection of the ass and the horse;

for the mule produced by the lie-goat and the
ewe, is

prolific as

as

its parents,

and most

mules which proceed from different species of
birds, are not barren ;

therefore it is only in

the particular nature of the horse and ass, that
we must seek for the causes of the inficuiidity
of the mules produced by them ; and instead
of supposing barrenness a general and
defect in every mule, it, on the contrary,
neces-sary
should be limited to that mule alone which
proceeds

from

the ass

this limitation should
these mules

and

the

horse,

and

be further restricted, as

in certain circum
prove prolific
stiuccs,
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stances,

especially

when

brought

a

degree

nearer (heir ori'iuil species.
The

mule, produced

by the horse and the

of generation as
ahas
its organs
SSI
"n
complete as
other animals;

nothing seems wanting either

in the male or female.
of seminal

plenty

The inales have a great
and

liquor;

never

being

suffered to copulate, they are often so pressed
for a discharge, that they frequently rest upon
These aiiimals

their bellies for that purpose.
are, therefore, provided
cessary for the

with every thing ne
of generation :

purpose

ardent, and consequently, very

are even very

The

in their choice.

indifferent

they

males have

desire for the female
nearly an equal vehement
mule,

the she-ass, and the mare.

therefore,

pulation, though
tion and

procuring the co

difficulty in

no

to

care

There is,

it requires particular atten
render

it

prolific.

A

too

strong ardour is often attended with sterility;
and the ftmale mule is at least as ardent as
Now it is known that the latier

the she-ass.
rejects the
that

to

seminal liquor -of the male,

make

her

retain

it,

blows

must

and
he

water thrown over her crupper,
given, or cold
to calm the convulsive emotions of desire
which subsist after copulation, and which OCo
casion

this

rejections

The she-ass,

and the
female
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female mule, therefore, incline
their over-heat.

The

to

sterility by

asses incline to it from

another cause; for as they are
originally natives
of hot climates, cold
opposes their generation,
and this is the reason they are allowed to
couple
in summer
If their union is permitted
only.
at any other time, and
partcu1arly iii winter,
it is seldom attended with
The
impregnation.
season necessary to the success of their
genera
tion is as much so for the preservation of their
production.

If the young ass is not brought

forth in warm weather it either languishes or
dies;

and

as the

time

of the gestation with

the ass is only once a year, she produces at the
season she conceives :

this sufficiently proves

how necessary warmth is, not only for the fe
cundity but also for the life of these animals,
This strong ardour ofthe female is the occasion
of the male being given her almst iimnediately
after she has brought forth, for she is seldom
suffered to rest above seven or eight days be
tween her (1e1iVry and copulation;

weakened

birth she is then less ardent, and from
by the
there not having been a sufficient interval al
lowed to strengthen the parts, the conception
is more certain than when she is in full vigour.
It is pretended, that in this species, as in that
of the cat, the temperament of the female is
jrt ardent than that of the male.

However
tile
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the he-ass is a great example of vigour, for he
can cover females several times each
(lay suc
He has been known to indulge his

cessively.

passions to so great an excess, as to die on the
spot, after eleven or

twelve rcitcracd efforts,

almost without interval, and without refresh
inent, except a few draughts of water.

This

heat, which consumes the animal, is too strong
to be

lasting;

the

he-ass

soon becomes unfit

for service, and this, probably, is the reason of
its being said the female is stronger and longer
lived than the male,

it is certain, that with

the proper care and management we have laid
down, she will live lhirtyyears, and bring forth
every year of Ii er life; whereas the male, when
not kept from the females, abuses his strength
to so great a degree as to lose the total power
of engendering in a very few years.
The he and she-ass, therefore,

also by

to sterility by common and
qualities.
same

both

The horse and the mare

tendency.

The

mare

may

incline
different

have the
receive

a

stallion nine or ten days after she has brought
forth, and she

will produce five or

that
successively, but after
barren.

six years

time she become

To preserve her fecundity an interval

allowed between each birth,
ofayear should be
and instead of giving her the stallion
after she has foaled, she should be kept
imme-diately
until
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shews sonic external

until she

seldom

The mare

twenty years old ;

55.~

signs of heat.

proves prolific after she is
while the horse

somefimes

of engendering unfit the
preserves the power
abunage of thirty. The seminal liquor is less
dant, and less stimulating in the horse than in
the ass ; for

lie former often copulates without

emitting, especially if the mare be presented to
him before he seeks her.
Besides, his most
for
vigorous efforts are not always successful;
there are

some

mares

naturally barren, and

others whose fecundity is but trilling.

There

are also stallions which, though vigorous to all
appearance, havebut little power.

To these

add a more evident
particular reasons we can
and general proof of the small degree of fecun
Of all do

dity there is in the horse and ass.
mestic animals, although
carefully attended
number.

lo, they are the least

are ten,

and,

an(I cat,

the mdi

a

hundred

probably,

times more numerous than those of the
and ass.

in

In the ox, the sheep, the goat, and

particularly the hog, clog,
vidua1s

they are the most

boise

Thus their want ot fecundity is pro

ved by facts, and we must attribute the steril
the mules to all the above causes, as they
ity of
from a mixture of these naturally un
proceed
III those species, on the con
prolific species.
like the sheep and goat, are
trary, which,
Jilt
Z Z
VOL. IX.
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and,

consequently

prolific,

th

inulcs proceeding from their intermixture, are
not barren but ascend to the original
species in
I he first. genera ion, whereas, two, three, or
per
ha ps four generations, are
required to reinstate
the mule produced by the horse and the ass, to
the same degree and perfection of nature.
It has been

asserted, that

another

kind 0

mule is produced from the copulation of the
bull with the mare.

Coinmella is, I think, the

liNt who has spoken of i.

Gesner quotes the

words of Columella, and adds, that he found
these mules
called

in

in

Grenoble,

Frcnch jznnais.

and

which

One

of flieseju

are

mars I had brought to me from Dau:;hinv, and
anolier

from the

tion of the

Pyrenees.

external
the

By the inspec

parts, as well as

by

the

dissection

of

internal, I discovered that

they were

only bardeatis, or mules produced

between the horse and the

she-ass.

I

think

myself, Iherefore, authorized from this experi
mcn, and from analogy, to suppose this kind
of mule does not

exist,

and

that

the

word

jurnar is only a chimerical name without any
real object.
The nature of the bull is too
distant iroi that of the mare, to admit of their
engendering together, III( one having four sto
machs, horns, cloven feet, &c. and the other
bchg

whole-hoofed, with no horns, and
only
one
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one

stomach.

The

353

organs of generation are

likewise so very different, there is not the least
reason to SUOSC they can copulate with any
degree of pleasure or success.

If the bull were

to produce with any species besides his own,
it would be with the buffalo, which resembles
him in conformation and natural habits ;

yet

we have never heard of any mules being
pro-duced
by the junction of these two animals.
What is related of the copulation and produc
tion of the

stag 'and

cow, is nearly as suspi

cious as the story of the

though the

umars,

less distant, in its conformation,
stag is much
from the nature of (lie cow, than the bull is
from that of the mare.

END OF THE NINTH VOLEIM.

"Th.'.Giltct)Printer, Wild-CoUrt.

